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Accounts Receivable Management to Medium
Enterprises in Kosovo
Besmire Aliu1
1 Master of Banks, Finances and Accounting, University of Prishtina, Faculty of

Economy, Rr. "Ymer Prizreni" No. 130, Gllogovc, Lipjan
besmire.aliu@hotmail.com,
Abstract. Since people are facing numerous economic problems among them is doing business.
In this way, this paper will provide a reflection on the operation of cash-free sales. The paper will
be dealt based on two aspects: theoretical and practical. Furthermore, it will be examined
Management of accounts receivable in medium-sized enterprises in Kosovo. There will be talked
of accounts receivable, their management, including sales conditions, gathering information, cash
and payout ratio at different periods of time, accumulation within the year, bad debts and business
relationships, and customers.
Keywords: Accounts Receivable, Accounts Receivable Management, bad debts.

Introduction
This paper will examine the management of accounts receivable in Kosovo as a very important
problem with regard to the functioning of business activity.
At the beginning, it will be based on the origin of accounts receivable within the accounting
system, as well as a brief definition of accounts receivable. The characteristics and the objectives
of the sales with payment terms will be presented by continuing with the management of this
sales method. Briefly, credit policy will be reflected on the sale of the payment period, then the
analysis of the sale of the payment period and the checking of the accounts receivable.
The most important part will be given to the research part where the analyzation of payment sales
management will be considered as the key points of this problem. The ratio of cash sales and
timeshare sales to certain time periods will be considered and a percentage of non-payment of
these accounts will be issued up to a year period. Attention will also be paid to the percentage of
allowance for bad debts.

Accounts Receivable Management
Managing and accounting for receivables is an important term in the framework of credit sales.
The benefit of extending credit to customers is the increase in sales, while their cost is the risk of
non-collection. An entity may not be able to recover its outstanding balances with respect to
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certain receivables. Accounting refers to accounts receivable such as uncovered debts or bad
debts2.
The management of receivables, also called credit management, deals with the drafting of credit
policies in liberal or restrictive terms, for credit standards and credit terms, discounts offered for
early payment, policy and collection procedures. It works in a way that brings together these
policy variables to determine an optimal level of investment in receivables, where returning to
that investment is maximum for the firm. The credit period provided by the company usually
ranges from 15 to 60 days.
When goods are sold on credit, ready-made goods are converted into accounts receivable in the
seller's books. In buyers' books, the obligation arising from the purchase of a loan is represented
as payable accounts. "Accounts receivable are the total loans granted by a firm to its client."
These accounts represent the third category of most important assets for the business firm after
plant and equipment as well as inventories and also constitute the second most important category
of current assets for the company after inventories.3
Credit policies include determining the level of sales with payment terms, the determination of
credit standards, the definition of credit terms and the discount rate in cash. In the credit analysis
is required by the finance manager to determine how much the risk of advancing the loan in a
particular part.
Loan or receivables control requires the finance manager to follow the debtors and decide on an
appropriate credit collection policy. This is included in the scope of credit policies and the
implementation of such policies.4
The main purpose of credit management is to maximize the value of the firm by reaching a
compromise between liquidity, risk and profitability. Moreover, effective credit management will
help to expand sales and may prove to be an effective marketing tool. This helps to keep old
customers and win new clients. A good administration credit management means lucrative credit
account. The objective of the management of receivables is to promote sales and profits to the
point where the return on investment is achieved, which is the further financing of receivables
and which is less than the cost of the funds raised to finance this additional loan.
The costs include giving credit and managing. To maximize the firm's value, these costs need to
be checked. These are the costs of credit administration, bad debt losses and the opportunity costs
of funds linked to receivables. The purpose of credit management should be to adjust and control
these costs, not to eliminate them altogether. The cost can be reduced to zero if the loan is not
given, but the profit determined in the expected volume of sales is due to the expansion of the
loan.5
Every company spends considerable resources to generate revenue growth. However, revenue
should be converted into cash and every euro of the company's income becomes a receivable that
needs to be managed and settled.
The benefits of effective management of receivables includes: growth of cash flow, high credit
loans, reduction of bad debt losses, lower administrative costs throughout the revenue cycle,

2

Walter T. Harrison, Jr. and Charles T. Horngren. “Financial Accounting” Seventh Edition;
Published by Prentice Hall. by Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, New Jersey,
United States of America 2008. Pg. 270
3 Chapter-V Accounts Receivable Management Pg.156-158
shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/703/11/11_chapter5.pdf
4
http://www.slideshare.net/pace2race-Institute/credit-management17278505?src=related_normal&rel=5563719#
5 Chapter-V Accounts Receivable Management Pg. 158-159
shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/703/11/11_chapter5.pdf
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reduce deductions and concessions of losses, improved customer service, reduce administrative
sales charge to force.6

Accounts Receivable Management - Case study; Medium Enterprises
in Kosovo
After a review of the theoretical side of the management of receivables, it will be continued with
the practical review and analysis of the research part. As part of the research there will be a
summary of key points related to the management of accounts receivable. In regard to the field
of research, we have been specified in the medium-sized enterprises in Kosovo where we had the
opportunity to interview a total of 84 companies in the period 2014-2016. By collecting these
data, we managed to get the necessary information that will be presented in details by
commenting each item. From the 84 surveyed enterprises in Kosovo, we have achieved the
following results:
The total sales per year such as 21% of sales have been payment term and 79% of sales are
realized in cash.

Figure 1. Percentage of credit sales (term of payment) within a year compared to cash sales
The percentage of accounts receivable up 30 days is 19%, up 60 days 9%, up 90 days 5% and up
to a year 2%. The gained results clearly show that receivables continue to decline in the opposite
direction with the increase in the time period.

Figure 2. Percentage of accounts receivable up 30, 60, 90 days and a year.
Percentage of allowance for bad debts on average is 2% compared to the percentage of other
costs of 98%.

Figure 3. Percentage of allowance for bad debts.

6

John G. Salek; “Accounts Receivable Management Best Practices”, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., Hoboken, New Jersey, United States of America 2005. Pg.1-2
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The 85% of the companies answered that the increase in accounts receivable was not the result
of bad timing sales management, while in 15% of the companies answered there was such a
problem.

Figure 4. Growth of accounts receivable and increase of non-payment of these accounts as a
result of bad management of payment sales.
Regarding to the use of a company in order to manage accounts receivable and bad debts, all of
the companies answered that 11% of them used another company for such management, while
89% of them did not use any company. Whereas, whether it had success the use of services of
other companies to manage accounts receivable and bad debts, it appeared to succeed in 67% of
companies while in 33% of companies did not succeed this Service offered.

Figure 5. Using the services of a company to manage accounts receivable and bad debts and
success of using services from other companies in the case of managing accounts receivable

Conclusion and Recommendations
Managing accounts receivable is and will continue to be a very important issue in the operation
of any business. The fact that there is such an important role in operating businesses motivates
you to address this problematic.
A good management of accounts receivable of course requires the ability and commitment and
above all knowledge on this issue. Certain policies, standards, principles and rules are guides to
a qualitative operation, enough to apply them precisely and of course, according to normal
circumstances, there will be no success. This success was argued by the research part of the paper.
The exploration of the management of accounts receivable in Kosovo's medium-sized enterprises
led to the collection of important information from a sample of 84 companies.
We were mostly focused and interested in getting information about the reality of the accounts
receivables management was mainly: the percentage of sales on credit compared to cash sales
within one year that these surveyed companies realized, on average was 21% of the sale on credit
and 79% of the cash sale; the highest percentage of accounts receivable that was in the period of
up to 30 days with an average of 19%, as well as the total percentage of accounts receivable that
had not been received in the last three years, which was quite low with an average of 5%; it was
important that the increase in accounts receivable had not occurred as a result of mismanagement
of credit sales to 85% of companies.
Every company should consider many details to decide whether to sell or not to sell a payment
period. It must make numerous analyzes and then decide if it worths it or it does not apply the
payment term.
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Finally, the timeshare sale has existed and should continue to exist as long as there is business
activity, because it is a very important element of the functioning of economic activity in a
country.
Based on the theoretical side of the work and in the survey conducted by the interview method,
companies that exercise business activities will make these recommendations:
1. Each of the companies that decides to sell with a payment deadline should develop sales
policies related to this kind of sale so that it can be determined whether sales can be made
or not. If sales can be made to what extent?
2. Another thing to do is to select clients for each client to make the sale for a later payment
and for those who are not allowed, so it needs to gather as much information as possible
from the right sources. Also, set the sales time period that should normally be short such as
15-60 days.
3. The company should decide in that case it sells with receivables when the sale is made only
if the expected profit is greater than the expected profit, if the cash sale is refused.
4. The company should bear in mind that if it is sold on a credit to increase sales and profits,
it should also be taken into account that clients may not perform their obligation, therefore
the company should pay extra attention to increasing unrecovered costs.
5. It would be preferable to apply discounts on the sale of goods to attract buyers and to
motivate them to carry out their obligations within a short period of time.
6. If the company decides to sell on credit, there must be effective sales management that
would help the company to save and expand its sales. Furthermore, to be an effective
marketing tool that would help the company to keep old customers and win new customers.
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Raising Risk Equity Capital Through a Private
Placement Process in Emerging Markets
Elena Ralinska and Zlatin Sarastov
University of National and World Economy, Sofia, 1800 Bulgaria
Zlatin.sarastov@unwe.bg

Abstract. A survey on the full cycle of raising equity capital for risky ventures in emerging
markets is reviewed on the basis transactions in Bulgaria. A special emphasis is put on the
particulars and specifics of the process when applied in uncertain environment and emerging
markets where even the capital expenditure on project structuring and execution is very sensitive.
Main pitfalls are identified and the fastest and most efficient route from time and cost perspective
is suggested. Real life cases on a no-name basis are being used to review the main characteristics
of the process.
Keywords: Venture capital, private placement, equity capital, placement execution

Private Placement Process
The private placement of financial instruments with the objective to raise capital is an established
practice in the developed market economies for projects and companies at early stages of their
development. Although not as much regulated as initial public offerings, common standards have
emerged and evolved through time. In the emerging economies the practices of raising capital
through private placement is not as orderly and tends to emerge only after a well-functioning
banking sector is in place. Start-up, and early stage business in such market economies tend to
rely on friends, family, bank capital and business angels or high-net worth equity partners.
However, when tapping such sources of finance, the development of each particular deal is selfemergent and follows its own particular logic and intricacies. Only when debt capacity is
exhausted and the scale of the objectives demand greater funding (over 500,000 euro) a more
orderly and organized process of raising capital emerges with the involvement of third party
professionals. Professional services at the outset are provided by audit and advisory services
providers, followed by legal or unregulated corporate finance practices and ultimately licensed
investment intermediaries.
The Standard process post retention includes the following stages (1) concept and business model
definition (2) information gathering (3) financial modelling, valuation and deal structuring (4)
information memorandum and synopsis drafting, (5) composition of a list of potential investors
(6) investor approach phase (7) preliminary negotiations with interested investors (8)
memorandum of understanding drafting and signing (9) due diligence (10) contract negotiation
and signing (11) contract execution and (12) deal Closing, (DePamphilis, 2015).
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Objectives, Scope and Design of the Present Study
Access to data is very restricted due to the competitive nature of the advisory and investment
intermediary business and was secured on the basis of networking relations as pointed also by
Huang (2008). A particular challenge is to convince the data sources of the strictly scientific
nature of the objectives of the study as many of the scholars in economics tend to involve in
practicing this trade professionally in addition to their academic involvements.
In order to identify and analyze the main characteristics of the private placement process we have
studied 45 particular cases obtained from 7 third party advisors of which 18 successful, all of
them in Bulgaria, during the period 2012-2017, in the high-tech, information and computer
technologies sectors of Bulgaria. Success is defined as being able to raise at least 30% of the
initially intended amount. The sources of primary information are documents from and
discussions with investment intermediaries and advisory practices. All of the cases can be
classified as early to intermediate stage finance, where the business model has already been
defined and product or service has been developed. We have deliberately omitted cases of seed
or acceleration finance, as these lack the order and organization enabling us draw relations,
generalizations and conclusions. The target funding ranged between 0.5 and 3.5 million euro with
a mean of 1.35 million euro. The information is commercially sensitive and has been disclosed
to us under the conditions of privacy and hence the analysis provided by us in on a no-name basis.

Key Observations and Discussion of the Results
Table 1. Sample characteristics
Length of the
process /in
months/

Target level
/mil. Euro/

Success
fee

Retained amount
/mil. Euro/

Max

18

3.5

10%

27 500

Min

9

0.5

2%

8 000

Mean

13.1

1.4

4%

11 887

Mode

10

1

Median

13

1.1

4%
4%

8 000
11 000

Length of Process
On the basis of the sampled cases, the process of capital raising lasts between 9 months and 18
months with a mean of 13.1 months and median 13. We define the start date to be the date of
retention of investment intermediary and the end date to be the signing of a mutually binding
contract. We have branded as unsuccessful processes that ended up with a non-binding
Memorandum of Understanding and then protracted or entered a lengthy modification process
and ended up in a funding with a structure materially different from the initial intentions.

Retention of Advisors
Our main points of interest are scope of assignment, compensation and alignment of interests. As
we restricted the topic of the study to private placements the scope question reduces to variations
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within this particular theme. Nearly two thirds of all cases had a well elaborated business concept
and model before initiation of the private placement process. Sixty percent of these however had
to undergo significant modification on the basis of feed-back or negotiation process with a lead
investor in the process. The remaining cases lacked sufficient clarity and required significant
input from the retained advisor. Of all cases studied only eight had an elaborate business plan
and four had a standard generally accepted DCF model in place before retention of external
placement agents and advisors. In all studied cases however, the scope of the initial engagement
included all standard parts of a placement process: (1) Financial Model, (2) Transaction
structuring (2) Information Memorandum, (3) Synopsis, (4) Memorandum of Understanding.
Three transactions evolved in a number of consecutive assignments that constitute a whole
private placement cycle. Eight of the cases included provisions for subsequent involvement in
the execution process such as Data Room preparation, Due-Diligence assistance and
organization. Final Agreement negotiation participation was included in 15% percent of initial
advisor retention arrangements. The remuneration in 4 of the cases was success based only with
no upfront fees for purely advisory services such as financial model, deal structuring or document
preparation. The success-related element of compensation was not present in only two of the
cases, where apparently the sponsor already had a list of committed potential investors. The
remaining engagements included a mixed compensation scheme with a fixed element and a
success fee either as percentage of capital raised or again an absolute amount. Based on the
sample the fixed sum for retention ranged from 8,000 to 27,500 euro with the mean being 11,878
euro, median 11,000 and the most common 8,000 euro all net of VAT. The success fee ranged
between 1.5% and 10% with mean of 3.9% and equal median and mode of 4%.
Table 2. Overview of sample characteristics
Projects

DCF model developed

Information
memorandum
prepared

Business plan
prepared

Synopsis

Successful

18

37

18

33

33

Unsuccessful

27

8

27

12

12

Financial Model and Valuation
Eight of the cases were not supplied with a standard discounted cash flow model, but based their
valuation on comparable methods, also known as multiples-based valuations. The rest had a
standard DCF valuation model of which 23 complied with the best globally accepted practices.
Koller et al. (2010). Six of the multiples’ valuations were based on forward looking EBITDA or
EBIT estimates, with the remaining citing reported figures as already in business. The DCF
models included forecasts of the Income Statement, the Balance Sheet and The Cashflow
Statement. The horizon of the forecasts ranged between 3 and 20 years with the most common
being 10 years of forecasts. Sixteen cases relied on CAPM based cost of capital estimation with
some country risk modifications. Seven of the cases applied hurdle rates with three explicitly
taking into account the specific risk into the discount formula denominator.

Synopsis
The synopsis is short document whose main purpose is to generate initial interest in the
prospective transaction. In the usual setting it is prepared only after the completion of the
investment memorandum. However, two thirds of the cases started contacting investors on the
basis of a financial model and synopsis only with the idea to complete the information
memorandum only after an investor interest is demonstrated. This is be typical for high-tech and
ICT sector as there is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the success of a capital raising initiative
(Carpentier, 2005). All of the 45 cases had the equivalent of a capital raising summary, synopsis
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or a teaser with 37 explicitly branding the document as being such. The length of this document
ranged from 2 to 7 standard pages, averaging 3.2 and included the standard elements as described
by DePamphilis (2015).

Information Memorandum
The information memorandum is the document that serves as the main information source
regarding a capital raising through private placement transaction. This document also usually
contains the data from the financial model if one had been prepared. Unlike most of the IPO
prospectuses, the private placement memorandum can contain forward looking estimates and all
the ones reviewed by us contained such estimates.
Although only 18 of the cases had a document explicitly branded as information me-morandum
we regard that 28 cases reached information memorandum distribution stage, as the business plan
serves that purpose. The remaining cases had not generated sufficient investor interest to justify
the preparation of a detailed information memorandum. In twelve of the 28 cases the document
was termed information memorandum, with the remaining using a standard business plan, the
main difference being that a business plan did not include a proposed deal structure and an
explicit deal offer component. The topics that existed in all the documents that performed the
function of an investment memorandum covered the standard topics of investor interest and effect
on value (DePamphilis 2015).

Shortlisting and Contacting Potential Investors
The shortlisting process included desktop studies and access of data bases. 16% of the offerings
targeted both strategic and financial investors with the remaining 38 cases targeting only financial
investors. The percentage of leads originating from project sponsor ranged between 22% and
41% with the remaining attributed to the financial advisor. The investor contacting ranged in
duration between two and four months until either the capital raising initiative was abandoned or
investor interest was generated. Most of the sell-side participants in the process, sponsors and
advisors alike consider a private placement not worth continuing if interest is not generated within
3 months from the start of the offering. The advisors usually start from the top of the list where
the most likely potential investors are positioned and continue down as far as considered
worthwhile. The latter is utterly discretionary and based on intuition or feed-back from initially
contacted prospective investors (Reeve 2016).

Memorandum of Understanding
Only 15 of the 22 cases that reached this point in the process were furnished with a signed
Memorandum of Understanding document. This is a non-binding document and serves only as a
temporary negotiation mile-stone to fix the terms before a costly and time-consuming duediligence stage is entered into. Because of its non-binding nature or probably because parties
were eager to retain flexibility or required additional information or assurances in 7 of the 22
cases such a document was not negotiated or signed between the parties.

Process Abandonment
Just over one third of the 27 unsuccessful offerings failed to generate valid interest, 13 were
dropped at the stage of initial review before reaching due diligence (the prospective investor
having received an IM), 2 were abandoned in the course of a more serious due-diligence effort
either formal or informal. This means that of all of the 22 projects that reached due diligence
stage 20 managed to pass through this hurdle with remaining 2 failing at the final terms and
conditions negotiations. Investors are doing most of the assessment before the due diligence
phase.
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Due-Dilligence Process
Just under half of the cases from the sample reached due diligence phase. In 14 of the 22 cases
the process was formalized and structured with the corresponding rules and procedures in place.
These being high-tech and ICT sector companies the data room that is normally a location for
assembly and access for verification of all facts and estimates based in the information
memorandum took the form of a controlled access and manipulation directory in a virtual cloud
service. The due diligence process ranged in duration from two and a half weeks to 8 weeks with
the average being just over a month.

Negotiation and Deal Signing
The length of the contract negotiation phase span from 3 to 14 months with the average being 5.4
months. Two of the cases surviving till this stage were abandoned. The negotiations in 6 of the
cases, slightly less than 1/3, that reached this stage resulted in a structure significantly differing
from the one set out in the Memorandum of Understanding.

Conclusion
The process is different from the usual in developed markets. It is less orderly but more flexible
with frequent escapes from the standard route. The main concerns of the sponsors and advisor
are costs and efficiency and probability of success. The sponsors are very reluctant to commit to
fixed up-front fees and look to shift the weight of the compensation towards the success element.
The process is evolving and improving with increasing number of transactions each year within
the studied period and the involvement of leading global practices mostly on the buy-side. We
have not held interviews with sponsors of capital-raising projects but advisors only and hence
can conclude on their concerns or perceptions only indirectly. The main concern of sponsors is
the justification of the fixed costs with regards to the likelihood of success. The sponsors also
attempt to stage remuneration and insist on flexibility and being able to walk out of the process
if investor feed-back is not positive. A great deal of further research is required in order to
sufficiently characterize the process with the main restriction being availability of and access to
information.
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Abstract. Construction is one of the basic branches of national economy creating the material
basis for the most of economic and social activities, as well as of the personal welfare and being
of the people. Construction sector consists of enterprises including large, medium and small
businesses. The interaction of different types of construction business allows ensuring the proper
volume of construction and providing flexible and quick response to demand changes, trends,
and challenges. Construction companies need capital to support their performance and they create
capital structure combining the available sources of equity and debt. There are two well-known
theoretical provisions used in analysis of the capital structure of the companies: a) demand for
capital significantly changes within the life cycle of the company; b) opportunities to use different
capital sources vary in accordance with the life cycle and the size of the company. The objective
of the current research is to identify the difference in the capital structure of construction
companies of different age and size. The object under consideration is the capital structure of
Russian construction companies. The methods of financial and economic analysis and statistical
methods are used for investigation. The results and conclusions of the research can be useful to
the heads and financial managers of construction companies and to the governing bodies of the
construction sector.
Keywords: construction companies, capital structure, sources of financing, equity, debt, age of
the company, size of the company

Introduction
Theoretical studies of capital structure, which implies the ratio of equity and debt capital, began
in the 30s of the 20 century and experienced a surge of interest in the late 50's - early 60's. It is
generally recognized that the main contribution to the development of this theory was made by
Modigliani and Miller [10]. In the following period, much of the capital structure research was
of an empirical nature.
Most researchers consider the capital structure as an object of purpose-directed management for
financial managers of companies. Efforts are applied mainly to the formation of the optimal
structure. Financial managers of companies constantly face the problems of finding sources for
financing and forming in some sense the best combination of these sources. As a criterion of
optimization, the price of capital and the return on equity are most often used. The issue of the
capital structure determinants is widely discussed both from the point of view of the availability
of sources and from the point of view of optimizing their combination.
In a number of works, for example, [3; 5; 8; 13], the capital structure is viewed dynamically from
the standpoint of the company's development and the stages of its life cycle.
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The sectoral aspect is also reflected in studies of the capital structure. The importance of
construction as a sphere that creates long-term capital goods allows us to assert that financial
decisions made and implemented by construction companies' managers are important not only
for these companies and their economic environment, but also for the economies of territories
and countries. There are a number of works devoted to studying the capital structure of
construction companies in different countries, for example, Malaysia [1; 9], Saudi Arabia [7],
South Korea [4].
The structure of the capital of Russian construction companies has not so far attracted the
attention of researchers. However, there are works devoted to revealing the features of capital
structure formed by Russian companies of other industries, for example, [6; 11; 12]. Among the
factors that allow purpose-directed formation of a capital structure, ensuring the conditions for
its most effective use in each company, Elmurzaeva [6] mentions industry-specific activities; the
stage of the life cycle; commodity and financial markets' conjuncture; level of the return on
assets; the attitude of the creditors; the level of profit taxation; financial mentality of owners and
managers of the company.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the capital structure of Russian construction companies,
taking into account the characteristics of size and age. The result of the research should allow
forming a basis for forecasting the state of the industry and making managerial decisions in
individual companies and at the branch and regional levels.

Data and Methods
The data for the study are the accounting data for 2016 of the construction industry companies,
sub-sector "construction of residential and non-residential buildings", operating in the Leningrad
region of the Russian Federation, contained in the database SPARK (Interfax). The initial sample,
containing information on 805 companies, was reduced through the successive implementation
of the following steps:
1) Elimination of companies in the liquidation and reorganization phase, after which the sample
was reduced to 757 companies marked as active;
2) Elimination of companies with zero or negative equity, after which there were 584 companies
left in the sample:
3) Elimination of companies with a negative value of at least one of the indicators "net profit",
"profit before tax", "gross profit", after which 210 companies that can be considered as
successfully survived in 2016 and continuing their activity, left in the sample/
Thus, relatively successful companies of different sizes are the object of comparison. Among the
remaining companies in the sample are 8 large enterprises, 10 medium-sized enterprises, 33 small
enterprises and 159 microenterprises. It should be noted that in accordance with Russian
legislation, the criteria "number of employees" and "amount of revenue") are used to determine
the size of the enterprise. The assets, that is total capital, is not a criterion indicator
The analysis used data on the age of companies, the total amount of capital, the amount of equity,
long-term and short-term borrowed capital, long-term and short-term bank loans.
The research methodology consists in distinguishing groups of companies based on their type
and calculation indicators that characterize the capital structure [2]:
1) financial leverage = debt capital / equity;
2) proportion of long-term debt = long-term debt/ total capital;
3) proportion of short-term and long-term loans = (short-term loans + long-term loans) / total
capital.
For the indicator "age of the company" and indicators characterizing the capital structure,
descriptive statistics were calculated. Based on the analysis of descriptive statistics the internal
structure of the groups was assessed, similarities and differences between groups of enterprises
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were revealed. Correlations were calculated to determine the relationship between the age of the
company and the capital structure indicators.

Results
Descriptive statistics for the age of companies and the index of financial leverage are shown in
Table. 1.The lower boarder of the age of active medium and large companies (9 and 5 years,
respectively) is significantly higher than for small and microenterprises (1.5 years), but the upper
limit can be considered approximately the same, which confirms the possibility of implementing
a strategy of preserving the size in the construction market. The fact that longevity in all groups
is a fairly rare phenomenon is confirmed by the positive values of the skewness indicators, which
show that age less than the average prevails in the sub-samples. The conclusion is supported by
the fact that in all groups the mode and the median are less than the mean value.
The minimum values of financial leverage show that among the large companies there are none
that can be called financial independent, as the amount of debt capital used exceeds equity. In the
group of medium-sized companies, there are those with a financial leverage less than 1, which
makes them relatively financially independent, and among small and micro enterprises there are
those that do not use borrowed capital at all. Median values of financial leverage show that in all
groups, more than half of the companies are significantly financially dependent, with
microenterprises and large companies relatively less dependent.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the companies’ age and financial leverage
Statistic
Age of the company
Financial leverage
Large Medium Small Micro Large
Mediu
Small
Micro
m
Mean
16.50
15.40 11.42 9.28
8.14
15.21
176.23
194.67
Standard
error
1.87
2.14 1.31 0.51
2.20
8.30
152.92
100.06
Median
15.75
15.50 10.00 8.00
6.29
7.99
7.14
5.95
Mode
15.00
15.50 4.50 4.50
Standard
deviation
5.28
6.77 7.52 6.48
6.22
26.23
878.45
1261.74
Sample
variance
27.93
45.88 56.61 42.00
38.67
688.08 771672.74 1591980.26
Kurtosis
1.14
-0.36 -0.50 -0.08
-1.40
8.84
32.88
128.92
Skewness
0.68
0.26 0.65 0.92
0.56
2.91
5.73
11.00
Range
17.50
21.00 25.50 24.50
15.62
87.66 5065.58
15191.85
Minimum
9.00
5.00 1.50 1.50
1.34
0.59
0.00
0.00
Maximum 26.50
26.00 27.00 26.00
16.96
88.25 5065.58
15191.85
The minimum values of financial leverage show that among the large companies there are none
that can be called financial independent, as the amount of debt capital used exceeds equity. In the
group of medium-sized companies, there are those with a financial leverage less than 1, which
makes them relatively financially independent, and among small and micro enterprises there are
those that do not use borrowed capital at all. Median values of financial leverage show that in all
groups, more than half of the companies are significantly financially dependent, with
microenterprises and large companies relatively less dependent.
To study the relation between the age of companies and their financial leverage, point diagrams
were constructed, where the value of the financial leverage is plotted along the horizontal axis,
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and the age is plotted along the vertical axis (Fig. 1). It should be noted that when drawing
diagrams for small and medium-sized companies, the maximum values of the leverage which
exceed the corresponding mean values more than 28 and 78 times (!) , were discarded. Diagrams
clearly show:
1) the average level of financial leverage in all groups reflects a high financial dependence, with
the average level of financial leverage and the size of companies being inversely related;
2) in all groups, most companies have a level of financial leverage below the average;
3) Each group has a relatively small number of companies that have a financial leverage
corresponding to an extremely high degree of financial dependence;
4) In groups of larger companies, higher leverage ratios are characteristic for companies whose
age is above the average, while in groups of smaller companies, extremely high values are
characteristic for companies whose age is below average.
In the Russian accounting, the following forms of equity are distinguished: authorized capital,
additional capital, reserve capital and retained earnings. Long-term debt capital includes longterm loans, deferred tax liabilities and other long-term debt. Short-term debt capital consists of
short-term loans, accounts payable, deferred income and other current liabilities.
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Fig. 1. Relation between the age of companies and their financial leverage
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The nature of the construction companies’ activities involves the implementation of long-term
projects, which requires appropriate funding sources. It seems obvious that at some stages of the
construction cycle, debt financing can be a much more profitable option than using a larger
amount of equity that will be unused during other stages of the construction cycle. The use of
bank loans to finance operations, on the one hand, reflects the compliance of companies with
bankable solvency requirements, and, on the other hand, the aspiration of companies to use bank
loans with the given level of interest rates, and the availability of alternative options for
companies. Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for indicators of the proportion of long-term
borrowed funds and the proportion of bank loans.
A wide range of indicators should be noted, which is confirmed by relatively high values of the
standard error. Microenterprises have the highest level of long-term financing, but at the same
time the level of bank loans use is the least. For most companies in all groups, the level of longterm financing is insignificant, as does the level of use of bank loans.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the proportion of long-term debt capital
and proportion of bank loans
Proportion of long-term debt
Proportion of bank loans
capital
Statistic
Large Medium Small
Micro
Large Medium Small
Micro
Mean
0.08
0.09
0.06
0.18
0.14
0.08
0.11
0.08
Standard error
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.09
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
Median
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.06
Mode
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Standard
deviation
0.10
0.20
0.20
0.28
0.12
0.12
0.23
0.09
Sample
variance
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.01
Kurtosis
1.35
5.54
11.60
0.81
-1.68
0.73
5.17
-0.99
Skewness
1.44
2.49
3.54
1.51
0.06
1.43
2.45
0.69
Range
0.28
0.73
0.98
0.73
0.30
0.38
1.02
0.24
Minimum
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.04
0.00
Maximum
0.28
0.73
0.98
0.73
0.30
0.38
0.97
0.24
It is reasonable to assume that the longer the company successfully (which in our case is
confirmed by the very fact of its presence in the sample) works in the market, the better is its
reputation as a borrower, which should allow its using long-term debt capital and bank loans. The
converse assumption that the possibility of using long-term debt and bank loans contributes to
the company's longevity is also grounded. The analysis of correlation coefficients between the
age of companies and proportions of long-term capital and of bank loans (Table 3) shows that
this dependence is not negligible only in a small group of medium-sized companies. An indistinct
relationship between age and the availability of bank lending can be traced in a small group of
large companies. However, the links noted are not so close that access to borrowing could be
unequivocally explained by the age of the company or vice versa.
Table 3. Correlation of the company’s age with the capital structure indicator
Group of companies
Indicator
Large
Medium
Small
Micro
Proportion of long-term debt
-0,13
0,544
0,099
-0,05
Proportion of loans
0,422
0,297
-0,012
-0,004
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Conclusions
Analysis of the capital structure of Russian construction companies allowed drawing a number
of conclusions that determine the further directions of research and practical work of managers.
Approximate equality of the maximum age of companies in all groups shows the possibility of
maintaining the stable size of the company for a long time, which is possible for the smaller
companies in cases of a) working in a limited niche; b) timely separation of new companies as
business grows. Further research can be aimed at analyzing the strategies of construction
companies, and from the standpoint of practice, the experience of successful "long-livers"
deserves attention.
The extremely high financial leverage of most companies combined with a noticeable
predominance of short-term borrowed funds is evidence of the unstable state of the industry as a
whole. In the foreseeable future, this may lead to a massive loss and subsequent bankruptcies. A
possible scenario for development is the massive acquisition of smaller, relatively stable
companies by the larger companies or mergers of several small companies. The direction of
research may be the study of the optimal ratio of the own and debt capital in dynamics depending
on the stage of implementation of construction projects. The same question should be interesting
for financial managers of construction companies.
The low level of bank loans using confirms the low assessment of construction companies as
potential borrowers, by banks. In part, this may take place due to the inflexibility of the loan
products offered and the lack of attention to the specific nature of the activities of construction
companies. The research can be devoted to the development of special methods for
comprehensively assessing construction companies' solvency. Stable relations of construction
companies with banks are possible on the basis of more flexible financing options, the
development of which should be carried out by banks.
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Abstract. Studying interest rates has always been in focus of researches. Loans are the main
source of funds for businesses and individuals, especially in the Balkan countries. The main
problem is that high interest rate margins can indicate many factors, such as: The informal
economy, problems with the cadaster system, an ineffective job of courts, the inability of Central
Banks to inject liquidity, weaknesses in the quality of financial reporting of businesses, nonperforming loans. It looks like all these problems are in favor of banks, by maximizing their
profit. It is well known that the intermediary role of bank is to provide the best prosperity for
society, preferably at the lowest possible costs. The high level of interest rate spread is an
indicator of inefficiency, excessive risk taking and lack of competition. This study aims to
measure the effects of the banking, market and macroeconomic structure on the net interest rate
spread of the Balkan countries, such as Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
and Serbia, for seven years. According with this, the evaluation is made from two tips of methods:
statistical and regression analysis. In the end, I can conclude that the net interest margin is
influenced by maintaining high levels of capital, non-performing loans, operating expenses and
bank capital ownership. Other factors that affect it are bank size, liquidity risk and portfolios
performance. Macroeconomic components such as: Market Structure and Gross Domestic
Product are assessed without impact. The study of factors that may cause changes in interest rate
margins is an interesting and widely dealt with by foreign literature. Such an approach may be
useful for specific measures of economic policy, taking into account the prospect of EU
integration and other researcher that want to expand this study.
Keywords: Interest rate margins, capital, risk, ownership and competition.

Introduction
Building a healthy banking sector is one of the fundamental aspects of the transition Balkan
countries to a market economy. The banking system is the most important element of the financial
system of these countries, whose assets is about 90 percent of the total assets of financial system.
Interest rates continue to remain part of the global debate. Banks function as the main players in
channeling funds from lenders to borrowers, so it is important that their intermediary role
provides a higher welfare for society, preferably at lower cost. In this context, the main point of
research is to identify the factors that affecting the net interest margin (NIM) for the banking
system of some Balkan countries. The objective of this study is to measure the effects of banking,
market and macroeconomic structures on the net interest margin of the Balkan countries, such as
Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia, for the period of 2011-2017.
In other words, the objective of this study is to determine which of the factors has the highest
effect on the interest rate margins in the Balkan countries. This study may be useful for specific
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measures of economic policy, taking into account the prospect of EU integration, while the area
of net interest margins is always on the lookout.

The main of literature
The theoretical framework on interest rates has been more than enough, from foreign and local
literature. The theoretical part includes a detailed analysis of factors that affecting the net interest
rate spread by theoretical, accounting and empirical results. A highly theoretical framework on
NIM determinants was presented by Ho and Saunders (1981). This theoretical framework has
been expanded by many other studies, such as Maudos and Fernández de Guevara (2004); Clayes
and Vander Vennet (2007). According to the theoretical framework, the net interest rate spread
is influenced by banking, market and macroeconomic characteristics. Within the banking
characteristics are included: Portfolio performance, which is measured by the ratio of loans to
total assets. Clayes (2007) Risk Sustainability, which represents the ratio of capital to total assets.
Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga (1999), Demirgüç-Kunt et al. (2004), Sologoub (2006) . Liquidity
risk is determined by liquid assets to total assets. Angbazo (1997); Demirgüç-Kunt et al., (2004);
Martinez Peria and Mody, (2004). Credit risk representing the ratio of non-performing loans to
total gross loans. Drakos (2002); Maudos and Fernández de Guevara, (2004). Operating expenses
calculated in relation to total assets. Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga (1999); Abreu and Mendes
(2003); Demirgüç-Kunt and others (2004); Maudos and Fernández de Guevara (2004); Martinez
Peria and Mody (2004); Claeys and Vander Vennet, (2007). Size of banks calculated by asset
size. Naceur (2003); Martinez Peria and Mody (2004); Gual, (1999) The ownership of banks
represents the last variable within the banking characteristics; Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga
(1999); Martinez Peria and Mody (2004); Demirgüç-Kunt et al. (2004); Sapienza (2002). In
addition to analyzing the theoretical framework of banking characteristics, we also have market
and macroeconomic characteristics. Within the framework of market characteristics we have the
market structure variable expressed through HHI, as appreciated by many different authors.
Berger, (1995b); Carbo and Rodriguez (2007); Demsetz (1973) Claeys and Vander Vennet
(2007); Maudos and Fernández de Guevara (2004) Martinez Peria and Mody (2004). In terms of
macroeconomic characterizations we have GDP. Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga (1999);
Demirgüç-Kunt et al. (2004); Brock and Suarez (2000); Claeys and Vander Vennet (2007); Vein,
Carbo and Rodriguez, (2007); Drakos (2002).

Data, methodology and sources of work
The paper has an evaluation character. Investigation of this research was done for 116
commercial banks. The data refer to the period 2011-2017, unbalanced with a total of 812
observations. The data was collected and processed in Excel by being transmitted as a panel in
the STATA version 11.0 program, evaluating through the Houseman test with the random effect
method. Testing hypothesis is done with tests as: R² and Wald chi². While empirical results are
presented with the static and dynamic model. The methods used are descriptive, comparative and
regression analysis. All variables used in the paper contain quantitative character. The main
sources of study are: Bank scope, IMF, World Bank, ECB, Central Banks of study countries.
By analyzing data for the Balkan countries through the dealer model (Ho and Saunders, 1986),
we build the research questions and hypotheses that were tested, and helped to find the result and
conclusion.

Research question & working hypotheses
Formulating the research questions and hypothesis, we started from two facts: First, for years, in
countries such as Kosovo, the level of capital adequacy (i.e. the ratio of regulatory capital to riskweighted assets) is much higher than the minimum level required by the Central Bank of Kosovo.
As in 2017, the actual level of capital adequacy was 19% on average, higher as required level of
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12% minimum; Second, the perceptions of business and individuals are well-known that bank
loan interest rates are extremely high, while those of bank deposits are quite low.
The central question of the paper is:
- Why businesses and individuals in countries like Kosovo perceive as very
high the interest rates on bank loans, at the same time when interest rates
of deposit are perceived as very low?
Second questions of paper are:
- What are the effects on the net interest rate spreads of such risk factors such
as the ratio of regulatory capital to risk-weighted assets, operating
expenses, total loan / total ratio, non-performing / gross credit ratio, and the
liquid assets ratio / total tools?
- After looking for other factors, who has a lot to do with raising the net
interest margin: foreign-owned banks or local-owned banks?
- Is it no higher average level of competition in the banking system one of
the factors of raising the interest rate margin?
Regarding to this, we build a total four hypothesis; include a basic hypothesis and
three other hypothesis which are presented below.
Basic hypothesis: In countries like Kosovo, a higher level of the capital adequacy
ratio of the relatively low level required by the central bank ensures the banks'
sustainability in case of large and unexpected losses, on the one hand, but it is also
the main factor in increasing the net interest margin, on the other.
Hypothesis 2: The performance effects of the portfolio, operating expenses, credit
risk and liquidity are attached to the effect of capital on the growth of net interest rate
margins.
Hypothesis 3: Large foreign-owned banks have higher margins compared to smaller
local-owned banks.
Hypothesis 4: The increase in bank competition affects the reduction of the net
interest margin.

Empirical analysis
Many empirical studies have been conducted to identify the determinants of the net
interest margin, as the group of countries, as well for particular economies; as for
individual banks, as well for aggregated data at the system level. Banking systems of
economies in the process of liberalization and reform of financial systems are not in
long-term equilibrium (Brock and Rojas-Suarez, 2000). For this reason, the
interpretation of the results obtained must be done with caution as they are not direct
as it is for developed economies. In this regression analysis are presented a total ten
variables, one of which is a dependent variable and eight others are independent
variable. For details you can see below on specification of model and conceptual
study plan.

Specification of the model
The equation to be assessed can be summarized as follows:
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NIM it = αi + β1·PPit + β2·QRit + β3·LQit + β4·CRit + β5·OEit + β6·Sit + β7·Oit + β8·PBBit
+ β9·HHIit + β10·X1t + β 11·X2t + β12·X3t + β13·X4t +β14·X5t + ε it7
Where:
i = 1.2 ....., N is the bank; t = 4.5 ....., T belongs to the respective year of consideration;
α i, β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8, β9, β10, β11, β12, β13, β14 is a vector of parameters
and αi represents Fixed Effects, while X is a vector of country variables. Where, X1
is Albania, X2 is Bosnia and Herzegovina, X3 is Kosovo, X4 is
Macedonia and X5 is Serbia. And ε represents the model error term.

Conceptual study plan
The calculation of the variables is explained in the square to the conceptual plan of
the study, which is the main reference point of this paper. Net interest margin (NIM)
is the dependent variable, while the portfolio performance (PP), risk sustainability
(QR), liquidity risk (LQ), credit risk (CR), operating expenses (OE), bank size (S),
capital ownership (O), Gross Domestic Products (GDP) and market structure (HHI)
are the independent variables. The seven first variables include bank variables, while
the GDP is macroeconomic variables and HHI is the market variables.

7

Dealer model (Ho and Saunders, 1986)
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Figure1. Conceptual study plan

Empirical results
The regression analysis is presented in two models: static and dynamic model. The
static model includes four equations (Table no.1). In the first equation are the
independent variables of banking character, such as: PP, QR, LQ, CR, OE, and S., in
front of the dependent NIM variable. Then the second equation is added the
independent variable of macroeconomic character GDP that indicate economic
development. While in the third equation there is another independent variable that
shows the market structure by HHI. And at the end of the static model is presented
the fourth equation that representing the independent variable on the ownership of
bank capital.
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Table no. 1 Static model of empirical results

The second model is the dynamic model that includes all variables as the static model.
Also, this model consists in four equations. It differs from the static model because
here are presented the states and their comparison (Table no. 2). As a referencing
country in the dynamic model, towards other countries is taken Albania.
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Table No. 2 Dynamic model of empirical results

From the regression analysis, the above tables show these econometric results: The
most important factor with high influence on the NIM it comes from the risk
sustainability variable (QR) or the relation from equity to total risk assets. The value
in the model is .597 and reaches to .605, this is presented with the greatest value and
identified as the most significant variable, which means that banks with a relatively
higher level of capital adequacy are perceived as safer and this is liked by the public.
This is the reason why banks are forced to lower their funding costs by lowering their
deposit interests but also avoiding leakage of deposits during this process. Moreover,
holding a high level of capital is a tool for banks to signal solvency and
creditworthiness and inspire depositors' confidence, especially in the Balkan
countries with an approximately constant value around .350 to .400 that influencing
NIM is these factors, such as: Size (S) and bank ownership (O). Their value is a
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significant factor, which means that foreign-owned banks and large banks at the same
time tend to increase the net interest margin as opposed to small and local-owned
banks. Other factors that influencing NIM and there are significant also, such as:
Portfolio performances (PP) or credit ratio with total assets, Credit risk (CR) or nonperforming loans in relation to gross loans. The higher credit risk, the higher is the
interest rates of loans. Also, operating costs (OE) have emerged as a significant factor
in NIM. Significant but with less influential factors have been the liquidity risk (LQ).
While non-impacting factors with zero value are estimated GDP and HHI. This
means that the economy and competition are not relatively high factors in the impact
of interest rates. Also, you can see at the dynamic model that all states have become
significant. Testing the hypothesis is done through the R² and Wald chi² tests. From
the results that presented in the table it is seen that R² in all equations is over 70%,
which means that the model is representative The variance Inflation Factors (VIF), it
results in a value of 5.16 that meaning that the variables are correlated. By equating
all the parameters of β with zero (β = 0), the Wald chi² test drops the zero hypothesis
and gives a significant alternative hypothesis value. The values of the Wald chi² test
in the first model range from 150 to 155; while in the second model is 115-117.

Finding analysis
We can conclude that the hypotheses above have been tested by pointing out these
findings:
Finding no.1: The level of capital adequacy (the ratio of regulatory capital to
riskweighted assets) is the main growth factor of the net interest margin in countries
such as Kosovo.
Finding no.2: Large and foreign-owned banks have better growth impact on the net
interest rate spread in the Balkan countries than smaller and local-owned banks.
Finding no.3: Portfolio performance, operating expenses, credit risk and liquidity risk
are other factors influencing the increase in the net interest margin.
Finding no.4: The generally average level of competition does not seem to have
affected the net interest margin.

Conclusion
In theory is known that the determinate of proper level of capital by banks is a very important
task in risk management. A high level of capital protects the bank from bankruptcy in the event
of huge and unexpected losses. But on the other hand, for other things that are unchanged, a
higher level of capital than is required burdens the bank's profit. In the second case we are dealing
with costs that come from higher security than it is required, and in places like Kosovo, a part of
the "cost of security" that comes from the highest level of capital to the minimum than is required,
banks transmit to businesses clients and private clients who take loans and open Term deposits.
Finally, based on regression estimates, the main "responsible" of the net interest margin in
Kosovo and other countries that have been researched in this paper are in the descending order:
the level of capital adequacy (or risk sustainability), size and ownership of foreigner banks,
portfolio of performance, credit risk, operating expenses and liquidity risk. This result supports
our main hypothesis. Intuitively, this result can be explained as follows: Banks with a relatively
higher level of capital adequacy are perceived as safer and this is liked by the public. This is the
reason why banks are forced to lower their funding costs by lowering their deposit interests but
also avoiding leakage of deposits during this process. The results obtained from this study may
serve policymakers to focus on issues that are more related to the determinants of the net interest
margin. Greater attention may be paid to maintaining the level of capital through the mandatory
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reserve rate, the ownership structure and size, the level of non-performing loans, the level of
operating expenses and the degree of competition. Such an approach may be useful for specific
measures of economic policy, taking into account the prospect of EU integration and other
researchers wishing to expand this study. This work can be continued in the future by expanding
in different directions for example, including longer periods of study, with the extension of the
data series, it is possible to include other variables, especially the nature of macroeconomic,
regulatory and legal issues.
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Abstract. This research aims the evaluation of the state of capacity management condition in the
public and private health enterprises, as well as its impact on the overall performance, on the
quality of services provided, and on achieving enterprise strategic objectives. The supposition is
that enterprise capacity in health sector face deficiency on strategic planning. The research model
includes a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods in order to examine the problem
more intensely. The research is conducted by interviewing respondents engaged in health public
and private enterprises management. Capacity management has to do capacity design, planning
and organizing, as well as establishing monitoring mechanisms for its control. Thought,
enterprises intend to utilize their resources optimally in order to achieve its strategic goals,
objectives and better performance in general. In order to achieve this, healthcare enterprises in
the country should be focused on strategic planning with distinct focus on capacity management.
The research results provide with the conceptual model for more effective capacity management
in the health sector, among findings from the explorative research
Keywords: Capacity management, healthcare, strategic planning, services, performance.

Introduction
Among the key challenges within the health sector in general is the improvement of the services
provided and the cost reduction. Apart from representing challenges in one side, they represent
strategic objectives toward the achievement of main strategic goal. The purpose of this study is
to assess the importance of capacity management in public and private health enterprises, as well
as its impact on overall performance of health companies, in the quality of services provided and
in achieving their strategic objectives. The study specifically focuses on the capacity management
at the University Clinical Center of Kosova (UCCK), giving an overview of organizations various
sectors and their capability to address and satisfy the demand.
The methods utilized in this research fluctuates from qualitative to quantitative depending on the
study objectives. Thoroughly, paper has been developed based on the review of contemporary
literature, scientific articles, interviews and surveys conducted in the health sector: including
public and private healthcare service providers.
The position of this work attitudes in the role and importance of capacity management in
achieving the strategic objectives of public and private health enterprises in improving the quality
of services and effectively managing the cost.
The purpose of the study is achieved through following objectives:
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•
•
•

Deliverance of an analytical overview of the state of affairs in the health sector in the
country;
Assessment of the importance of capacity management in public and private health
enterprises and its impact on organizations performance;
Establishment of recommendations on formulating strategies for capacity management
in health sector.

The research questions of this paper addressed important issues, and they are composed as
follows:
How is the state of affairs regarding existing formal strategies, capacity management and overall
hospital performance?
How is capacity managed in health organizations in Kosovo and what can be improved in this
regard?
How can affect proper capacity management in improving the quality of services provided by
health institutions in Kosovo?
The empirical analysis of the data obtained from the surveys and interviews conducted in the
health sector, and the interpretation of results, were realized through qualitative, quantitative and
comparative methods, as well as the combination of the theoretical part with the practical part of
the research. The use of shared software program has facilitated the analysis and made it more
comprehensible.
This paper is considered to be of scientific and practical importance, as it is one of the creative
and different on this specific field, which discusses the importance of capacity management and
the implementation of strategies for achieving the objectives of health enterprises.

Literature review
This study addresses capacity management issues which mainly relate to the utilization of the
resources of the health institution: staff, space, and the utilization of technologies and inventory.
In this esteem, the literature examination is directed towards the three identified and well-defined
factors.
The literature review is conducted on the attention of main topics concerned with the capacity
management such as: capacity management as a science, measuring enterprise capacity and
capacity planning, capacity planning process, capacity management in public enterprises,
capacity strategy, capacity management in healthcare institutions, management of public health
institutions in Kosovo as a case study.
The capacity relates to the maximum level of enterprise operations that are carried out over a
certain period of time under normal working conditions (Rahabok, 2016).

The capacity is related to the maximum level of enterprise operations are capable of
carrying out over a certain period of time under regular working conditions (Slack, et
al, 2013). It can also be defined as the ability of a producer or service provider to
accomplish the objectives of the organization over a given period of time and is
considered as an integral component of the investment process (Stock et al, 2017).
Nonetheless, in capacity management different authors agree that capacity management provides
more quality services and significant reduction in the cost structure (Dingman, et al, 2012; Slack
et al, 2016; Lee et al, 2012). Though, according to other group of authors, the disagreement stems
from the fact that capacity management should be linked to the organization's strategic goals and
its main objectives. It states here that if an enterprise intends to reduce the cost structure, it will
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affect the services provided and if it is intended to differentiate services, then the enterprise finds
it difficult to pursue a cost-cutting and resource optimization strategy, as more time and resources
are needed if the provision of more differentiated services is sought (Smith-Daniels et al, 1988,
Hitt et al, 2011).
In capacity management as a science is also stated monitoring and capacity control. In order to
know how the company's resources are being used, how services are performed and how capacity
is managed in general, that all this information is taken from monitoring and controlling the
capacity processes.
Capacity planning in an organization can be carried out on two levels, which correspond to longterm and short-term decisions. The first level of capacity decisions is strategic and long-term. It
is of great importance to the organization to plan and control the process of determining the
amount of output that can be achieved by the manufacturing / service unit (Williams & Hall,
2010).
Capacity measurements through inputs and outputs are real indicators of capacity utilization of
the enterprise as well as important data for the formulation of strategies on capacity management.
Capacity measurement is an overview of the Enterprise on the allocation of its resources, their
level of utilization and provides important information on the enterprise's capability (David,
2011; Slack et al, 2013).
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Table 1. Measurement examples of input and output capacity in different industries
Type of business
Hospital
Manufacturing vehicles
Pizzeria
Ice cream maker

Capacity input measurement
Beds available for months
Hours of living work and
machine work
Hours of work per day
Hours of operation per day

Retail store

Square meter on the surface

Capacity output measurement
Number of patients per month
Cars for turn
Number of pizzas per day
Kilogram of ice cream per
day
Income per day

Source: David, 2011
Capacity measurements through inputs and outputs are real indicators of capacity utilization of
the enterprise as well as important data for the formulation of its capacity management strategies.
Capacity measurement is an outline of the enterprise concerned with its resource allocation, level
of exploitation, and provides important information on the enterprise's ability to cope with
demand fluctuations and its affinity for flexibility in order to fit these requirements (David, 2011).
Capacity management in healthcare institutions
Health care resources are generally becoming limited and expensive, while providing a
qualitative service to patients. Therefore, it’s important that the capacity be designed in such a
way that resources are optimized and used in the most efficient way, by increasing the percentage
of resource utilization and shortening the cost. Thought, the basic problem of organizational
decision-making, both in the public and private sectors is the achievement of a balance in the
resource allocation program, which will provide a readiness system in the short, medium and
long term. Achieving this objective requires flexibility in confronting a wide range of competitive
actions (Steiss, 2003).
Therefore, an important thing for employees in the public services sector is concerned with the
question how to allocate resources between competing demands. They decide over humble
questions: who to provide with service and how to provide the service? Allocation of resources
is the main issue of public services and has always produced difficult situations (Fisher, 2002).
Resource allocation problems can be reduced or eliminated if a public organization has a sound,
comprehensive strategic plan, if there is a service delivery strategy, accurate demand planning
and capacity management through the optimum utilization of its resources (Steiss, 2003; Van
Houdenhoven, et al, 2012).
The health sector today mainly faces two problems which have to do with increasing the quality
of services as well as reducing the overall costs of hospitals and clinics. Therefore, the health
institutions need appropriate and explicit health care strategy (Green, 2005; Dingman et al, 2012).
It is important that the health care strategy be comprehensive and consistent with the objectives
of the organization. Among other things, it is important that the strategy on capacity management
comprise of these objectives:
− To provide services at the right level for each patient,
− To allow for more staffing,
− To increase the satisfaction of staff, doctors and patients, and
− Reduce operational costs (Dingman, et al, 2012).
The availability of a well-formulated strategy by the healthcare institution and the harmonization
of operations and this strategy with the goals of the organization are vital for the institution to
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operate efficiently and effectively (Hitt et al, 2011), increasing incomes, providing quality
services and enhancing the satisfaction of its stakeholders (Lee, et al, 2012).
Operations strategy
Healthcare institutions should possess and implement operations strategies through which the
vision and objectives of that institution are achieved and accomplished. Operations strategy and
operations control impact increasing the quality of service delivery and capacity management
(Hitt et al, 2011). The operations strategy determines the allocation of resources of the
organization, as well as optimizing their use, maximizing their utilization, and reducing operating
costs (Lee, et al, 2012). Correspondingly, capacity management is more efficient and effective
in maximizing the use of health care resources, this maximization applies both to human
resources, space, technology, and material resources.
The entire transformation process refers to the value chain of the health institution, from the
creation of the service up to its offering to the last patient. This full process should provide the
institution with the conditions for value creation (David, 2011), which is translated into satisfied
patients based on the highest level of service and benefits the reputation of the health institution
in general. In the future this value can be transformed into a brand that reflects good healthcare
services for customers (Kotler & Armstrong, 2013).
Health institutions, both, public and private, should own well-formulated strategies on answering
many critical issues related to the way the provide their services (Dingman, et al, 2012). Because
public health delivers the clients very sensitive services, it is of particular importance that the
services are adequate and qualitative. Therefore, it is of particular importance for the healthcare
institutions to have specific strategies on service delivery and customer care so that the quality
of the services provided is as high as the customers feel secure in obtaining the service (Cardoen,
et al, 2010).
Principles of strategic management in health care institutions are: patients first; safety; personal
responsibility; defined authority; clear responsibility; leadership; multi-disciplinary work;
support performance; open culture; continuous quality improvement (Unit, 2015).
In conclusion, the literature findings argue that capacity management has very important role for
the regular functioning of the healthcare institutions. In addition, capacity management ensures
supplementary confident performance making all stakeholders satisfied with the services
provided.

Case Study: UCCK
The capacity assets of a UCCK healthcare institution are mainly focused on two categories:
number of available beds and number of professional staffs, and assisting staff. Throughout these
two assets, usually the needs and requirements of the patients are managed. The capacity of the
health care institution usually become managed through the function of demand planning. In this
case UCCK's capacity, is made-to-order depending on demands and needs of the clients. In these
circumstances, capacity management is defined as management of the readiness of the institution
in meeting the requirements of the clients through the optimal use of resources.
In healthcare institutions, specifically at UCCK, usually capacity measurements are conducted
based on beds available and staff. From data acquired directly from the survey and statistical
reports, has been noticed that UCCK has a large capacity of service delivery, although, the
demand for the services of public institutions is always higher than in the private sector. The
UCCK has a total of 2,015 beds, 1,050 doctors and 1,704 nurses through these resources and with
this capacity the institution tends to manage the demands of patients from all around the country
the Republic of Kosovo.
Through its strategies and demand planning, UCCK adjusts its capacity to provide better quality
services to patients, while also trying to reduce delays in their treatments. It is important for
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UCCK to allocate its resources based on the requirements of clinics and sectors. Above and
beyond allocating resources, it should also organize its material and human resources in such a
way that they can use them efficiently and effectively, affecting the optimization of the capacity
and the fulfilment of the patients' requirements with the most possible quality services. Capacity
management has a direct influence on the demand management and the delivery of quality
services. Therefore, UCCK tends to manage its capacity through its strategies maintaining the
provision of quality services at the lowest cost.

Fig.1. Services at UCCK clinics in 2014 and in 201 (Source: RKS Government, 2015)

Problem statement and research questions
The health sector currently faces primarily two problems, which concern the quality level of
services as well as the reduction of overall hospital and clinic spending. The study will address
capacity management issues, which mainly relate to the use of capacity constitution components
such as healthcare resources, staff, space and the use of modern technologies. The structural
components the organizations capacity signifies the organizations capability on improving the
quality of services and managing the cost flow over time long.
Pointing to the state of the health sector in Kosovo, with particular emphasis on UCCK,
respectively the findings displayed in the section: Case study, the research resulted to a proposal
for model development which potentially could be used as a basement for strategy development
concerned with capacity management in health sector in order to improve the quality of services
and the cost flow. This research results also serve as input for future studies on developing
efficient techniques and models for capacity management in health sector and providing
fundamentals for new approaches in this respect.
I accordance of addressing the problem identified, the following three research questions are
elevated and answered in this research:
1. How is the state of affairs regarding existing formal strategies, capacity management
and overall hospital performance?
2. How is capacity managed in health organizations in Kosovo and what can be improved
in this regard?
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3.

How can affect proper capacity management in improving the quality of services
provided by health institutions in Kosovo?

The methodology
Research sample and design: This study consists of empirical research which is illustrated
through statistical reports and surveys, as well as the qualitative part which was conducted
through interviews in hospitals and UCCK. The project of conducting interviews and surveys has
included the health sector, respectively UCCK. The quantity of researched health-care
institutions is considered to be representative sample that reflects current strategies, capacity and
developments in the health sector in Kosovo.
Data Collection: Resources used include primary and secondary resources. Secondary data
sources are derived from contemporary literature of strategic management, operations and other
relevant fields, as well as articles from various scientific journals. While the primary data
collection was conducted in the field through interviews and surveys in the Kosovo health sector,
namely in the city of Prishtina. Surveys and interviews are based on the semi-structured
questionnaire.
The questionnaire contains a total of 15 questions, these questions created and developed in
harmony with the goals of the paperwork.
Samples: the high-level managers and mid-level managers of the various UCCK sectors have
been sampled, so that the work is enriched with the data making possible a multidimensional
approach to the problem. While through research questions the study is given a multidimensional
aspect of the current state of the health sector in
The case study conducted in this research is related to Kosovo as a developing and in transition
country, with particular emphasis on UCCK, strategies on capacity management and
improvement of the current quality of services in hospitals and clinics, cost structure and the
performance of health institutions in general.
The data obtained from the interviews were elaborated and analyzed through combinations of the
theoretical fragment with the practical fragment. The theoretical and empirical analysis are
conducted, accompanied with comparative method. Findings display the proportions, similarities
and differences between the strategies of the health enterprises and their state of matters rapport
at competition level.

Results
The results of this study maintain the fundamental assumptions signifying that a public or private
health institution can benefit a significant portion from effective capacity management.
With the current state of staff, beds available and technical-technological equipment, health units
in Kosovo do not meet the needs of patients at the appropriate level.
According to the research results, also supported by the qualitative research, it is important that
demand develop planned in advance. This will create solid circumstances for reasonable and
effective investment in capacity assets. The operative capacity management provides the health
institutions with the required flexibility and speed to meet the demand adequately. At operational
level, effective capacity management affects the improvement of services and reduces the waiting
time of patients, as well as the recovers the cost and benefits ration in of the clinics.
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Throughout the survey we encountered in the absence of modern technology at UCCK. In this
regard the study discovers that 36% of respondents think they need new technology in their
clinics. In the cases where new technology is implemented, the number of treated patients
increases 89.3% according to respondents.
The biggest problem encountered in the use of technology in the clinic, has to do with the lack
of adequate staff for use and for maintenance. This statistic is produced based on the answers of
42.9% of respondents. In this regard, another 42.9% of the respondents say that raising the staff,
space and technology qualitatively and quantitatively will meet the requirements for providing
modern and sufficient medical services.
First finding of this research provides with the answer on question concerned with the strategy.
In Kosovo, there is a lack of formal capacity management strategies, which in turn affects the
cost structure and the quality of service delivery. Consequently, the resources, both human and
material, are not optimally utilized. Apart from the absence of a formal strategy on capacity
management, it is noticed that the general strategy of the hospital show lack on the harmonization
of the strategic objectives of the hospital and the practises of using its capacity.
The answer on the second question of this research indicates that assets in the clinics do not
suffice and they should be increased approximately 35% to 40%. In that way capacity utilization
will become more optimistic and will provide with the possibilities of quality of service delivery
improvement.
Finally, the research recommends a project proposal for hospital capacity management. This
project aims to propose a technical and practical plan on capacity management in a particular
clinic. This plan proposes the clinics to focus mainly on 4 pillars:
− Re-designing the strategic objectives of the clinic and outlining the the capacity
management objectives within the strategy of the clinic,
− Development of effective forecasting techniques related to the potential patients’ flow;
− Developing and implementing the monitoring system of capacity assets and increasing
their flexibility;
− Developing and implementing the service performance evaluation system.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
Health enterprises in the process of strategy implementation need to develop and
implement a mechanism for monitoring and controlling such implementation.
Investing in smart capacity management assets in general is the best strategy to meet
patients' demands and in the long run to reduce costs.
Hospitals and medical centres in Kosovo, in line with the strategic objectives of the Ministry of
Health are increasing the staff and improving the infrastructure. Nonetheless, the amount of
endeavours in that direction is not sufficient and deeds upgrading.
With the current staff status, hospital inventory, and technical-technological equipment, health
units in Kosovo do not meet the needs of patients at the appropriate level, both quantitatively and
qualitatively
Recommendations
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Forecasting demand and capacity management plans should be consistently harmonized in order
to ensure an optimal use of resources and to treat patients at a satisfactory level, making them
satisfied with their services.
Hospital management should be proactive and flexible to change and to adopt this modern
approach to strategy formulation.
Management should also influence the creation of an organizational culture that considers staff
to be the most important asset in the organization, respectively in the hospital.
The capacity management plan should be flexible in order to adapt to the changes and flows of
the patients. This flexibility ensures that the quality of the services provided remains at the right
level.
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Abstract. Over recent decades, serious changes occurred in the economic, technological and
social development, having reflected on banking operations. Changes ensuing today in the field
of banking are of utmost significance. Banks are becoming multifunctional or in a certain fashion,
are becoming genuine department stores of the modern age. The globalization of financial and
banking flows is realized by conceiving a new banking concept, due to bank adjustment to the
new conditions of management.
The traditional bank role has been evidently altered, hence banks in present-day conditions, apart
from the standard banking operations, conduct a major number of unconventional banking
operations, for instance, operations with securities, bank guarantees, mortgage services etc.
Modern banks offer their clients a wide range of services, thus aggressively entering certain nonbanking areas, by which they transform themselves into universal financial institutions. In the
modern world banking system, we encounter banking and financial institutions which according
to their activities and prevalence in their operations exceed national borders and enter the domain
of the international banking system. Nowadays, we can discuss about alleged planetary banking
with engineering and re-engineering. It is characterized by its sophisticated, processing and
globalized banking features. In a short time interval, within the international banking system,
several large-scope changes occurred, revolutionary in its essence, not solely in terms of banking,
as well as in terms of the total monetary-financial-banking system. The determinants of such
changes are as follows: altered conditions of fierce competition and fight to remain on the
financial market; an electronic and technological revolution which resulted in the substitution of
banking products with production of segmented banking process; and creation of new planetary
banks which place their segmented banking processes on the so-called globalized supranational
market.
Keywords: international banking, deregulation, competition, globalisation, e-banking.

Introduction
Over the past decades, there have been serious changes in the economic, technological and social
development, which have affected banking operations. Changes that are happening today in the
banking sector are of great importance. Banks are becoming multifunctional, or they, in a way
become real department stores of modern times.
The traditional role of the banks has been visibly changed, so that now, in addition to standard
operations, they perform a number of untraditional banking operations, such as operations with
securities, guarantees, mortgage services etc.
Seen through the prism of their development, banks, over a long period of time dealt with several
standard operations: they mediated in payments, they collected deposits from the population and
legal entities, and they approved loans. At today’s level of development of commercial banking,
these traditional activities are complemented with new ones.
The most important additional activity of the commercial banks today is the activity of the
financial markets. Commercial banks get funds also through emission of bonds and other
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securities. Also, in the policy of placements, in addition to standard loan placements, commercial
banks are increasingly placing free funds in the purchase of various securities.
Today’s banks offer to their clients a number of services and thus aggressively enter some
nonbanking areas and transform into universal financial institutions. In the banking of the modern
world, we encounter banking and financial institutions, which according to their activities and
their prevalence in their activities, cross the national borders and enter the field of international
banking.
These are banks that are not international or regional banking and financial institutions in their
essence, but by their activity, although they are registered as so-called national banks, banks of
the national economy, they are, however, more than national banks, because their operations are
increasingly involved in the international monetary, financial and credit relations and trends.
These banking and credit institutions along with the international and regional financial and
banking institutions form the so-called international banking.
Hence, the issue of analyzing the trends in international banking arises. If we analyze the
development of the international banking in the so-called financially developed countries from
an institutional, organizational and functional aspect, we realize that this development has been
characterized with the existence of standard (traditional), that is to say, conservative service
banking ever since the beginning. Later on, it switches to industrial production banking.
Today we can talk about so-called planetary banking with engineering and reengineering.
International banking or as some call it planetary banking started to develop in the nineties of the
20th century. In a short period of time, several major changes happened within the international
banking, which was revolutionary in essence, not only for the banking but also for the total
monetary-financial banking system.
Determinants of these changes are: the changed conditions of the tough competition and the
struggle to survive on the financial market; the electronic-technological revolution that caused
replacement of the production of a bank product with the production of a market segmented
banking process; and creating new planetary banks that place their segmented banking processes
on a so-called globalized supranational market.
The efficient functioning of the banks depends on their flexibility, i.e. their ability to adapt to
changes that would provide a competitive advantage compared to other financial institutions.

Competition among banking institutions
One of the most important fundamental factors in the transforming of traditional commercial
banks into modern universal institutions is the competition. The competition is a driving factor
in the growing trends in the global economy. Increased competition forces banks to take risky
activities to make adequate acceptable profits. The increased rivalry among the bank institutions
is manifested in two forms:
─ price competition causes more favorable interest rates for the clients of the banks;
─ production competition causes expansion of bank products and services in order to meet the
needs of the clients of the banks. Under the pressure from the competition, banks create new
services with improved quality.
─ In conditions of increased competition, however, commercial banks undertake several steps,
as follows:
─ make greater use of the securitization of loans;
─ provide guarantees, support the liquidity of other institutions, loan, credit enhancements and
they support a number of different instruments on the financial market;
─ strengthen the activity of the securities market through their emission, brokerage, and
activities of joint funds. For banks to face the competition, they must adapt to the new
environment, and also find new products/services. All this affects the increase of the
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competition in different spheres: competition for deposits, competition for loans, competition
for payment services and other banking services.

Competition for deposits
This type of competition has a wide scope. To be precise, first of all, commercial banks can offer
different products/services under different conditions (depending on the maturity, interest rates
and amount of investments).

Competition for loans
Lately, the competition for loans has increased. The development of junk bonds (bonds with
suspicious quality or junk bonds) contributes to this. These bonds are a successful substitute for
loans. In order to seek loans from banks, business entities (with a lower rating) start collecting
additional funds by issuing junk bonds. All these activities contributed the banks to focus on
competition in the credit activities area.

Competition for payment services
With the emergence of the electronic payment systems, competition among banking institutions
and competition in payment services has increased.

Regulation and Deregulation of Banking
Compared to other institutions, banks are convincingly the most regulated institutions in the
economy. The main reasons why regulatory bodies in every country are constantly striving to
regulate banking activities are different. But, mainly, two basic motives can be distinguished.
The motive of the first one is the security of the banks, whereas the other one is concerned with
monetary and tax policy (usually managed by the Central Bank. The regulation of banking
derives from four different historical roots:
1. The special conditions of the credit institutions established by order of the ruler of the state,
usually to facilitate state borrowing;
2. The system of concessions regulating the founding of banks with their limited authority;
3. Control of the issuing of bills that have acquired the character of money;
4. The belief that the general supervision of the credit system is a prerequisite for unimpeded
functioning of the banking system.
The increased globalization of the global financial trends and the increase of the international
banking activities impose the need for an international regulatory and supervisory framework,
which will be presented below in the area of the international banking standardization.
In general, the main objectives of banking regulation can be summarized as follows:
1. Providing a stable banking system, in order to increase public confidence, especially of small
savers, who are not able to independently estimate the risk of the banks and the security of
their deposits in them;
2. Preventing irresponsible behavior of banks by excessive risk-taking;
3. Securing the clients and securing the regularity of the financial market;
4. Protecting the bank, that is to say, their owners from the bad decisions of the banking
management.
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Deregulation
The beginning of the 21st century was marked by the process of globalization, which like a fire
spread on the planet Earth and had a direct impact on the economic and social movements. After
the oil shock in the 1980s, changes occurred in the economic science and theory. Economists
who represent the ideas of the Neo-liberalism enter the arena and ask for reassessment and
harmonization of the role of the individual, the state’s neutrality on economic life and the rule of
law. One of the leading neo-liberal followers, Peter Drucker, of the changes that occurred during
the 1970s, said: „From the perspective of the oil shock and the decision of President Nixon to
allow floating exchange rate of the dollar, it can only be regarded as the beginning of the events.
Under the influence of this direction in the economy, in the highly developed countries,
destatization of the state enterprises and radical deregulation is carried out. Since the late 1970s,
a global trend of deregulation is present, a term that marks the process of removing existing legal
regulations that limit the operation of banks.
Historically, the process of deregulation of banking services started in the early 1970s in New
England and spread across all of the United States, and later in some Western European countries.
The first comprehensive deregulation act was adopted in 1980. The Depository Institutions
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act and the big structural deregulation in the USA happened
with the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act in 1999, through the Gramm-Leach-Biley Act. With
these legal reforms in the USA, it was allowed to establish holding companies for financial
services that can deal with commercial and investment banking, as well as with insurance
services. First of all, the deregulation process means removal of regulations that limit the services
the banks can offer. By accepting the concept of deregulation by the most developed countries in
the world, a room was given for competition among the different financial institutions. As a result
of this process banks gradually equated with the other financial institutions. The deregulation and
the growing competition caused a reduction in interest rates, which had a negative impact on the
profitability of the banks.
The growing tendency towards the global operations of banks on world markets has contributed
to the revoking of the separation of commercial and investment banking. In addition to the
increased liberalization of financial operations, an increase in the capital flow and entry of foreign
financial institutions on the domestic markets, occur. The universal bank becomes a prevalent
model. Apart from dealing with savings and deposit operations, it also dealt with investmentbrokerage operations. Deregulation processes have led to significant changes in the place and
role of commercial banks in the banking environment, with huge consequences in the existing
and future functioning of banks. The latest financial crisis has called into question the broad
deregulation in the banking area. Today, after that phase of general deregulation, which has long
been a priority of the state, there is a new phase ahead, based on the need for efficient financial
and legal supervision, in order to early detect problems that could lead to a financial crisis of
large scale. In fact, strict regulatory rules are introduced, aimed at supervision of the financial
sector.

Introduction of technological innovations in banking
Information technology has had a great impact on the operations of banks. The use of increasingly
advanced technology in banking operations has caused integration trends both nationally and
internationally.
The modern information-communications technology has caused a technological revolution
among banks. With the help of the electronic devices, banks have established an interactive
connection with their clients, and thus reduced the costs of their transactions. Electronic banking
includes systems that enable users of banking services, natural or legal to have access to them, to
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make specific transactions, or to get information about financial products and services through a
public or private network, including the Internet. Paper-based payment instruments are
increasingly reduced, and analogous to these traditional payment instruments, new instruments
for electronic payment have been developed, among which, most commonly used are: the
electronic cash, electronic check, and payment cards.
E-banking means a technique for performing banking operations or a manner of delivering bank
products and services. Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) defines the term ebanking as “distribution of banking services and products in a new way, through electronic
channels”.
These banking services and products include bank deposits and loans, accounting management,
as well as providing other products and services (for example e-cash) for electronic payment. The
term e-banking is often equated with the term online banking. However, this is wrong because
the term e-banking is a wider concept and includes other ways of performing banking transactions
via devices that are not based on internet-technology. E-banking includes systems that allow users
of banking services, natural or legal, to have access to them, to make certain transactions or to
obtain information about financial products and services through a public or private network,
including the Internet.
The users of the services offered by e-banking access them by using modern electronic devices,
such as personal computer (PC), personal digital assistant (PDA), cash machine (ATM) etc.

Types of e-banking
The development of technology and innovation has contributed to changes in the way of
communication between the clients and the bank, i.e. the execution of electronic services in a
new way, more perfect than the previous one. From this aspect, several types of e-banking are
distinguished, i.e. home banking over the telephone, Intranet network, Internet network and
mobile phone.
Home banking is a system for using banking services directly from the home of the client and
offers the possibility of establishing a telecommunication link with the computer center of the
bank in order to use the banking services. As a link to the computer center of the bank, the client
uses a telephone, TV or a computer. In the process of developing home banking, we distinguish
three phases, depending on the type of telecommunication link between the bank and the client:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telephone banking
Online banking (home banking based on Intranet)
Internet banking
Mobile banking
ATM devices (cash-machines)
ATM Network
POS – systems
Electronic payment systems

The first appearance of telephone banking was noticed in the 1970s. It is a process of using
banking services directly from the client's home and enables the immediate transfer of funds,
orders and information through the telephone network. There are two ways to perform these
operations, depending on the manner of establishing a connection by the client with the bank
officer or with the computer center of the bank.
In the first way, the client should only contact a bank officer, and through them, the operations
of the bank computer are carried out.
In the second way, the client should have a phone with a special magnetic tape reader or a special
keyboard on which the client independently enters data that are needed to enter the banking
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system. For the use of banking services, the client needs to have their own account in the bank,
to have a telephone line and possibly a token.
Online banking – online banking is making banking transactions between the client and the bank
via a direct computer connection, using special software installed on the personal computer of
the client. The communication between the client (through their computer) and the banking
computer center is carried out through a closed network communication system of the bank –
intranet, using a modem. All data of the executed orders are available to the user through the
software installed on their computer.
Internet banking – natural successor of the online banking is the internet banking. The use of
the telephone lines and TVs to access the bank and their services have been significantly reduced,
and the use of the Internet for this purpose is on the increase, so today the term home banking
can be freely replaced with the term internet banking. Internet banking and its beginning in the
true sense were noticed in 1995 when the bank Wells Fargo 7 made the first banking web program
to perform banking operations through the Internet. The same year, the first specialized internet
bank in the world, Security First Network Bank, was founded, based in Atlanta, the USA, and
later other banks were founded, such as Compubank, Wingspanbank etc.
Mobile banking – the latest trend in the development of electronic banking is mobile banking.
It allows simple and practical use of the banking services anytime and anywhere via a portable
computer (laptop, netbook, tablet, pc), PDA, smart phone or mobile phone. The latest generation
of mobile phones allows connecting to the Internet directly from the phone, which means that the
user can access the bank through it and make banking transactions. Its biggest advantage is that
the mobility, that is, the services provided by mobile banking are independent of the location of
the users and the operator, and thus banking services are available 24 hours, 365 days from
anyplace in the world covered by GSM signal.
ATM devices (cash-machines) – the Automated Teller Machines, or the so-called cash machine
(ATM), is an automated device, usually installed outside the bank or in certain busy locations,
whose main role is to provide certain financial services to its users, without the presence of a
bank official.
ATM Network – in the first years of the introduction of the ATM, having a network of cash
machines meant that the bank had a prestige. Today, cash machines are connected in a network,
so the users can use the card issued by one bank to withdraw money from a cash machine of
another bank by paying a commission. From a perspective of increasing the economy in the
operation of banks, the practice has shown that the increased use of ATM devices does not
necessarily mean more profitable execution of transactions because often customers use them to
withdraw small amounts.
POS - systems - The point of sale is a payment system that enables the fast realization of financial
services in the commercial and service network through e-banking.
Electronic payment systems - electronic payment systems can be said to be one of the most
important links in the chain of participants in the financial system in a country. They must be
practical for online shopping, secure and safe, transferable across networks and cost-effective for
small transactions. Today, electronic payment systems can be divided into the following four
groups:
─ electronic money payment systems;
─ payment card payment systems;
─ electronic micro-payment systems (accumulated balance);
─ e-check payment system.
In addition to these payment instruments, the following instruments can also be used for online
payment:

─ online payment systems with stored values (PayPal, Smart cards)
─ e-wallet.
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Conclusion
The banking system has undergone significant changes over the past two decades in which banks
have transformed their activities from relatively closely defined activities, to becoming financial
enterprises that offer the full range of services. Traditionally, the main activity of the banks
consisted of accepting deposits and granting loans, with the largest portion of their incomes being
realized from granting loans
Until 1990, numerous banking markets were highly regulated, and on the other hand, the
competition was limited. In this regard, in the UK, banks were banned from dealing with various
banking activities related to securities and investments until 1986, when through various reforms
commercial banks were allowed to buy companies that operate as brokers with shares.
On the other hand, in continental Europe until 1992, in Spain and Italy, the restrictions on the
opening of representative offices were in force, and the banks were limited in terms of the types
of operations they were able to deal with. With the application of the Second EU Banking
Directive of 1998, in 1992, a formal definition of what constitutes banking operations across
Europe was established. The transformation of the banking system over the last two decades was
aimed at creating an efficient and reliable banking sector.
This was an overture by which the model of so-called universal banking was introduced.
According to the broad definition, the model of universal banking includes all aspects of the
activity with financial services, including security, insurance, pensions, leasing, etc.
The role of the state-owned banks in Europe and elsewhere declined as a result of the privatization
process, and various constraints that existed in the past with the balance sheet (known as portfolio
constraints) were reduced or canceled, by which the banks were given greater freedom in the
financial management of their activities.
These global trends were complemented by the advances in technology, which revolutionized the
office processing and the on-premise delivery of financial services to customers. General
improvements in the communication technology and lower communication costs have increased
the role of the rival powers, as physically remote financial service providers are becoming more
relevant to their competitors. Technology has continued to blur the boundaries of specialization
among financial intermediaries. So, technological booms have generally facilitated the growth of
available financial services and raised the level of the competitive environment
Today banks are considered financial enterprises that offer complete services and it should be
emphasized that certain banks have deleted the word bank from their name in the promotional
materials, such as Berkeley in the UK and J.P. Morgan Chase in the United States. The motive
to transform banks into financial institutions that offer complete services was the strategic goal
of the banks in order to meet the broadest possible range of customer requirements for financial
services.
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Abstract. In today's society, individuals face financial pressures since a very young age.
International studies in the field of behavior and financial literacy have shown that individuals
who acquire financial knowledge at an early age will be able to manage their money, make the
right financial decisions, and contribute to the financial stability of their country. Other studies
argue that limited financial literacy is an important obstacle for low-income households to require
products and financial services as they do not know or are unfamiliar with such products and
services and consequently, they cannot obtain them. By analyzing the perception of the students
who get economic aid referring to money and wealth, it has been observed the impact of such
factors as financial literacy, emotions, financial behavior on using money or financial decisionmaking. To identify the impact of these factors, qualitative data have been collected through
interviews of the students with economic aid from the Faculty of Economics and the Faculty of
Foreign Languages of the University of Tirana. In general, the findings of this study demonstrate
the importance of financial education of the family. By understanding how factors such as
students’ financial literacy, parental influence on their financial literacy, or emotions can
contribute to enabling them to make the right financial decision. While governmental policies
still give people responsibility for saving and investing then financial literacy needs to be given
a greater importance at an early age. The existence of differences in the financial knowledge of
the young age group of people has been documented. Gender, level or type of education, family
characteristics influence the development of these differences, which should be taken into
account by policy makers aiming at improving financial literacy.
Keywords: financial literacy, behavioral, students, family, economic aid, Albania.

Introduction
In today's society, individuals face financial pressure since a very young age. International studies
in the field of behavior and financial education have shown that individuals who acquired
financial knowledge since an early age will be able to manage their money, make the right
financial decisions, and contribute to the financial stability of their country [16].
Financial literacy is recognized internationally as an important element that affects the stability
and economic growth of a country. For Albania, the rapid growth of household debt before the
global financial crisis and the subsequent growth of non-performing loans proved that households
use financial services but they lack the knowledge and experience to manage their finances. The
debt trend in Albania makes the need for more education about financial issues indispensable.
Debt growth has become a critical issue and young people in particular need to be equipped with
financial knowledge before embarking on their high school experience, a time that may coincide
with the first important experiences regarding financial decision making. Beyond that, Lusardi
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and Tufano (2009) [17] emphasize the need for financial literacy as financial markets offer new
and complex products and the responsibility for investing and saving has shifted from the
government and the employer to the individual. Under these circumstances young people or
students are facing or will face in the near future with decisions such as: obtaining a mortgage
loan, investing in mutual funds, savings, life and health insurance, income statement etc., while
their knowledge in this regard seems very low [18, 19] and potentially inadequate to deal with
ever more complex financial markets and financial products. Different scholars have also stressed
the importance of providing financial education programs in promoting the use of financial
services especially by low-income families [29].
Researchers such as Cole, Sampson, & Zia, (2010) [5] have found that financial education is an
essential factor which affects and encourages individuals to use financial services and products.
They came to the conclusion that financial literacy can be considered as a complementary factor
in increasing the use of financial services by individuals with a limited income. In addition to the
importance of financial education in building individuals’ financial skills, other researchers have
identified the financial behavior of parents as a factor affecting student financial behavior [26].
Exposing children from an early age to the management of family assets helps in increasing the
level of knowledge and financial skills of future generations.
The main studies in the field of financial literacy are mostly focused on identifying the links that
exist between financial skills, financial knowledge, financial behavior and socio-economic and
demographic factors. In Albania, despite the modest number of studies undertaken in this regard,
there has not yet been undertaken any research focused on individuals with limited income.
Therefore, we considered interesting to understand how factors such as: financial education of
students, parental influence on their financial education, or financial behavior affect their
financial decision making, and then to evaluate the possibility of using the potential of these
individuals to secure savings and investments in economy as well as to manage the risks they
will face in the future. The above issues will be the objectives of this paper.

Financial Education and Financial Literacy Skills
In literature the term financial literacy is used as a substitute for the term financial education or
financial knowledge. However, what is noticed in the literature is that financial literacy goes
beyond financial education. Many authors argue that financial literacy consists of two elements:
the first relates to financial education or financial knowledge related to understanding, and the
second element relates to the application of financial knowledge acquired, that is, financial
management [10]. Remund (2010) [23] reviewed many research studies conducted since 2000
and concluded that conducting financial literacy research was a major challenge as there was no
standard definition well defined to refer to this concept.
In the adoption of High Level Principles on National Financial Education Strategies, the OECD
(2013) [20] has proposed a definition of the term financial literacy that it includes a combination
of awareness, knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors that are needed to make sound financial
decisions affecting the achievement of the financial well-being of the individual and society as a
whole. Whereas the term financial education refers to the knowledge gained in the life cycle
during the creation of human capital while developing subjects or topics related to expenditure
and income management, savings and investments, tax management, etc. that is knowledge
obtained which affect the financial literacy (qualification) of the individual.
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Financial Education as part of the University Curriculum
Financial literacy has been and continues to remain in the attention of many scholars and
international organizations as a matter of great concern around the world. Its importance becomes
even more evident nowadays when financial markets are developing at rapid rates, offering
increasingly complex choices and when the development of the financial system plays an
important role in the economic development of the countries. Financial literacy plays an even
more decisive role in countries in transition like Albania, where the financial system is in the
initial stages of its development and has potential for further development.
Relevant literature is increasingly showing that financial literacy is at low unacceptable levels,
all over the world especially observed among the poor people living in developing countries.
There is an increasing concern about the need for financial education of individuals in general
and individuals with limited income in particular, The low level of financial inclusion of this
category is affected by low levels of income, low level financial literacy and demographic factors
such as location [28]. Shim, Serido, Bosch, and Tang (2013) [27] have noted that “a wellestablished financial identity will facilitate the development of young people's positive attitudes
and behaviors in a society, while the lack of a clear financial identity can lead to the development
of risky financial behaviors.”
According to the results of the studies conducted at the national level by the Ratings Services
Global FinLit Survey (S & P) (2014) [11,19] the level of financial literacy in Albania results to
be very low. Standard & Poor's (2014) [11] state that only 14% of adults in Albania have financial
education and only 1 in 3 adults understand the basic financial concepts, while the OECD survey
results point to a lack of financial knowledge among a large part of the population. Apart from
that we observed that there is considerable room for improvement in terms of behavior and
financial attitudes [19]. The main efforts to increase financial literacy have been made by the
Bank of Albania, which for a number of years has implemented a number of projects /
competitions for youth education. With regard to financial education, a curriculum on “Personal
Finance in Your Hands” has been integrated in the high school system since 2011, including a
total of 36 teaching hours for high school students. The module acquaints students with the world
of personal finance and its goal is to inform them and develop the skills they need to manage
money in the most lucrative way.
A widely asked question in the literature is “What is the most appropriate period of financial
education for young people?” The literature review identified that: “...... it is more beneficial to
provide financial education before individuals engage in contracts and before they start making
financial decisions.” [18]. Other studies have also shown that students in the first year of higher
education had low levels of financial education [19] and that high school curricula did not prepare
them to make basic financial decisions. However, it has been suggested that the lack of
effectiveness of financial education in high schools may also be due to the lack of opportunity to
implement what is learned [2]. Accompanying financial education of students with the ability to
apply the knowledge they have gained, can provide a stronger impact on their financial behaviors.
This result supports the idea of providing financial knowledge even in the first year of higher
education, a phase in which students need to make financial decisions regarding expenditure
management, debt, limited income management, etc. [21].
In the circumstances when studies have shown that financial education at high school is not
effective [2], higher education institutions should consider the possibility of its involvement
efficiently, regularly in curricula in all branches of study, since the first semester of their studies.
Kezar and Yang (2010) [12] agreed, saying that “financial education should be appreciated as a
vital skill, as a necessity for citizenship as a decisive intellectual competence as an essential
component of university education”. In the case of the University of Tirana, only the students of
the Faculty of Economy of the Finance program are taught the subject “Personal Finance”, a noncompulsory course which is conducted in the third year of the first cycle of studies.
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The impact of socio-economic and demographic factors on financial
literacy
There may be many factors that affect the level of financial literacy that a person has acquired.
Empirical data demonstrate a positive impact of financial literacy on the behavior and financial
status of individuals. Thus, various studies show that individuals with a high level of financial
education have better results in budgeting, saving money and control of their spending [22],
handling mortgage loans and other debts [14] and successful accumulation of wealth /welfare [5],
financial participation in financial markets [14]. On the other hand, numerous studies have drawn
conclusions on demographic and socio-economic factors affecting the level of financial literacy
and the way of their affect. Thus many authors [14, 1] converge to the same conclusions.
According to their results, women, the elderly and the poor generally have a lower level of
knowledge and financial literacy than men. Also, young people and the elderly generally know
less about the financial aspect than the middle age people. On the other hand, the level of financial
education is positively correlated with the highest levels of education [19] and income. Those
who do not have a higher education are less likely to get acquainted with the basic financial
concepts [15].
According to OECD (2013) [20], financial education increases the ability of individuals to make
informed financial decisions and in the case of the poor it would be an advantage for them to
manage their financial affairs. The outcome of financial decisions has important impact on
financial security and the standard of living of poor families. Therefore, poor families with a good
level of financial literacy can manage their financial matters more carefully than those who do
not have these skills. Researchers [13, 5] found that financial education is a factor of significant
impact on the level of financial inclusion. Atkinson and Messy, (2013) [1] note that the main
cause of financial exclusion of the poor families is attributed to lack of information about different
types of financial products and /or low levels of trust and behavior that hinder the use of the
formal financial products. Furthermore Cole, Sampson & Zia, (2009) [5] argue that limited
financial education is a major obstacle to the demand for financial products and services. The
poor families who are not familiar with or who are not aware of such products and services will
not require them.
Nowadays, young people face ever-increasing financial pressures since an early age, and in spite
of this, families do not involve their children in financial family affairs or decision-making. “.....
it seems that parents do not talk to their children about financial knowledge and competence” [8].
On the other hand, Shim et al. (2009) [25] stated that the role of parents in a student's financial
literacy is greater than a student's work experience or financial education that can be obtained in
pre-university education. Heckman and Grable (2011) [9] conducted a study to find the factors
that influence financial literacy level of a student. In this study, it was identified that factors such
as income, parental attitudes towards debt, and the status of financial dependency on parents have
a positive correlation with financial knowledge and financial literacy.
Chinen and Endo (2012) [4] agree on the theory that the field of study is an important factor in
differences in levels of financial education and financial literacy. They argue that students who
had completed high-level studies mainly in branches related to “figures” such as in the field of
economics had a higher level of financial education versus “non-numeric” degrees (e.g., arts
sciences social or education). Even according to the study carried out in the case of Albania, by
Nano (2014) [19], students studying finance, agribusiness and economics had more accurate
answers to questions related to financial literacy compared to the students studying journalism,
history-geography or medicine.
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Method and Analysis of Data
The students who participated in the study were selected from the database of the
students who receive scholarships as financial aid from the Faculty of Economics and
Foreign Languages Faculty. We obtained the students records from the respective
finance faculty offices. Before conducting the interviews, the Finance Office of each
faculty were introduced to the purpose of the study.
Given the objectives of the study referring to the subjective experience of the students and their
families with regard to financial decision making, we considered the method of interviews as the
appropriate one , as it aimed at discovering and reconstructing the complex connections of the
various sides of a phenomenon. We engaged the participants in in-depth interviews, not to
substantiate any hypothesis or to get the answers of the questions, but to understand the
experiences, perspectives of each participant, and the significance of their experiences. Through
interviews conducted in January-February 2018, there were obtained words and observations that
we have presented in the form of words and sentences. Flick (2009) [7] links the importance and
success of semi-open interviews conducted face-to-face with the fact that participants' views are
more complete and clear as compared to a non-face-to-face questionnaire. Before each interview,
we explained to the participants that some questions were of a sensitive and personal nature. All
the participants were informed that the answer to the questions was voluntary and withdrawal
from the study could be done at any time without any risk to them. They were given the
opportunity to ask questions about the objectives of the study and the procedures of the interview.
We coded all the participants’ responses to ensure proper confidentiality concerning the study.
During the interviews, an audio device was used to record them, in order to provide accurate
information as well as the option to review the interviews at a later time if forgotten or lost
information would be required. The sample in the study consisted of 15 students from the Faculty
of Foreign Languages and 15 students from the Faculty of Economics, University of Tirana.
Table 1 displays demographic data referring to the participants of the study. Their age ranged
from 19 to 21 years of age, and 25 participants belonged to the female gender while 5 of them
were of male gender. Eight students from the sample reported that they were born and spent their
childhood in the city of Tirana while the other students were from Tropoja (4 students), Durrës
(4 students), Kukës (3 students), Berat (5 students), Shkodra (2 students), Peqini (2 students),
Kruja (2 students).
The participants were asked about their employment and their financial behavior. The data
showed that 10 students were employed, 9 it of them worked full-time while one worked parttime. Also the participants in the study were asked if their family owned the dwelling they lived
in and it resulted in a figure of 46.7% whereas about 53.3% of the families of the participants
lived in rented dwellings. All participants reported that their families receive from the state
economic aid including their scholarship.

We decided to hold semi-open interviews intending to enable the participants to explain
their relationship with money and financial decision-making in a free way. Full
structuring of the questions would make the process difficult, because the participants'
thoughts and ideas and the differences between the experiences and perceptions of each
of them were not known in advance. First we recorded the interviews which lasted from
30 minutes to 1 hour and then transcribed them.
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Table1: Demographic Data
Gender
−
−

Female
Male

Place of
Birth/Origin
−
Tiranë
−
Tropojë
−
Durrës
−
Kukës
−
Berat
−
Shkodër
−
Peqin
−
Krujë

%

No

Employment

%

No

83.4%
16.6%

25
5

%

No

− Full-time
− Part-time
− Unemployed
Family’s dwelling

30%
3.3%
66.7%
%

9
1
20
No

26.6%
13.3%
13.3%
10%
16.7%
6.7%
6.7%
6.7%

8
4
4
3
5
2
2
2

−
−

53.3%
46.7%

16
14

Rented
Owned

The interviews conducted with the participants were divided into four parts: the first part was
related to demographic data, such as age, sex, housing, family composition, employment status,
if they had a savings account as well as demographic data related with the family (the status of
the parent's employment, the family's income, the type of the parents’ employment). In the second
part of the interview each participant was asked to describe his/her family's experience and
behavior with money, the family’s economic prospects and financial behaviors. For example:
who makes the family financial decisions, how the household manages the savings, how the
family makes the decisions to spend and save, the child's perception of family finances during
difficult economic times, the various messages that the family has received on saving and
financial education, details about their experiences in terms of spending or family investment etc.
The third part of the interview was related to assessing the student's financial behavior by
identifying how they obtain their income, where they deposit money, student's perception of
money and savings, their perceptions about their future related to savings and investments, as
well as to identifying some of their short and long term financial goals. The fourth part of the
interview aimed at assessing the level of financial knowledge of students participating in the
study, for example: Have you ever heard of the time value of money? What is inflation and how
it can affect your decision-making? When talking about future investments, what are some
investment alternatives you can mention? Etc. We adopted the questions of the interviews from
past studies [14], considering them as reliable and valid. In order to measure the financial literacy,
we observed the level of knowledge, skills, attitude and behaviour as adopted from Atkison and
Messy (2012) [1] and Lusardi and Mitchell (2011) [14].
Creswell (2009) [6] summarizes the eight procedures of the validation of the study which are
most frequently used during interviews. He states that not all of these procedures should
necessarily be used to ensure the validity of a study, but taking into account as many of them as
possible, increases the validity of the study. Four out of the eight procedures were applied in
conducting the interviews. Reviewing the findings to define their qualitative accuracy: Some
descriptions of the interviews were presented to the participants so that they could confirm their
accuracy and authenticity. Clarifying prejudices: At the beginning of the study we included the
data on gender, cultural group and socio-economic group each participant belonged to. Spending
a long time in the field: This helped to understand the phenomenon that we were elaborating, thus
adding the reliability of the study. Review of findings by the scientific leader: A review of the
findings during the course of the study was carried out by the scientific leader to avoid prejudices
during the process of conducting the study and to provide his views on this study. This strategy
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that involves interpreting someone views besides the researcher adds value to the study. In
addition to the validation procedures, in order to increase the credibility of this study, transcripts
of interviews were carefully scrutinized in order to avoid mistakes. Apart from that we made a
double control of the codes used during the interviews.
We chose the thematic analysis as an appropriate method because it is commonly used to
describe, analyze, and report topics and models in data [3]. Table 2 describes the steps in which
this analysis was conducted. Using this theoretical approach while conducting the interview, the
responses to the questions asked in the previous interviews provided information to design new
questions that could be addressed to participants in the latter interviews. Our purpose of this
qualitative study was not to generalize the results but to study the phenomenon in depth.
Moreover, it would be very useful to conduct other studies in this area to gather data and
knowledge as well as to compare them with the findings of this study
Tabela 2. Phases of data analysis and process description
Each of the authors of this study Each author read and reread the transcripts, made notes about
applied the recommendations their initial interpretations, and generated codes, classified
made by Braun & Clarke (2006) the codes into possible topics, reviewed the topics and
[3]
denominated each of the topics. This stage was accomplished
by each author working separately.
Authors met for an analysis
At the joint meeting the authors described their individual
session to discuss the codes and interpretations. The findings were compared and discussed
topics identified by each author. with regard to differences in findings. Finally, the final
topics were decided.
Final Review of the Data and
Each author read the transcripts again to ensure that the final
Validity of the Findings
topics really reflected the collected data.
Drafting of a report
Each identified topic was included in a report including
specific terms used by the participants in the study as
examples to describe each topic.

Findings of the study
Something unexpected always happens and money causes me stress. The participants in this study
considered money as something that caused stress. They said that “excessive spending of money
makes us sleepless ...” because “... money does not come that easy”. For the families of this
sampling, spending money symbolizes fear for tomorrow or for the future. Families of the
respondents had to list their spending according to the priorities. According to them, spending on
their children’s schooling was considered a priority. Other students described the difficult
financial moments that their family has experienced: “... there have been months when we could
not afford to get the medicines for our sick parents or brothers and sisters”. Two of the students
stated that: “Returning from emigration we ended up in poverty ..., years ago we emigrated to a
neighboring country for a better life leaving behind everything, we even sold our house ... We
were not fortunate and we had to come back and we started everything again from scratch.”
Today they have not managed to buy another dwelling and consequently a part of the scholarship
they get goes to cover the cost of renting the dwelling for their family.
The savings and financial challenges of the students’ families. The participants in this study stated
that none of their family members had any money saved as a result of limited income or even
mismanagement of limited resources. During the interviews the students found it difficult to
remember the moments when their families had conveyed them any messages about the savings
or financial goals. An opinion expressed by family members in relation to money saving is
“Children should not be taught with the sense of money saving, as they may be withdrawn from
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their entertainment.” However, some of the youngsters stated that their parents encouraged them
to save money in the future. As for long-term financial goals, they reported that their parents had
always wanted them to attend higher studies in the hope that in the future this would enable them
to get a well-paid job. A statement used to represent a common opinion is “My mother always
wanted me to pursue higher studies ... She expects me to get a good job in the future.”
The financial status of the family. In describing the financial situation of their families, most
respondents stated that their families were experiencing financial difficulties. Some of the
students made a statement like “Money in our family is never enough to cover our monthly
expenses”.
Financial education and savings. The students that participated in this study had attended
secondary school in Albania. They stated that they had not attended the compulsory course
“Personal Finances in Your Hands” during high school. Even in higher education, they said that
they that had not attended any subject related to financial education. Some students said “I think
that it would be beneficial to be taught this subject as in this way I would not only learn new
concepts in the field of finance but it will help me learn how I should save money.” Most students
are of the opinion that money should be saved, but this as they say is possible only if some income
remains after having covered the necessities. The students of the Faculty of Economics say that
the right form of savings is to have a savings account or a bank deposit. However, none of them
possessed a savings account “... in the future I will have my savings account”. A student from the
Faculty of Economics said”... I've just heard about 2-year bonds and private investment funds; I
consider it as a good opportunity to invest”. During the interviews some students think that in the
future they will have their own business. Although the students of the Faculty of Foreign
Languages agree on the financial purpose of saving money, they said that they sometimes feel
uncertain about depositing their monetary means in the banking system operating in Albania in
the future when they might have got a job. “Money, for me is safer at home than in the banking
system”.
Regarding the factors that influence the lack of students’ savings they said “... thanks to the
income I received from my part-time job I have helped my family, so I had enough money to
cover my living expenses and family’s ones. I've been trying to work long hours to put some
money aside”. Another student stated, “... every month I get a fixed amount from my family to
cover the costs of the study, as soon as I take this money I deposit a part of it in my savings box
in order not to spend it”. While interviewing the students who stated that they have a job and save
money, they were asked to identify the reasons why they saved. A student said, “To spend money
on things like coffee, parties, entertainment is not worth it, as they last very shortly and money is
wasted in vain”. Someone else stated that “Saving money gives me confidence for the future
when I might be faced with an emergency situation”.

Conclusions and Recommendations
While describing their family’s financial situation, the students stated that their families have had
financial difficulties for years. Some commented that their families found it difficult to afford
necessary expenses for food, clothing, and rent payments, and they had to list the costs according
to the priority. This situation is a consequence of job insecurity and lack of opportunities to obtain
other sources of income, or lack of price stability or even returning from emigration and having
to start everything from scratch.
Nine students said that they were the only child of the family who continued their studies, while
their sisters and brothers had had to work at an early age to cover family expenses with regard to
payment of bills, financial emergencies or even to finance their studies. They expressed their
appreciation and also their surprise at how the family had made funding available for their studies
even though the financial conditions of their families were very difficult. However, for all the
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interviewees that participated in this study, funding for higher education was a major concern for
their families, despite the fact that they had not planned or put aside any money earlier in the past
to accomplish this goal. While the employed respondents, also considering the fact that they came
from low-income families, stated that they provided part of the income from their employment
to their families to cover the necessary living expenses and as a consequence they could not save
at all. Meanwhile other students said they only saved after covering all their expenses. This
conclusion suggests that state institutions should consider the option of compensating with
economic aid the low-income families whose children attend higher studies so that these families
can meet their needs and have the opportunity to save for the future as well. It also supports the
strong link that exists between the financial behavior of the children and their families.
The participants in the study said that their family members had not saved any money because of
their limited income or even mismanagement of limited resources. They argued that economic
crises, job losses, return from emigration, the illness of one parent, death of a family member,
parents' divorce, or even a lack of a financial plan for the future were the main causes hindering
savings in their families. In the face of financial hardships and lack of any savings, their families
followed some ways to cover expenses, such as borrowing money from their relatives, getting a
second job often in the informal labor market, postponing the payment of the goods they
purchase. This conclusion suggests that, as the concept and practice of financial advice for
businesses have been established, private or state structures should be set up to provide the
necessary counseling for the well-management of personal finances or structures that may aim at
lifelong financial education. Such structures should be equipped with professional knowledge
both in the field of finance and financial behavior, as a significant element for financial decisionmaking. Just as there are financial education programs for young people, there should also be
financial education programs for adults.
The students that participated in this study often gave psychological and emotional meaning to
the saving of money. Saving money gave them security and serenity for the future. They said
they would like to avoid difficult financial situations similar to those their families have
experienced. As their long-term financial goals they listed setting up their own business or
possessing assets. According to them this implies that property can not be obtained only through
the money you earn from your job or other ways, but also through investment.
Financial literacy will also lead to the improvement of financial services to financially excluded
groups such as the households with economic assistance. Understanding the concept that the
households with economic assistance have about savings or various financial products, banking
institutions can tailor their services to respond to their needs. It is suggested that the banking
system should modify strategies and also influence public financial education in order to increase
the confidence of this group referring to depositing their monetary means in the banking system
With regard to financial education, all students expressed their willingness to pursue a Personal
Finance course at this stage of their life cycle, therefore inclusion of financial knowledge while
undertaking actions or financial behaviors, linking theory to concrete actions in practice.
Providing information simultaneously with banking experience would help them connect their
behavior with knowledge.
The students of the Faculty of Economics demonstrated high levels of financial knowledge due
to the financial education they have received during their studies at this faculty, accompanied
with the first experiences in money management. In describing their financial behavior, they said
that planning of the income should not be limited to saving money, but also to investing it.
Whereas the students of the Faculty of Foreign Languages lacked basic knowledge on economy
and finance, they did not know the concepts such as time value of money, inflation, and lacked
the information on investment alternatives offered in the financial market in Albania. As a result,
banking institutions need to modify their strategies to increase the level of savings, deposits or
even investments of this group.
In general, the findings of this study are important referring to financial education of the family.
Understanding the factors such as the students’ financial education, parental influence on their
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financial education, or emotions may contribute to clarifying the way of their financial decision
making. Since the government policies still refer to the issue of savings and investments as
individuals’ responsibility then financial education needs to be given sufficient importance at an
earlier age. Findings suggest that some students do not want to replicate their parents' behavior
and experience financial difficulties. They were motivated to avoid financial challenges in the
future but it should be pointed out that they are experiencing more social and economic barriers
than their peers with higher-income.
Considering all these findings of previous studies, the present study is imperative to assist in
formulating policies specially targeted at youth after analyzing the impact of specific socioeconomic and demographic factors of youth on their financial literacy level. Future research and
practice must identify which ages and developing stages are most appropriate to introduce and
incorporate financial education programs as well as what content is appropriate to introduce at
each developmental stage.
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Abstract. Taking into account that Kosovo is a developing country, revenues coming from other
countries play an important role. The paper will present a clear picture that examines the level of
remittances in the country as well as external countries. In addition to the level of remittances, a
literature review will also be made regarding the methodology used. Remittances received in
Kosovo, which also represent the largest category within the secondary income account,
amounted to euro 568.8 million in September 2015, representing an annual growth of 12.5
percent. One of the reasons why a remittance study is done is to identify more clearly how
remittances affect notwithstanding the reports and publications made by the Kosovo Statistical
Agency, the Central Bank of Kosovo, etc. It has been seen that there is still room for detailed
analysis of statistics that would be even more useful to have a clearer picture of the
interconnection that would affect the decision-making process. In addition to Kosovo, the
research is also based on data released by the World Bank on remittances to other Balkan
countries. Another purpose of the research is to compare remittances in Kosovo with those of the
Balkan countries. Except for comparison, the link between them and their contribution to
economic development in one country should be found.
Keywords: Remittances, Central Bank, Kosovo, Balkan Countries, Statistics, Economic
Development.

Introduction
Appreciating the importance of this paper, comparisons of remittances in Kosovo with the Balkan
countries will be made, to make statistical comparisons. We will apply some statistical methods
such as regression, correlation and forecast models.Remittances are shipments paid by emigrants
to the family left behind.One of the basic questions of this research is how do remittances change
from country to country. How can remittances in Kosovo be different with those in Slovenia or
any other Balkan country? As a next question we can assume how much the remittances put an
effect to the growth or reduction of a country’s Gross Domestic Product. The research questions
represent a unique research in which there was plenty of room for applying the various statistical
methods mentioned above.
Literature Review
In Kosovo, considering that it is a developing country, revenues from other countries play an
important role in the economic development of the country. A high inflow of remittances also
affect the inflationary pressure and expand the trade deficit. Economists of development have
mentioned a lot of remittance consumption effects that may be as wide as 300 percent and which
often favor rural communities. An empirical research provides support for remittances resulting
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in investment activities, though these investments are generated in real estate such as housing,
land and small firms (Robertset al. 2008:23). Since remittances are only transferred to part of the
wealth of the population, there may be some inequality. Theoretical studies and empirical
research also discussed problems with moral hazards at home by receiving remittances. [1]
Declaration of Problem
One of the reasons why the remittance study is done is to make clearer the identification of how
remittances affect the reports and publications made by the Kosovo Statistical Agency, the
Central Bank of Kosovo etc. It has been seen that there is still room for detailed statistical analysis
that would be even more useful to have a clearer picture of the interconnection that would affect
the decision-making process. It is very important to know and explore how the future years in
Kosovo will be. In addition to Kosovo, the research is also based on data released by the World
Bank on remittances to other Balkan countries.
Methodology
As a first step in the application of methodology in the field of results, it is the calculation of how
many percent of remittances in Kosovo are part of Gross Producer Output, and this calculation
has been achieved by collecting the remittances values from 2009 to 2016, and divided by the
amount of Gross Domestic Product in the same period. On the other hand, with regard to
participation expressed in percentage, the participation of each of the Balkan countries for the
period 2009 to 2016 will be used as follows: To collect all remittances for each country
separately, the sum of all countries, and the sum of each country, is divided by the total amount
of remittances in the Balkans. In addition to forecasting interest rates through moving and
effective seasonal averages, the application of linear regression is also applied, where according
to the need of calculations, apply regression between only two variables, as well as the regression
between two ore more many variables.
Presentation and analysis of results
This chapter presents detailed discussions on the level of remittances in Kosovo, Albania and
Macedonia. This is because there have been no access to data from other Balkan countries.
Comparison will be made between Balkan and Kosovo countries.
Correlation and Regression
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Figure 1. Correlation between Gross Domestic Product and Remittances. Author’s Calculations
According to Figure 1, we can see that Gross Domestic Product and remittances have a
postitive but not strong correlation. For any increase in the level of remittances, it is expressed
as Gross Domestic Product growth for 63.25 percent and vice versa.
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Table 1. Correlation between different variables
GDP
(MIL€)
GDP (MIL€)
Balace
of
Payments
Remittances
Total amount
of deposits
Ni/ Deposits
Investments
(MIL€)
Direct
Foreign
Investments
(MIL€)

1
0.03595404
4
0.63256524
3
0.98114738
3
0.88053277
8

0.66489913

Balance of
payments

1
0.72638793
2
0.17466730
4
0.29459659
7
0.57580639
6

Remittance
s

Total
amount of
deposits

Ni/Deposit
s

Direct
Foreign
Investmen
ts (MIL€)

Investments
(MIL€)

1
0.52330083
3

-0.3617229

1
0.85556132
3

1

0.00367402

0.76983507
5

0.5547368

1

0.54953711 0.39935667
0.5192310 0.15897479
8
3 0.67340687 -0.4599969
9
2
Source: (Central Bank of Kosovo n d), (Statistical Agency of Kosovo n d), Author’s
calculations

1

According to the correlaction table, we can notice that the highest correlaction remittances have
the variable called “ Balance of Payments”, meaning that if Remittances increase for one euro,
the balance of payments increases for 72.63 cents and vice versa. A positive correlation was also
shown between remittances and total deposits, which showed a correlation of 52.33 percent,
which indicates that for any increase in remittances, deposit growth is influenced by 52.33 percent
and vice versa, buth with regard to the interest rate on deposits, we have a low negative correaltion
of 3.67 percent, which can be said that the deposid interest rate does not have any impact which
could have an effect on their decision-making about depositing their assets. [2]

Grecce, 6.85%
Bulgaria, 11.03%
SLOVENIA, 4.19%
Croatia, 14.84%
Bosna and
Herzegovina,…

Kosovo, 7.24%
Albania, 9.46%
Macedonia, 2.62%
Montenegro, 2.74%

Serbia,27.25%

Figure 2. Percentage participation of Balkan countries. Source. (World Bank n.D), Author’s
calculations.
As can be seen in the figure above, the country that shows the highest percentage of remittances
is Serbia, followed by Croatia, Bosnia and Slovenia. Kosovo in this area marks a percentage of
7.24 percent, a very low percentage which is conditional on the number of a country’s population
and the percentage of emigrants, and Kosovo in known to have a small population. In the previous
analysis, we saw the percentage of Kosovo participating in the Gross Domestic Product.
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Figure 3. Remittances foreacast in Kosovo by 2020. Source: (World Bank n.D), Author’s
calculations.
As we can see in the figure above, remittances in Kosovo are projected to increase. In 2009,
remittances totaled 983 billion euros. The largest increase we had in 2013, where remittances
amounted to 1 billion and 175 million euros. This level is projected to be passed in 2019 and
2020, with remittances reaching 1 billion 180 million for 2019 and 1 billion of 199 million for
2020. In addition to the forecast using the linear regression method, in which case as independent
variables are used the years (2009 to 2016) and remittances of the same period are used as a
dependent variable. In the next case an assumption will be shown. If we take as an example the
foressen remittances, how much will the Gross Domestic Product value reach, then as an
independent variable the anticipated remittances will be taken (from 2017 to 2020), and as the
dependent Gross Domestic Product variable.
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Figure 4. Remittances forecast in Albania by 2020.
Source: (World Bank, d.d), Author’s calculations
As we can see in Figure 9, remittances in Albania are downward. At the beginning of the period,
remittances in Albania amounted to $1.7 billion and it is predicted that by 2020 there will be a
decline of over 50 percent of 2009 value.
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Figure 5. Remittances forecast in Macedonia by 2020.
Burimi: (World Bank n.d), Author’s calculations.

Macedonia is also expected to experience a decline in remittances. However, this decline is not
predicted to have an even bigger impact, as there is no big difference. At the beginning of 2009,
Macedonia had a value of $381 million worth of remittances and is predicted to fall by $254.9
million in 2020.
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Figure 6. Remittances forecast in Serbia by 2020 Remittances forecast in Serbia by 2020.
Soruce: (World Bank n.D), Author’s calculations.
The value of remittances in Serbia is similar to those in Macedonia, only having somewhat higher
values. At the beginning of 2009, Serbia had remittances worth $464.8 million, and is expected
to drop to $255.3 million.
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Figure 7. Remittances forecast in Montenegro by 2020.
Sorce: (World Bank n.D), Author’s calculations.
As far as Montenegro is concerned, it is seen in the figure that there is expected to be an increase
of remittances in the years to come. At the beginning of 2009, remittances amounted to $302.9
million, and is projected to reach
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Figure 8. Remittances forecast in Bosnia and Herzegovina by 2020.
Source: (World Bank d.d), Author’s calculations
Figure 8 shows remittances for Bosnia and Herzegovina, which unlike other Balkan countries, is
seen to have had the largest movements during 2009 to 2015. The remittances value in 2009 was
$2.12 billion, but it is expected that to fall to $ 1.78 billion in 2020.
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Figure 9. Forecast of remittances in Croatia by 2020.
Source: (World Bank, n,d), Author’s calculations.
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Also, Croatia is seen to be distinct from other Balkan countries, because of the fact that there
are no major differences of multiple oscillations of remittances over the years. Remittances in
Croatia are expected to grow by $ 1.89 billion, which were 2009 values up to 2.42 billion for
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2020.Figure 10. Remittances forecast in Slovenia by 2020.
Source: (World Bank, n.d), Author’s calculations
In Slovenia we notice that there will be a continuous rise in the level of remittances, with some
downturns over the years. At the beginning of the period, remittances amounted to $ 329.2
million, while forecasted to reach $ 1.06 billion in 2020.
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Figure 11. Forecast of remittances in Bulgaria by 2020.
Source: (World Bank, n.d), Author’s calculations.

Looking at the last place in which the forecast is made, we note that Bulgaria presents high levels
of remittances. Over the next few years, it has been characterized by growth, and is projected to
have further growth. At the beginning of 2009, remittances totaled $ 1.57 billion and are expected
to grow to $ 1.73 billion in 2020.

Forecast by seasonal effects and moving averages
This method applies only to the country of Kosovo, because the basic condition for applying this
method is that the data are in time series, monthly or quartely, where only data for the Kosovo
country are found in the period quarterly.

Forecasting remittances through moving averages- collecting model
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Figure 12. Forecasting remittances through the collecting model
Author’s Calculations
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Forecast of remittances through seasonal effects- multiplication model
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Discussions and Conclusions
Based on the results achieved, we note that remittances in Kosovo have a very high share in the
economic development of Gross Domestic Product. Remittances account for a total of 20.64
percent of Gross Domestic Product. After Kosovo is ranked Bosnia and Herzegovina with about
11 percent, and Albania with 10.8 percent, while Greece’s lowest share with 0.35 percent.
Particular importance is given to Kosovo, which has as a result that the percentage of remittance
participation has a high positive correlation with the percentage of participation in Serbia,
whereas the high negative correlaction with Montenegro’s. In general, we can say that in most of
the Balkan countries, remittances and their trend are projected to decrease, and according to the
trend application, we can see that remittances in Kosovo tend to increase. Regarding the parabolic
trend, we can see that we have a constrant growth, then at the end of the period we have a
decrease, and this is generally due to the applied method, while remittances generally have an
upward trend. Over the next few years, it has been characterized by growth, and is projected to
have further growth. At the beginning of 2009, remittances amounted to $1.57 billion, rising to
$1.73 billion in 2020, and also having a low impact on economic growth of 2.9 percent. As far
as Greece is concerned the forecast for this country has not been possible, since it has had
extremely high significange and results have been rendered meaningless.As a result in the Balkan
countries, the average value of all countries in 2009 was 1.6 billion, in 2016 it was 1.26 billion,
and by 2020 it is projected to drop to $1.11 billion, a decline that will be highly in favor for
Balkan countries.
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Abstract. The Diffie-Hellman protocol was proposed by Whitfield and Martin Hellman. Diffie
and Hellman wanted a mathematical function where encryption and decryption would not be
important, ie 𝑓(𝑔(𝑥)) = 𝑔. Such functions exist, but mostly are two-way, ie finding inverse
functions is easy work eg. such a function is 𝑓(𝑥) = 2𝑥
A practical example of these functions is the electrical switch. However, these functions are not
usable in cryptography. The most important are the concrete forms of so-called one-way
functions. These functions appear to find their inverse functions, which are found through
complex procedures. So for a given 𝑥 we can easily compute 𝑓(𝑥), but for given 𝑓(𝑥) it is
difficult to measure 𝑥, but if the secret value is known, then, both the direct value and the inverse
value are easily counted. Modular arithmetic means the presence of a large number of such onetime functions. So in this section we will explore to find such functions.
Keywords: One-way, inverse, encryption, DH protocol.

Composite functions
Let be given the function 𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌 and the function 𝑔: 𝑇 → 𝑍 (see Fig.1).
DEFINITION 1.1. THE COMPOSITE FUNCTION OF THE INTERNAL FUNCTION 𝑓 AND
OF THE EXTERNAL FUNCTION 𝑔 IS CALLED THE FUNCTION OF 𝑋 TO 𝑍 SUCH THAT
IN EACH ELEMENT 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, WHERE IS DEFINED, HAS THE VALUE
𝑔 (𝑓 (𝑥)). [7]
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Such function is marked 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 (reads "𝑔 circle 𝑓"). From the definition we have
(𝑔 ∘ 𝑓) (𝑥) = 𝑔 (𝑓(𝑥)) for each 𝑥 ∈ 𝐷 (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓). In particular case when 𝑓 and 𝑔 are such
reflections that 𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌 and 𝑔: 𝑌 → 𝑍, it is shown that 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓 is a reflection of 𝑋 in 𝑍, which is
called a composite reflection. So in this case for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 we have (𝑔 ∘ 𝑓) (𝑥) = 𝑔 (𝑓 (𝑥)).
Example 1.1. Let be given the functions 𝑓: 𝑥 ↦ 2 𝑥 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅 and 𝑔: 𝑥 ↦ 2𝑥, 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅. To be found
(𝑔 ∘ 𝑓) (𝑥) and (𝑓 ∘ 𝑔) (𝑥).
The examples of functions 𝑓, 𝑔 are respectively 𝑓(𝑥) = 2 𝑥 and 𝑔(𝑥) = 2𝑥. Therefore from
the above we have:
(𝑔  𝑓 )(𝑥) = 𝑔(𝑓(𝑥)) = 𝑔(2 𝑥 ) = 2 · 2 𝑥 = 2 𝑥+1 ;
(𝑓  𝑔)(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑔(𝑥)) = 𝑓(2𝑥) = 22𝑥 .
By the way of example, we observe that in general the commu- nity role does not apply to
composite functions. So, 𝑓 ∘ 𝑔 ≠ 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓.
Cases, where relevant 𝑓 ∘ 𝑔 = 𝑔 ∘ 𝑓., are called composite commodity functions. In particular,
this
property
enjoys
the
bureaucratic
functions
with
their
inverses.
Thus 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝑥)) = 𝑓 −1 (𝑓(𝑥)) = 𝑥

Cryptography and basic concepts
By cryptography or cryptographic system (also cryptosystem, code) we mean the transformation
of an open text message by means of a ciphering function (or simply encryption) in such way that
only an authorized receiver can return the message transformed into the first state. The process
of transforming open text into encrypted text (or cryptogram) is called a cipher and if any
encryption function is determined by a ciphering algorithm that is common to each encryption
function of a given family and a key 𝑘, which is parameter of a special transformation. [3] [4]
[5].
Definition 2.1: The cryptosystem is called 5-tupled (P, C, K, E, D) that satisfies the conditions:
•

P, is a finite family of all open texts.

• C, is a finite family of all encrypted texts.
• K, the key space, is a finite family of all possible keys.
• The elements E and D are reflections of P in C and C in P such that for each 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾
there is a cipher rule 𝑒𝑘 ∈ 𝐸 and a decoding rule 𝑑𝑘 ∈ 𝐷 that ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑃, 𝑑𝑘 (𝑒𝑘 (𝑥)) = 𝑥.
An important case of classical forms of cryptosystems is when the sender and receiver use the
same key 𝑘 (in this same sense the keys are also considered when the recognition of one which
automatically introduces the other). These systems are called single key cryptosystems to
distinguish them from cryptosystems using two different keys, called public key systems. Such
systems are quite suitable for protecting information transmitted over a computer network, or to
encrypt personal user files. [2]
The cryptographic systems are classified into two types:
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1.

Secret key cryptography

2.

Public key cryptography

Secret key cryptography is the oldest type of secret mark. There are two main types of
cryptography with a secret key:
1.

With displacement

2.

With replacement

The shift digit encrypts the original message by changing the order of the characters where they
appear. Instead, the original message is encrypted by replacing some characters with some other
characters. In both types both the sender and the receiver distribute the same secret key.
Public key cryptography uses two keys, a public key known to everyone, and a private key or
secret known only to the recipient of the message.
Public key cryptography is important that the public key and secret are linked in such a way that
only the public key can be used to encrypt messages and only the secret key can be used for their
decryption.
Asymmetric cryptography uses two keys that are related to each other with mathematical
relationships. One of them is private and used to encrypt the document while the other is public
and used only to decrypt the document.
In cryptography the key is a variable value that is applied using an algorithm to a block or string
of unscripted or encrypted text. The length of the key is a factor when it is considered how
difficult it is to decrypt the text in the message. In the concept of the database, the key is a field
selected for sorting. The primary key is the unique key to any data and as such is used to access
that given. The external key, is the key that shows the primary key on another table.
In cryptography, a private key or secret is a key encryption / decryption known only by the parties
that exchange the message. In the traditional cryptography of the secret keys, a key will be
distributed between the communicators so that each of them can encrypt and decrypt messages.
The risk of this system is that if any person loses the key, or the key is stolen by someone, the
whole system fails. A recent alternative is the combination of private and public keys. In this
system, the public key is used with the secret key.
In cryptography, the public key is a value given by a certain authority, as a key encryption which
together with the private key, taken from the public key, can be used to encrypt digital messages
and signatures. The combined use of public and private keys is known as asymmetric
cryptography. The system using Public key is called the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). [11]
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Diffie-Hellman Protocols
The main problem with these functions is that it is not proven the strict mathematical existence
of both functions and trapping functions. In addition, there are two functions that are considered
candidates with the above mentioned features:
•
Discrete exponential function is the inverse function of the discrete logarithmic
function
•
Producing full numbers that is the inverse function of factoring the number obtained
The functions mentioned are easily counted, while it is believed that this is not the case with their
inverse functions.
The abbreviation "DH" will be used for the algorithm Difi-Hellman or the switching protocol of
the keys. The protocol is developed independently in two places and represents an algorithm for
changing common symmetric keys. No encryption or digital signature is envisaged. The security
of the DH algorithm is based on the difficult calculations of functions in the disrcete logarithm
for the values given 𝑔, 𝑝 and 𝑔𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 to be found 𝑛?
For the known values 𝑔 and 𝑥, where 𝑥 = 𝑔𝑛 , it can be computed at, as 𝑛 = log 𝑔 𝑥
If 𝑥 = 𝑔𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝, also 𝑛 can be matched by logs but through a disrcete logarithm.
Below we will take the math base of DH algorithms [6]:
Step 0. Let 𝑝 be a prime large number and 𝑔 such that for any one 𝑥 ∈ {1, 2,3, … , 𝑝 − 1} can be
matched by 𝑛, through 𝑥 = 𝑔𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝. The 𝑝 and 𝑔 values are public. In communication, for
example, between Albina and Altin, these parameters can determine which of these two and then
these are exchanged through the public channel. Albina selects its secret value 𝑎, Altin selects its
secret value 𝑏. These values should be prime large numbers.
Step 1. Albina publicly sends Altin the value 𝑔𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝. While Altin publicly sends Albina
𝑔𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝.
Step 2. Both on the basis of accepted values measure the common secret value 𝑔𝑎𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝. The
gained secret value can be used as a symmetric key.
Step 3. Albina and Altini use the value 𝑔𝑎𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 as a symmetric key.
A third person can disclose the values 𝑔𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 and 𝑔𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝, as they are exchanged through
the public channel. However, the third person can not detect 𝑎 and 𝑏 values, if this happens, so
the system is broken and this means that the problem of disrcete logarithm is solved [6].
In standard PKSC # 3 Diffie-Hellman Key Agreement Standard, the parameters values 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑔
and 𝑝 are predefined and preferred to generate and to exchange the common symmetric key. In
practice for 𝑝 is used a very large number that is larger than 1024 bits.
Example 3.1.
We select public parameters 𝑝 and 𝑔
𝑝 = 33, 𝑔 = 3
Select secret parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏
𝑎 = 11 and 𝑏 = 7
Albina sends the value 𝐴𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = 311 𝑚𝑜𝑑33 = 3 .
Altin sends the value 𝐴𝑏 = 𝑔𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = 37 𝑚𝑜𝑑33 = 9.
Albina recognizes the key 𝐾𝐴𝑙𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎 = 𝐴𝑏 𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = (𝑔𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝)𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = 911 𝑚𝑜𝑑33 = 9 ⇒
𝐾𝐴𝑙𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎 = 𝑔𝑎𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = 377 𝑚𝑜𝑑33 = 9.
Altin recognizes the key 𝐾𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝑎 𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = (𝑔𝑎 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝)𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = 37 𝑚𝑜𝑑33 = 9 ⇒
𝐾𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛 = 𝑔𝑎𝑏 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = 377 𝑚𝑜𝑑33 = 9.
Well, 𝐾𝐴𝑙𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎 = 𝐾𝐴𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛 = 9.
In the example, we used prime small numbers in order to make the simplest sense of DH protocol,
but in practice we work with simple large numbers.
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As mentioned above a third person can enter the communication, so for safer communication,
authentication mechanisms must be provided, which means that the two people who are in
communication must be safe in the integrity of the exchange of messages. We must always be
aware of the existence of such attacks in communication.
Conclusion: After setting the symmetric key as above, the encoder and decoders in further works
have some kind of cryptosystems that use the symmetric key.
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Abstract. “The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, freedom,
democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, including the right of persons
belonging to minorities. These values are common to the Member States in a society in which
pluralism, nondiscrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between women and men
prevail."8
The role of the EU in promoting democratic values is of particular importance. Promoting these
values for the Western Balkans and Kosovo, the EU is doing through the Stabilization and
Association Process policy and has made a valuable contribution to their democratization. Since
the collapse of communism, the EU is making a valuable contribution to these countries in
solving the problems and difficulties of their transition and democratization.
The states of the Western Balkans, after the collapse of communism, were oriented towards
political, economic and social transformations. Some of them have achieved satisfactory results,
despite certain difficulties, on their path to the establishment of liberal democracy, developing a
consolidated democratic system, a functioning market economy and efficient democratic
institutions with broader welfare policies, made great progress in eliminating inequality.
The democratization of these countries is going through different steps, somewhat faster and
somewhat slower, as is happening to Kosovo because of its specifics.
The purpose of this article is to show that the Stabilization and Association Process Policy is an
efficient EU mechanism to promote its democratic values for the Western Balkan countries, with
particular emphasis on Kosovo, and that fulfilling the resulting tasks from EU policies, through
the Stabilization and Association Agreement, are criteria for assessing progress towards EU
integration at the same time can be considered as an important factor in democratizing a country,
which can be said about the Kosovo case.
Keywords: Democratization, normalization of relationships, UE, Kosovo.

Introduction
“The European Union is a unique economic and political union between 28 European countries
(Great Britain is continuing the removal procedures) that together covers much of the
continent.”9

8
9

Art. 2 TEU
European Union https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/eu-in-brief_en
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The EU contribution to the democratization of the rest of the European countries was of great
importance, expressed in many areas and transmitted in various forms.
The role of the EU in the democratization of Serbia and Kosovo is very large and
multidimensional too, but as such it is not the subject of this study. The purpose of this study is
to show the EU contribution to the democratization of these two countries through the
Stabilization and Association Agreements signed with them and as facilitator of the talks on the
normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo, which is one of the most important EU
enterprises and one of the most important processes for the region as a whole.
The creation of the European Union was done with a view to promoting peace, values, and wellbeing for all its citizens. By eliminating internal borders, within this space, they are offered
freedom, security, and justice. Sustainable development is based on a balanced economic growth
and price stability, a highly competitive market economy with full employment and social
progress where environmental protection is an important asset. Social discrimination is excluded
and political and technological progress is promoted in order to achieve economic and social
cohesion, paying particular attention to respect for cultural and linguistic diversity. 10
Tolerance, justice, solidarity and non-discrimination are inviolable values that form the basis of
fundamental rights such as dignity, freedom of movement and residence, individual rights, and
respect for privacy condition for democracy.
The EU promotes common values for all Member States where inclusive, tolerance, justice,
solidarity, and non-discrimination prevail. These values are inviolable and constitute the basis of
fundamental rights such as dignity, freedom of movement and residence, individual freedoms
such as respect for privacy, freedom of thought, religion, collection, expression, and information
are protected by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU.11
The EU's operation is based on representative democracy. Equality is about equal rights for all
citizens before the law, equality between women and men relies on all European policies and is
the basis for European integration and applies in all areas.12
The EU is based on the rule of law. Its law and justice is protected by an independent judiciary
that the member states have given the ultimate jurisdiction to the European Court of Justice,
whose judgments and decisions are respected by all.13
Human rights are protected by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU. These cover the
right to be free from discrimination on the basis of gender, race or ethnic origin, religion or belief,
disability, age or sexual orientation, the right to protect your personal data and/or the right to
have access to justice.14
By promoting these values and goals, the EU became one of the most preferred for the integration
for the Western Balkans countries and Kosovo.

Western Balkan countries, Kosovo and their democratization
As mentioned above, the EU promotes peace and respect for all its citizens; they are offered and
guaranteed freedom, security and justice. These values are intangible and form the basis of
fundamental rights such as dignity, freedom of movement and residence, individual freedoms
such as respect for privacy, freedom of thought, religion, gathering, expression and information
are protected by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU, values that the EU tries to promote
and be part of the countries that aim at EU integration.
10

Ibid
Ibid
12 Ibid
13 Ibid
14 Ibid
11
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The EU began to spread its democratic values around the world after the end of World War II. In
1993, through the Copenhagen criteria for the admission of new states to the European
community, it contributed greatly to the process of democratization.15 The key liberal democratic
principles, namely rule of law, political pluralism, and protection of human rights and so on, are
encoded in the EU’s treaties 16 and constitute the normative basis for the EU internal and external
policy.
These conditions were then introduced in the agreements for the accession of Central European
countries as well as for the Balkan states. Since the late 1990s and early 2000s, the EU has been
trying to implement the same scheme of democracy outside its borders; EU interests represent "a
matter of moral principle ....”17
For the democratization of the Western Balkans and Kosovo, the EU is using its conditional
policies within the Stabilization and Association Process.
For Western Balkan countries, created after the break-up of the former Yugoslavia and for
Kosovo, which unilaterally proclaims independence, the EU is making a continuous contribution
to finding solutions that will affect their economic and democratic development and all regions.
The Stabilization and Association Process was established as a powerful instrument to ensure
political and economic stability in the region, with a closer review of the situation of ethnic
minorities, given the experience with the Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe.
Through Stabilization and Association Agreements, as the legal framework for each country are
determined the common political and economic goals and the progress of each country. Fulfilling
these criteria is regularly monitored by the European Commission and is presented in the Annual
Progress Reports for each country. These reports estimate how much these countries are
approaching the EU.
The European Union is the best example of how relations between states can be built, even more
odious. Initially, it was established between six countries and co-operation focused mainly on the
coal and steel industry. Later, this cooperation expanded to the economic field that aimed at a
common market to continue with all kinds of goods and services to reach where it is today.
Through the Stabilization and Association Policy, the EU tends to influence the development of
these countries' democracy, given their complexity, where “The EU has been more effective as a
model or an ideal rather than as a direct political operator, changing the structures on the
ground.”18
Integration into the EU, aspiring integration countries, should not be understood, simply as an
elimination of borders, where the citizens of the signatory countries would be enabled to move
to the richest countries in Europe. Integration into the European Union means first and foremost
the approach and embrace of the fundamental values in which this great interstate body has been
built and lives: democracy, rule of law, protection of human rights, protection and respect for
human rights national minorities. All EU member states operate on the basis of liberal
democracies, in which the rule of law is consolidated, the law is equal to all, and human rights
are consecrated. Embracing the values of democracy is crucial and fundamental to aspiring
countries for EU membership. In these circumstances, an important part of the EU's assistance to
15

E. Baracani, ed., Democratization and Hybrid Regimes: International Anchoring and Domestic
Dynamics in the European Post-Soviet States, European Press Academic Publishing, Florence,
2010, p. 114.
16
See Article 2 of the Lisbon Treaty. http://eur lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do
uri=OJ:C:2007:306:0042:0133:EN:PD
17 European Council, 2003 in A. A. Magen, & T. Risse & M. A. McFaul, eds., Promoting
Democracy and the Rule of Law: American and European Strategies. Governance and Limited
Statehood Series, Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009, p. 3.
18 Pinzari. D, EU democratization policies in the Neighborhood countries and Russia’s reaction
as a destabilizing factor, A comparative case study of Georgia and Moldova
http://aei.pitt.edu/73648/1/wp45_pinzari.pdf
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the signatory state is accurate to build these values. So the integration process can be understood
as a reform program that conditionals the countries with the European model of state, democracy
and the functioning of the economy, but not merely as a free move to the west. Such a process
should involve the engagement of all the actors of society, pave the way for the EU and not just
certain groups of society and state institutions.
Meanwhile, the Stabilization and Association Agreement is an international legal agreement
between the signatory country and the EU, whose function is to establish a legal framework for
co-operation and gradual adoption of European standards. It provides the opportunity for bilateral
co-operation and extends access free from the state freight charges of the signatory state in the
EU markets.
In itself, the Stabilization and Association Agreement does not constitute a promise of
integration, it promotes embracing the core values of the European Union from the Western
Balkan countries and Kosovo, such as democracy and the rule of law, human rights protection
and respect for national minorities, the economy market and social justice. Also, this agreement
aims to promote the economic development of the country, supported in parallel by aid programs
designed to help these countries meet the obligations arising from the agreement.
One of the main features of the Stabilization and Association Agreement is found in paragraphs
that emphasize the creation and strengthening of democratic principles as well as regional cooperation. Regional cooperation is about setting up a two- and multilateral network of agreements
between the Western Balkan countries. This approach aims to establish and strengthen ties
between the Balkan countries, bringing the spirit of cooperation and reconciliation, to avoid
tensions and to foster mutual development.
The insistence on co-operation of the joint region by the countries seeking to enter the EU is an
integral part of the Stabilization and Association Process. The Stabilization and Association
process involves a number of activities and relations between the country concerned and the
European Union, as well as a gradual adoption of EU legislation by the country's signatories.
Essentially, this process involves the establishment of a series of bilateral agreements between
the country and EU signatories concerning, inter alia, customs tariffs for industry and agriculture,
intellectual property rights and standardization and certification procedures.
The Stabilization and Association Process (SAP) has been adopted and entered into force in 1999,
within this framework the process of integrating these states into the EU is being developed up
to their full membership. This process has these strategic goals:
- Stabilization and transition towards a free and competitive market economy,
- Promoting regional cooperation,
- European perspective,
- Capacities to assume the obligations of membership,19 in particular for the objectives of
political, economic and monetary union.
This in particular requires each country to create the conditions for its integration through the
development of its administrative and judicial structures to the extent that they ensure not only
the integration of the Acquis into national legislation (transposition) but, what is more
importantly, its implementation effectively (European standard).

Case selection
In our study, from all the Western Balkan countries, we will be determined in the study of the
cases of democratization of Kosovo and Serbia. The definition and selection for the study of these
two countries have been made due to the specifics and interdependencies that exist in their
democratization and the road to EU integration due to their historical past.

19The

accession
process
for
a
new
Member
State,http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/enlargement/ongoing_enlargement/l14536_en.h
tm
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As such, the democratization of Serbia and Kosovo is greatly influenced by the EU and it is of
various forms and to be determined for this subject, it was very easy for us.
In trying to argue this, we will focus, in particular, on the EU contribution to the democratization
of these two countries through Stabilization and Association Agreements and the process of
normalizing relations between Serbia and Kosovo as a key element.
In line with the objectives of this research, we will identify the factors that are related to these
two countries and which can create problems or obstacles to the successful democratization of
both countries.
So we will not focus on the many challenges facing these two countries to their democratization
and EU integration, but we will concentrate only on those issues that are interrelated and the
solution of which directly affects their democratization and advancing on the path of integration.
So, we will not focus on the many challenges faced by these two countries in their path of
democratization and EU integration, but we will focus only on those issues that are directly
related to the SAA, the solution of which directly affects in their democratization and progress
on the road to European integration.
Through qualitative analysis of documents and political agreements reached, books, interviews,
articles will analyze the data and facts directly affecting the course of the process between the
two countries, focusing in particular on those topics that are predominant for democratization or
presentation of obstacles to its progress.
Through qualitative analysis, for the purpose of this paper work, I will rely on the relevant official
documents, existing academic literature and information gathered through the statements of EU
and state officials. Regarding the limitations of this paper, it is important to note that this
document aims to analyze only the role of the key factors, the data and facts directly affecting
the course of the process between the two countries, focusing in particular on those topics that
are predominant for democratization or presentation of obstacles to its progress.
On 6 February, the European Commission presented a strategy for Western Balkan countries that
could join the EU in 2025.
According to this strategy, the path of integration of these countries will depend on their ability
to resolve key internal and regional issues "by conciliation and resolution of open issues ... prior
to their accession to the EU, particularly in border disputes ".20
From these estimates, it became clear that Serbia and its neighbor Montenegro, which have made
improvements in the rule of law and other fields, have taken essential steps, and could receive
"candidate status" and are considered serious contenders for full membership in EU.21

Serbia's progress on the road to the EU
The assessments made by the European Commission emphasize that Serbia has made progress
in public administration reform; regarding the judiciary, important laws have been adopted as
well as rules of evaluation for judges and prosecutors. An important number of court presidents
have been appointed permanently. There is a strong political impetus to fight corruption. Several
high-level investigations have been conducted and efforts have been made to improve
coordination. Serbia participated actively in regional law enforcement cooperation. However,
ongoing efforts are needed to ensure an effective and independent judiciary. The main pieces of
legislation remain to be adopted, such as the law on free legal aid, the law on lawyers, and the
law on conflict of interest. Corruption remains predominant in many areas. Serbia needs to create
a record of concrete results in the fight against corruption and organized crime. Fundamental
rights should be fully respected in practice, including protecting the most vulnerable groups.
20Serbia

Progress Report
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhoodenlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/key_documents/2014/20140108-serbia-progressreport_en.pdf
21 Ibid
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There are concerns about the deteriorating conditions for the full exercise of freedom of
expression. Weaknesses in public administration should be addressed. The findings of the
independent regulatory bodies should be pursued better. Economic reforms are also essential to
generate growth and tackle high unemployment. With its strong mandate, the new government
must take advantage of the opportunity to pursue energy reforms. Serbia faces many challenges
ahead. Serbia should promote pro-active inclusion and transparency of the accession process. To
support the reform process, Serbia needs to improve planning, coordination and monitoring of
the implementation of new legislation and policies.22
This decision to open the negotiations, the European Council, was taken because of Serbia's
progress in its reforms and its continued commitment to normalize relations with Kosovo. Since
any negotiation for Kosovo's recognition (which has signed the Stabilization and Association
Agreement with the EU) so far has been out of the Belgrade target since NATO has launched a
controversial air campaign in support of the Kosovo Albanian population and forces of the KLA,
the force against the then Yugoslav government and ultranationalist Serbian dictator Slobodan
Milosevic in March 1999.23
The normalization and maintenance of good relations with Kosovo, in the broader framework of
Serbia's aspirations for EU membership, are the main EU requirements for Serbia and constitute
one of its biggest challenges. Despite the pessimistic tones of both sides, we estimate that in terms
of achieving results, the EU has made a major contribution to establishing its policy in Kosovo
and Serbia towards the democratization of both countries and the motivation for EU integration.
The creation of the European Union (from the first six founders) has been done in order to
promote peace, values and well-being for all its citizens. Dialogue, cooperation, tolerance, justice,
solidarity and non-discrimination are inviolable and form the basis of fundamental rights such as
dignity, freedom of movement and attitudes, individual freedoms such as respect for privacy,
freedom of thought, religion, gathering, etc. are the foundations on which this creature stands,
and then the states that intend to integrate into the EU must certainly embrace these values.

Normalization of Serbia-Kosovo relations, key to integration
The normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo is also included in the Stabilization
and Association Agreement in Kosovo, which states that the EU will “contribute to political,
economic and institutional stability in Kosovo as to stabilize the region", 24 "Political Dialogue
and Policy Dialogue, as needed, contribute to the process of normalizing relations between
Kosovo and Serbia”25 and “this process will ensure that both countries can continue their
respective European path, avoiding one or the other side of these efforts and gradually lead to the
comprehensive normalization of relations between Kosovo and Serbia in the form of a legally
binding agreement, where both countries will be able to fully exercise their rights and fulfill their
responsibilities."26
Serbia and Kosovo are continuing the facilitated EU dialogue, where a number of agreements
have been signed, although there is a lack of will to implement them. A series of meetings at
Prime Ministers' level was held and, as a result, for the first time, local elections were held
throughout Kosovo with the OSCE facilitation in November 2013 and, for the first time,
municipalities in northern Kosovo have inaugurated in compliance with the laws of Kosovo.
Kosovo Serbs from both the north and the south of the Ibar River participated in the general early
elections in June 2014.27
22

Ibid
Nicholas Waller, European Commission lays out roadmap for Western Balkans
https://www.neweurope.eu/article/european-commission-lays-roadmap-western-balkans/
24 See Article 2, paragraph b of the Stabilization and Association Agreement for Kosovo
25 See Article 13 par. 1 of the Stabilization and Association Agreement
26 See Article 13 par. 2 of the Stabilization and Association Agreement
27 Serbia Progress Report
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The normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo, despite many reforms in both states,
is a key to success for integration, and this needs to be done in the shortest possible time. "The
full normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo in the form of a binding legal
agreement is" urgent "for the EU.28
Belgrade and Pristina under EU supervision are continuing talks to reach a full agreement to
achieve normalization of relations.
Serbian representatives, as well as representatives of Kosovo in principle, confirm their
commitment to full normalization but have different views to reach this point. Serbian officials
in normalizing these relationships can include a lot of things, but not the independence of Kosovo.
Meanwhile, for Kosovo, there can be no normalization of relations unless recognition of Kosovo's
independence before Serbia becomes an EU member.
The talks in Brussels have helped a lot in the relaxation of the relations between the two countries
and some concrete results have been achieved in the field, especially in the north of Kosovo.
Despite opposition voices being heard that these should be discontinued and question the
outcome of the process, the wider public in Kosovo and Serbia supports dialogue as a key
instrument to resolve disputes.29
Recently, there are serious indications that Belgrade and Pristina are preparing for serious and
inclusive negotiations to advance toward reaching a normalization agreement. Serbian President
Aleksandar Vucic has repeatedly called for an internal dialogue in Serbia to find a lasting solution
for Kosovo. “The stated goal of the dialogue is “keep what is ours but recognize the reality.” The
announcement was followed by a series of editorials by President Vučić, Foreign Minister Ivica
Dacic, and a number of other politicians from the governing and opposition parties. The Serbian
government plans to organize several debates among the government institutions, universities,
and civil society organizations. The objective of these debates is to offer input about a potential
solution of the dispute between Serbia and Kosovo.
With the new Enlargement Strategy, the European Commission has imposed an inevitable
condition for Kosovo and Serbia, reaching an agreement on the normalization of the reports, so
that both countries move towards integration processes.
Such an agreement is expected to be reached in 2019. This phase of dialogue in Pristina is seen
as the final part of the negotiations, which are taking place in Brussels, with the facilitation of the
European Union. Such a spirit also includes President Thaci's statement,"I want a great political
deal to take place, which would lead to the normalization of Kosovo - Serbia relations as states
and the process of Albanian - Serbian reconciliation.”30
Serbia's road to EU integration is difficult because of economic situation and the gaps still
remaining in respect of the rule of law and the strengthening of political institutions, but it will
depend on the relationship that Serbia will create with Kosovo, stressed EU Enlargement
Commissioner Stefan Füle considering them as a challenge on its path to EU accession. “But
another key condition has to do with its Kosovo relations. ... During the accession negotiations,
the EU will be closely monitoring Serbia's relations with Kosovo. A legally binding agreement
on the normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo will be necessary by the end of
these talks, according to the EU.31
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhoodenlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/key_documents/2014/20140108-serbia-progressreport_en.pdf
28 EU TO GIVE SERBIA DEADLINE ABOUT KOSOVO – REPORT
https://inserbia.info/today/2018/01/eu-to-give-serbia-deadline-about-kosovo-report/
29 Ibid
30 Kosova dhe Serbia, të shtrënguara të arrijnë marrëveshje brenda një viti
http://shqip.press/2018/02/07/kosova-dhe-serbia-te-shtrenguara-te-arrijne-marreveshje-brendanje-viti/
31 Serbia's long path to EU accession
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The same thing also said EP's the rapporteur for Serbia, David McAllister, "Serbia’s EU
accession process is linked closely to the normalization of relations with Kosovo. Serbia is
engaged in the normalization process and finalized key agreements on August 25, 2015. These
agreements marked another significant step forward towards further normalizing relations
between Serbia and Kosovo. Both sides must now move forward with the full implementation of
all agreements already reached, in good faith and in a timely manner."32
The complexity of Kosovo's issues may be the main reason for the accession negotiations in
Brussels to begin with discussions on Chapters 32 (Financial Controls) and 35 (Other Issues) of
so-called acquis chapters describing membership talks.
Although, at the moment, recognition of Kosovo is not an official precondition for Serbia's EU
membership, it is no secret that many EU member states, including Germany, would like to create
that obligation. Says, Ksenija Milenkovic, director of the Serbian Integration Office in Belgrade,
leaves no doubt that the constitution's clear definition of Kosovo as an integral part of Serbia is
not simply rhetoric. "If the recognition of Kosovo becomes an official term of EU membership,
our answer will be clear - No!" she says resolutely, echoing the sentiments of Prime Minister
Vucic.33
“Our Union must be stronger and more solid before it can be bigger,” says an EU strategy
published today, February 6, on enlargement perspectives for the Western Balkans. 34
Presenting the strategy, High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
and Vice-President of the Commission Federica Mogherini said that it contains “a shared,
unequivocal, and concrete perspective for EU integration for each of our six partners.” 35
Continuing further, she stressed that “A comprehensive, legally binding normalization agreement
is urgent and crucial so that Serbia and Kosovo can advance on their respective European
paths.”36
Meanwhile, presenting the strategy in Strasburg, Commissioner for European Neighborhood
Policy and Enlargement Negotiations Johannes Hahn said, “It is not only in the interest of Serbia
but also for Kosovo to find a positive solution because this would pave Kosovo a way towards
the EU.”37
The European Union with the new Enlargement Strategy for the Western Balkans has provided
a clear integration perspective to the countries in this region (including Kosovo, whose path is
cloudy when considering that five member states have not recognized its independence). It has
also been stressed that the EU will not import conflicts and disputes within it. So the EU has
urged aspiring states to resolve conflicts and disputes between them first.

The establishment of Association of Serb-majority municipalities
At the moment while we are dealing with this paper work, a challenge in itself constitutes the
establishment of the Association of Serb-majority municipalities.

http://www.dw.com/en/serbias-long-path-to-eu-accession/a-17374164
32 EU accession "closely linked to normalization with Kosovo"
https://www.b92.net/eng/news/politics.php?yyyy=2016&mm=03&dd=02&nav_id=97232
33 Serbia's long trek into the EU
http://www.dw.com/en/serbias-long-trek-into-the-eu/a-18919621
34 Kosovo-Serbia ‘normalization agreement’ key benchmark for EU accession
http://prishtinainsight.com/kosovo-serbia-normalization-agreement-key-benchmark-euaccession/
35Ibid
36Ibid
37Ibid
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As an important element of the process of normalization of relations between Kosovo and Serbia,
the EU-supervised process, the two countries agreed to establish the Association of Serb-majority
municipalities in Kosovo, the institution proposed in the April 2013 agreement.38
The First Agreement on Normalization of Relations, and the subsequent August 2015 agreement
on the general principles / key elements, creates a transformational opportunity for the future of
Serb communities in Kosovo, and for governance in Kosovo in general. As envisaged in the
relevant agreements, the Association intends to represent the collective interests of those
municipalities in Kosovo with a majority of ethnic Serbs, in particular in the fields of education,
health, urban and rural planning and the economy.39
From this agreement, both sides have the expectations that differ between them. While, Serbs
have great expectations for this new entity, investing in their hopes for institutional autonomy
and close ties with the Republic of Serbia as a prerequisite for a sustainable future in populated
Kosovo Albanian population. The Albanians are characterized by strong tendencies of resistance,
especially among the opposition parties who perceive the Association not only as a form of
territorial autonomy that reinforces Serbia's control over the Serb community in Kosovo, but
emphasize that it is also in complete opposition to the multiethnic character of Kosovo and as an
obstacle to Kosovo's sovereignty.40 Kosovar analysts also argue that Kosovo's laws provide Serbmajority municipalities with special and expanded competencies that enable them a substantial
self-government, while the Association, on the part of Serbia, is a tendency for Kosovo's
Bosnization and for the preparation of the union north of Kosovo with Serbia.
So the discussion on the Association was hot and polarized, where Serbia and Serbian leaders in
Kosovo used the ambiguous language in the relevant agreements to declare the Association as a
means of achieving a substantial autonomy of Kosovo Serbs, while Kosovo's leaders using the
same ambiguities insist that the Association will be modeled according to the existing
Association of Municipalities in Kosovo, an Association explicitly mentioned in the agreements
and operating as a non-governmental organization (NGO).
To strengthen this conviction, they refer to a decision of the Kosovo Constitutional Court of
December 2015, which found that many elements of the August 2015 agreement were not in
accordance with the Kosovo Constitution. Kosovo Prime Minister Isa Mustafa and all Kosovar
politicians declare that the government will only enact a status that is in accordance with the
decision of the Constitutional Court.
Kosovo has assumed its obligations and this is the first item in the agreement reached in 2013.
The Association is a constitutional and legal right, to which the Constitutional Court has also
given its opinion. What matters to us is to respect the laws and the Constitution. This association
will have no legislative and executive mandates, but will enable the cooperation of the
municipalities, as well as the Association of Albanian-majority municipalities.41
Kosovo Prime Minister Ramush Haradinaj, for his part, says that the Association of Serbmajority municipalities will be formed, but it will only be in accordance with the Constitution of
Kosovo and the decision of the Constitutional Court of Kosovo. The Constitutional Court in
December 2015 had assessed that some of the general principles of the Association Agreement
of 25 August 2015 were not in accordance with the Constitution of Kosovo and that these

ECMI: Asociacioni/Bashkësia e komunave me shumicë serbe – Kalimi i udhëkryqit
http://www.new-perspektiva.com/sq/ecmi-asociacioni-bashkesia-e-komunave-shumice-serbekalimi-udhekryqit/
39 Ibid
40 THE ASSOCIATION/COMMUNITY OF SERB-MAJORITY MUNICIPALITIES
http://www.ecmikosovo.org/uploads/ascm-pax-breaking-the-impasse-eng.pdf
41 Infopress
http://gazetainfopress.com/aktualitete/hashim-thaci-serbia-po-armatos-serbet-e-veriut
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principles should be in accordance with the constitutional standards of the Republic of Kosovo
Kosovo.42
In Brussels it was also noted that the Association of Serb-majority municipalities will be formed
in accordance with Kosovo's laws and that the draft statute of the Association will be assisted by
OSCE experts in the Steering Group, which was formed by Prishtina, says spokeswoman EU,
Maya Kocijancic, "The Association ... will be formed according to Kosovo's jurisprudence. The
Constitutional Court of Kosovo has estimated that the preliminary agreement was in accordance
with the Constitution."43
That the Association will be created according to the Kosovo Constitution say and other European
diplomats point out, for example; “The Association of Serb Majority Municipalities should have
been established naturally, in accordance with Kosovo laws. After all, this step should enable
better integration within Kosovo. The establishment of the Association of Serb Majority
Municipalities is an international obligation that Kosovo has undertaken to implement. Similarly,
Serbia is also obliged to meet its obligations from the dialogue held in Brussels, such as the
Energy Agreement, “German Ambassador Christian Held told local media.44
The political circles in Serbia, however, have a different attitude from him in Kosovo. Reacting
in the EU spokesman's statement, Maya Kociancic, Serbia's president, Aleksandar Vucic, stated
that the Association of Serbian Municipalities could only be formed in accordance with the
Brussels Agreement and its principles and implementation plan. In an effort to deny that there is
an agreement that the Association of Serb-majority municipalities will be formed under Kosovo's
laws.
"I am surprised with such a statement because I have said 100 times in Brussels that the
Association will be formed in accordance with the Brussels Agreement, principles and
implementation plan and only in accordance with it. Kosovo's independence, but it is the
opposite. We are here to negotiate for everything we disagree with."45
The assessments made by the leaders of the EU's main states, about the progress of Serbia on its
path towards EU integration, are positive. German Chancellor Angela Merkel expressed and
impressed with Serbia's reforms, but said that EU membership talks can only be successful if
reforms continue, as well as normalizing relations with Kosovo. "Negotiations for membership
in The EU can only be successful if reforms in the rule of law and the protection of basic rights
and reconciliation efforts with Kosovo continue."46

42Kosovë:

Asociacioni i komunave serbe duhet themeluar natyrshëm
http://www.dw.com/sq/kosov%C3%AB-asociacioni-i-komunave-serbe-duhet-themeluarnatyrsh%C3%ABm/a-40799970
43 BE: Asociacioni, në Kuadër të Ligjeve të Kosovës
http://kallxo.com/be-asociacioni-ne-kuader-te-ligjeve-te-kosoves/
44 “Asociacioni i Komunave Serbe – sipas ligjeve të Kosovës” Illyria the Albanian – American
newspaper
http://illyriapress.com/asociacioni-i-komunave-serbe-sipas-ligjeve-te-kosoves/
45 Blic, Vuçiq: Ku shkruan se Asociacioni duhet të formohet sipas ligjeve të Kosovës?
https://gazetablic.com/vuciq-ku-shkruan-se-asociacioni-duhet-te-formohet-sipas-ligjeve-tekosoves/
46 Gazetmetro, Përfundon takimi Merkel-Vucic, u bisedua për Kosovën
http://www.gazetametro.net/perfundon-takimi-merkel-vucic-u-bisedua-per-kosoven/
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Conclusion
As in the past, the EU is playing a very important role in promoting democratic values and
consolidating democratic institutions in the Western Balkans and Kosovo. Through the
Stabilization and Association Process policy, it has made a valuable contribution to these
countries in solving the problems and difficulties of transition as well as in normalizing and
strengthening cooperation between them.
After the collapse of communism, the Western Balkan states have been oriented towards political,
economic and social transformations, and they are giving away EU assistance. Some have
achieved satisfactory results despite the particular difficulties they are facing towards democratic
liberalism, the creation of a consolidated democratic system, a functioning market economy and
efficient democratic institutions with broader welfare policies, has made great progress in
eliminating inequality.
As I pointed out at the beginning of the paper, based on the relevant official documents, the
existing academic literature and the information gathered through the statements of EU and state
officials I have analyzed the role of the EU as a factor for the democratization of these countries
and the building of stable institutions, and in particular the normalization of relations between
Serbia and Kosovo that come as a result of the Stabilization and Association Process Policy.
Although we have not taken too much with this, we can say the premise of the democratic process
of Western Balkan countries as part of the process of Europeanization can be found even in the
early stages as the EU's neighborhood policy in the EU concept aiming at the political union of
Europe, the creation of a political system governed by the common institutions that create and
preserve peace and that this is in the European space with the tendency to move beyond Europe.
The premise of the democratization process of European Eastern, Central and Western Balkan
countries, as part of the process of Europeanization, we may find it even in earlier phases. But
our focus was on the EU concept aimed at Europe’s political unification, the creation of a political
system governed by the common institutions that create and preserve peace and that this is done
in the European space with the tendency to move beyond Europe.
The main tendency of this paper was to highlight the EU's role and its precious contribution to
the spread and development of democracy in the Western Balkan countries, which are facing
difficulties in solving their problems in the path of democracy following the fall of communism,
focusing mainly on the EU's role in democratizing Serbia and Kosovo through the Stabilization
and Association Process. Without the help of the EU, it would be difficult to begin negotiations
on the normalization of relations between the two countries, not to mention the possibility of
signing a binding agreement.
Paper work lists a number of findings that have influenced the process of democratization of
these countries; the forms used to facilitate this process and have identified factors that may
hinder the effectiveness of this process by providing support for their successful resolution.
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Military Leadership as a Model of civil Leadership
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Abstract. Leadership has been and remains one of the most discussed topics of academic
literature, as a consequence of the need to have the right leader. Everyone wants to be a successful
leader, but few of them come out, those who emerge and are successful are selfcritical working
on their personal development and their organization.
Many books have been written, but based on this research, military leadership turns out to be
more durable and productive. The way the army educates, trains and develops its leaders is an
excellent model for future leaders. Models and manned ways by the military for setting up a
leadership level have led many civilian organizations to adopt techniques and ways of military
leadership.
Extensive academic literature suggests that the most advanced leadership system is the US
military system. The data shows that the "being, knowing and do" framework of US Army
leadership development has been adopted by many civil organizations in different countries. The
possibility of adopting such military leadership frameworks by civil leaders is the main purpose
of this research.
Keywords: Leadership, Successful Model, Military, Civilization, Adaptation.

Introduction
Just as the diamond requires three properties for its formation—carbon, heat, and pressure—
successful leaders require the interaction of three properties—character, knowledge, and
application. Like carbon to the diamond, the character is the basic quality of the leader…But
as carbon alone does not create a diamond, neither can character alone create a leader. The
diamond needs heat. Man needs knowledge, study, and preparation…The third property,
pressure—acting in conjunction with carbon and heat— from the diamond. Similarly, one's
character, attended by knowledge, blooms through application to produce a leader.
General Edward Meyer,
Former Army Chief of Staff
Researcher Warren Bennis in his
book “On Becoming a Leader" tells a case of an article published in the prestigious Times
magazine titled "Who Is Responsible?" And also answers to this question given by the single
newspaper "The nation calls for a leader, and no one is at home." From this Warren Bennis
relates to the fact that the time has come and the need for a different kind of leadership is
expressed. Mr. Bennis also points out that if I write in Google the sentence "Lack of Leadership"
it will produce more than 53.3 million different sources or scripts. As we are doing such a search
in Google today with the same description, it will come to a remarkable figure close to
“197,000,000 results (in 0.43 seconds)" ii.
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Even well-known scholar Donald T. Phillips in his book "Lincoln in Leadership" points out that
perhaps true leadership is not common in today's societies because it is not honestly understood
and badly interpretediii, as we are experiencing different decisions of our Leaders (worldwide)
and are looking at the consequences of their decisions.
Hence, there is a need for a diverse leadership, a concept focused on the care of dependents and
organizations rather than taking care of personal benefits, and the best decision for this case is
the army leadership, in more closed concept adopting the army framework of “be, know and
do”.
Everyone can do a job of managing a unit (team or more) to accomplish a job, to start at point
A and finish at point B, but not all can be called Leaders, only those people who with their work
inspire others, treat them with respect, become a shelter to their subordinates, those how to make
their workers part of their decision-making process, only those can be called the true leader, and
the best example is the army leaders.

Presenting the framework
Leadership Framework; Being, Knowing, and Doing (Based on US Military
Doctrine).

Army Leadership FM 22-100, Department of the Army, ERIC K.SHINSEK– General,
USA Chief of Staff.

The leadership framework we have called it (that in US Army literature is known only with the
title "Being, Knowing and Doing" found in the FM 22-100) best describes the aspects of
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leadership, everything that we need to know, do, and act as a leader. This framework has been
used in civilian life, in a book written by Frances Hesselbein and assisted by General Eric
Shinseki, reveals the importance of the literature of military leadership, the implementation of
these lessons outside the army, and what different companies (organizations) can benefit if they
apply these lessons.
It is not only this book but also many books and other scriptures that call for military lessons in
terms of leadership and their implementation in civilian life. The army has the great ability to
turn a simple man into a major vision leader, but those skills do not have companies, they do not
see much importance in investing in their staff, individual investments to train and educate their
leaders, while on the other hand this aspect is highly developed in the army and feasible at all
times.
A leader who wants to improve, develop himself and his subordinates, increasing the leadership
of his organization to a much more professional level than so far, then here is the answer to the
leadership framework to be viewed, analyzed and applied in accuracy, but how will it affect a
leader who wants to prepare himself to be a leader of a supply or sales sector in any organization?,
he/she afterward that takes these lessons will shine in comparison between his colleagues.
The leadership aspect is much more advanced in the military and coveted by various companies,
the army has systems of educating, training and advancing of their members, they transform their
members that do not do much more than guard work to be the leader of a military organization.
Dr. James Crupi says "the army has a system of values that the world of the corporation will die
for"iv. Leadership in the army has been developed a lot, definitions and other explanations on this
subject are very accurate and there are strong reasons for it; the formulation and explanation of
leadership is based on an unscripted rule of the army saying that things in the army should be
"brief and clear", and based on this rule each theory, the definition of the army is short in writing,
clear to read and fully understood. While in the business and entrepreneur philosophy there are
many and varied definitions of leadership. Military leadership doctrine is clearly defined as a
process of influencing people by giving them the purpose, direction, and motivation of
subordinates while operating to meet a mission or by improving the organization v.
In the US Army, constant leadership is described as a processvi that never stops and every time
you have to deal with it. In US Military Doctrine leadership is characterized as a complex mix of
organizations, situations, and demands of the mission of a leader who applies his personal
qualities, his potential and experience to expand influence in the organization he serves, the
people he leads, the situation in which you find yourself and missions unpublishedvii. In the US
military doctrine and in most of the Western military’s, leadership is divided into three main
pillars; being, knowing and doing, where through this framework is clearly specified how to be
a leader, what he should know and do. This framework is vital in the US Army, fortunately, it
has been largely implemented in the Kosovo Security Force, as a new organization with a
Western prospect and a leadership in development.

To Be
In the part of “being”, a leader must have seven values that are called military values and have
three attributes. “Being” is a great job, then it's time to get to know those values and equip with
them as soon as possible, so you will reach the highest degree of maturity and wisdom of
leadership. The first of the seven values is loyalty which is a great job, says General Marshall,
the greatest asset in the battle of all. But no one can gain the confidence of his troops just by
preaching loyalty. He will be given to him by proving that "he" possesses itviii. Loyalty is not
gained with speeches before your subordinates or training you can do, there is no school that can
say "come to us and after this education or training for sure you will gain the loyalty of your
subordinates", no, it is only earned with great effort, great dedication to the work and your
subordinates, by setting high standards for yourself first of all and after that by asking from others.
The second of these seven values is the duty, the former Chief of Staff of the US Army defines
the duty as the essence of task is to act in the absence of orders or direction from others, based
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on an inner sense of what is morally and professionally right ix, if the leader is not at home, do not
stop the process of working, continue it according to with the organization's objective. Major
General John M. Schofield of the US Army briefly and clearly defines respect "Treat others as
they should be treatedx", treat others as you like to be treated by others. Respect is for those who
deserve not for those who seek it. Respect is the highest value in the military, if the commander
(leader) will give respect to his/her subordinates, he/ she will not only earn respect but will gain
productiveness and quality.
Selfless Service, US Army General Omar N. Bradly says the country today needs men (Leaders)
who think in broad terms to serve their country and not the debts that their country may have to
thexi, though in the days of today we are facing leaders who always ask the country to count as if
the country was a person who owes them.
What is the honor? Simply the highest degree of Leadership.
Meriman Suka
What is life without honor? Degradation is worse than death - Lieutenant General Thomas J.
"Stonewall" Jacksonxii. Honor is the core of all the values of a leader, without being honest cannot
be trustworthy, without being honest cannot have integrity, cannot perform a task with more
devotion, honor is the gravity in which all other values are gathered. The world throughout its
history has seen what an honest and not honest leader can do, the first have developed societies,
regulate social order, set up the state economy to the highest level, while others have caused
conflicts and bloody wars. Do what is right - legal and moralxiii, the other fundamental element
of Leadership is the integrityxiv of doing what needs to be done and without the oversight of
anyone, one of the most important not only military but human values. Do the right thing even
when you do not have anybody's supervision, this is integrity, enforce the faith given by your
leader, do good and with "devotion" not only in his presentation but act with even more dedication
when you are alone.
Personal courage is defined as facing with fear, danger, or disaster - (physical or moral) xv during
the execution of your duty. We should never give up, regardless of the challenges that will arise,
we must have the courage to oppose evil, disagree with the unrighteous we are facing, not to
forget that the changes come from the individuals when they become together, it becomes a
community and the evil will be fought easily. As Nelson Mandela sad “I learned that courage
does not mean lack of fear, but triumph over it” so we do need to triumph over the evil.

Attributes
Attributes are the added value of a leader who shapes it best possible, they are like the pillars that
hold an object, the stronger you are, the more you can lift it and load it. There are three attributes
according to the US Army Doctrine that a leader needs to take care of mental, physical and
emotional attributes. Leadership is not a natural feature, something inherited like the color of
eyes or hair. Leadership is a skill that can be studied, taught and perfected with practice " (The
Noncom's Guide, 1962). The United States Department of Health and Human Services considers mental
well-being as a significant issue which includes our emotional, psychological and social welfare
aspects. It influences our thinking, our attitudes, and actions, it also helps us to train stress,
relationships with others, and making decisions. Mental health is important at every stage of life,
from childhood to adolescence to full maturityxvi.
There are several factors that influence this condition:
1. According to the United States Department of Health and Human Services, among the
major factors is the biological factor such as genetics or chemical aspect of brain
building,
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2.

3.

4.

Life experiences, such as traumas or abuses since childhood, have seen many violent
cases in various schools and murders (usually in the US), and after the analysis it turns
out that the person has had a life with complete trauma and physical abuse which
could have come from parents in most cases or the society and the district where they
lived,
There may also be family genetics where there are known to be some diseases that are
transmitted from one generation to the next and as a result, in some workplaces, if you
apply, you will be required to fill in the form you complete for application also mark
diseases that can be found in your parents or other family members,
The working environment is another very important factor, we as a leader often
thinking of being as rigorous as we can, trying to emerge as a "strong" leader, create
a non-working environment suitable for our subordinates, creating unnecessary stress
situations, suggesting that work will be better done, and if the workers are relaxed in
their working place, something is wrong and ultimately we are the main cause of hard
work and causing an unfamiliar environment for work.

The second attribute may seem very military when it comes to the physical attribute, but to be
clear that the physical condition plays a very important role in your daily life, if you are in good
physical condition you will be more willing, motivated and inspirational for others, laziness will
not have room for you, you will be able to make far more decisions and more accurately.
Considering the great physical condition many companies in their facilities have built fitness that
is used by employees of that company, not only so, but also a personal trainer who will care for
the workers of that company. An international poll conducted by Monster reveals that 42% of US
respondents have left a job due to an overly stressful environment; workplace stress has also
caused an additional 35% to consider changing jobs. A related Monster US survey has found that
55% of respondents experience very stressful lives; this percentage rises to 57% when
specifically related to work stress. Only 3% of respondents report to experience no stress in their
work lifexvii. Some other studies show that workers after a tiring day in the office, most of them
do not have the will to go to fitness, so coach Michael Amernic has taken a step further, she is
trying to convince some companies to invest and have their fitness, so workers after a tired day
they will go do downstairs to the gym and relax with one hour of fitness, Jessica Vitullo also says
that with the opening of the gym benefits the employers and employees, she says the advantages
of having a workplace fitness boost productivity, raise morale, lower health costs, low workplace
absencexviii . The third and last attribute is the emotional attribute, which is closely related to
the mental and physical aspect, in fact these are the first two to determine the emotional aspect,
according to Dictionary.com the term emotion is explained as one of the feelings of boredom,
joy, horror, frigate, hate, or lovexix.

To Know
Once a leader has to have seven values that have formed him in the best possible way and make
him ready for what he will challenge, he must have known that can otherwise be described as
skills. For a leader to be capable of his task with which he is charged, he must possess these skills
mentioned below: Interpersonal skills that have an effect on how to behave with people. This
includes their training, learning, consultation, motivation, and empowerment xx. Conceptual skills
enable you to handle ideas. They require sound judgment as well as the possibility of creative
thinking and analytical, critical and ethical reasonsxxi.
The last two skills are technical and tactical skill, each of theme gives knowledge in specific
fields to the leader, he needs to have technical knowledge in a particular field or need to train
their subordinates in order to achieve those skills, so do with tactical skills. Mastery of different
skills in these domains is essential to the Army’s success in peace and war. But a true leader is
not satisfied with knowing only how to do what will get the organization through today; you must
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also be concerned about what it will need tomorrow, you must strive to master your job and
prepare to take over your boss’s jobxxii.
General Omar Brandly said that it is so true not only in the army but everywhere in any private,
public, profit or nonprofit organizations people are willing to follow only those leaders now know
what they are doingxxiii. Also, he mentions that the way to lose the trust of the subordinate is to
prove no knowledge in your fieldxxiv. A good leader never stops learning, self-improvement, his
dependents, and the organization, and after every achievement, he goes on with the other
objective.

To Do
Be-s and Know-s of you will bring the Do-s. The Be-s and Know-s will be you input and Do-s
will be your output, if you have worked hard with your values and attributes (that was part of Be)
and after that worked with interpersonal, conceptual, technical and tactical skill (that was part of
Know) you influencing, operating and improving will come in a good and acceptable standard or
will exceed expected standards.
There are three main areas that a leader needs to concentrate during his / her acting: are the
influence of his subordinates, Operation, and Continuous Improvement, starting from himself to
his subordinates and at the end of the whole organization, this is done by influencing operation,
and improvement of the organizationxxv.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Both leaders of civil organization and army organization have come to the conclusion that the
army approach to developing leadership is powerful and eminently successful, and this approach
is applicable to all civil institutions and organizations, it all depends on that leader of that
organizations, if he is ready to start a new way of doing the things in his company. The army has
managed to make a manual (be, know, do) that not only fit every rank in the military but also at
each level of it as well as outside it, it can find great practice and will be the source of radical
changes of leadership in the civil organization. If this framework (be, know, do) can transfer a
soldier to a leader, he can undoubtedly make a company manager to a successful leader.
Simon Sinek in his book Start with Why How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action
tells us how he was inspired by the army’s spirit and the main reason why we have so much
illness in the western countries taking into account the huge development of technology, the
biggest advances in medicine, and yet the number of people with cancer that only grows, this is
all the reason of bad leaders which makes the jobs very stressful and in no way inspirational. The
solution of all this is the application of army leadership by influencing, motivating and inspiring
our subordinates, and this can be achieved by using Be, Know and Do framework. This frame
has brought great success to the military and will undoubtedly bring great success also to civil
organizations where the level of concentration is often required to be smaller than in the army.
In the army, we often have to deal with human lives as long as in the company's we have to deal
with people's money.
During this work, we have discussed a problem that is found today in our society, for the great
need of leaders who take care of others, who with their work are motivation and inspiration for
us. Also facing this problem, we have presented a possible solution, a framework that has proven
itself, a framework that is very simple to read, understand and apply. To be, know and do is the
best formula for this situation, it helps us to lead our people easy and with our personal example,
to be the main shield of our subordinates to improve ourselves and our subordinates in continuity
and to achieve the objectives of the organization.
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A Factor Model for DCF Valuation and its Application
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Abstract. An existing factor model for valuing banks from the point of view of an outside
observer is applied and the importance of the main factors defining value are assessed and their
importance analyzed. The banks are explicitly modeled for a future period, based on the trends,
returns and balance sheet proportions derived from their historically published statements.
Assumptions are then made, incorporating information about the economic cycle, the policy of
the central bank and ECB. The objective is to calibrate, apply and assess the behavior of a model
which can then be used to stochastically stress test the banks under review. The procedure is
independent from the one used and recommended by the public monetary authorities and intends
to enrich the set of tools available to both academics and practitioners.
Keywords: Bank valuation, DCF, Value Factors, Factor Model.

Brief Description of Model and Scope of its Application
The objective is to apply and assess the appropriateness, performance and ultimately the accuracy
of an adapted income approach (DCF) model for the valuation of banks from the point of view
of an outside observer.
The model is an adaptation of the Copeland (2002) valuation model developed and specified by
Sarastov (2016) for banks. The ability of the model to perform is important as it represents the
basis for subsequent stochastic stress-testing through Monte Carlo approach. Two important
condition have to be fulfilled: (1) defining adequate structure of the model and internal factor
relations and (2) suitable specification of parameters. The task is complicated as the two
conditions cannot be separated while tested.
The key relation in the model is that the value of a bank equity essentially depends on the
evolution of its free income to equity holders after all fiscal and capital adequacy charges. This
income is decomposed into the key factors that drive it. The main assumption is that one can
better analyze and forecast the factors than the resulting free income. The drivers identified and
formulated quantitively by Sarastov et al (2016) are (1) the growth of the bond and loan portfolio,
(2) its returns, (3) the evolution of the core deposit base and other funding portfolio, (5) its interest
costs, (6) the non-interest fees rates (7) the value-charges from loan-loss provisions and credit
events (6) the bank running costs and the capital adequacy charges. Analyzing the factors, we
can group them in three separate sets. The first comprises the factors related to the size of the
operations and their structure. The second consists of parameters related to interest rates and fees.
The third set of factors is risk related. Therefore, tasks is hence reduced to analyzing the size
evolution, the proportions within the size of a bank and how this relates to the returns this scale
generates.
The model is applied for the 5 largest banks in Bulgaria that form Group 1 of systemically
important institutions. In the beginning of 2018, UBB merged with EIB. The forecasts for that
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entity is on post-combination basis. The historical figures used are the combined ones as if the
banks were a single entity safe for any synergies which are otherwise adjusted for in the forecasts.
The historical data used to arrive at growth rates, proportions and returns is based on the annual
reports for the period 2007-2017 published by the Bulgarian National Bank. The reported
positions are adjusted for odd and extraordinary events. Most of the numbers of limited material
significance are aggregated and mapped into the respective factors as discussed above. Due to
limited space the data set is not published but available from the author upon request.

Review of the Main Value-Driving Factors
According to the applied model income and ultimately value of banks depends mainly on two
factors (a) sales of their products and services and (b) the expected operating results from such
sales. The latter includes net interest profit, net non-interest profit from fees and commissions but
also importantly devaluation of assets and losses provisions. Sales of banks services are reflected
mainly through the balance sheet, where deposits and loans end being recorded. The factor
relations and dependencies are represented in Sarastov, 2016. The deposits determine the capital
requirement that are subtracted from net income attributable to shareholders. The free cash flows
together with the discount rate (risk) determine the value of equity capital. These relations and
their structuring represent an adaptation of the factor model of Koller, Goedhart, Wessels (2010
p.10). We treat the debt resources raised as a supply, used for the production of loans and other
interest (income) bearing assets. The integrated effect from the simultaneous performance of all
factors can be reduced to two main factors, that determine the value of a bank, the first one being
the growth of the deposits and debt sources and the second being the effective net return on them.
We can assume that all else is determined by these two factors including the required equity
capital.

Growth of Income and Cost Generating Balance Sheet Positions
Following the logic outlined above we study the evolution of (a) the loan and bonds portfolio of
the banks, (b) the evolution of their deposit base. These two factors more or less determine the
size of the bank, its profitability and affect value.
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of the loan portfolio of banks
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The loan portfolio dynamics reflects both the growth of GDP and the Confidence indices. The
post global crisis (2008-2010) decrease of lending activity is well pronounced on Fig.1. A
stabilization period follows till 2014 when a local mini bank crisis temporarily decreased
confidence in the Bulgarian Economy.
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of the bond portfolio of banks
The dynamic of bonds is different from that of loans. Bulgarian banks view bonds mainly as a
treasury management instrument and a temporary store of excess liquidity. As evident from the
figure there are big differences between bond portfolio dynamics on an annual base, reaching
above 100% in some periods. It is a great challenge to forecast the bond portfolio dynamics but
as a rule the funds that are not placed as loans end up in the bond portfolio safe for minimum
levels defined by bank liquidity policies.
Banks in Bulgaria are considered as a safe heaven by both households and SMEs due to the
deposit guarantee as most deposits fall within the guaranteed 100K euro ceiling. Therefore, the
deposit base grows in line with GDP but also in low confidence periods.
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Fig. 3. Dynamics of the deposit portfolio of banks
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Dynamics of Returns
We also study the portfolio returns, their evolution through time and compare the cross-sectional
differences between banks, characterize the mean and variation. The spreads over and above
Euribor are also examined.
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Fig. 4. Interest return on combined loan and bond portfolios of banks versus 6m Euribor
According to the data, presented on Fig. 4, the greatest values are reported after 2008 when there
is already a steady decrease in the yield on combined bond and loan portfolio of banks. The main
reason for that is the ECB monetary policy easements and the low interest rates imposed by it.
We use 6m Euribor as a basis, whose dynamic follows the base interest rate of ECB. The link
between Euribor and Bulgarian bank interest rates is reported by Mihailov (2014) to be significant
and strong.
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Fig. 5. Interest rates on deposits versus Euribor 6m
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Interest rates on deposits also decreases for the concerned period, reaching nearly 0% in 2017.
Accounting for inflation of 2% in 2017, the real interest rates on deposits were negative.
Nevertheless, the deposit base increased. As shown in the figure, the interest rate spread is
significantly higher during the crisis and post-crisis period and gradually decreases after 2011.

The non-interest income and costs, their relation to the interest fees
The evolution and the cross-sectional comparison of the non-interest income of the five banks
are presented in Fig.6. There is a well pronounced negative correlation between the interest and
non-interest income for all of the banks. This is even more so amplified by the recent decline of
interest rates which made all the bank in Bulgaria prop up the pricing of their non-interest
services.
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Fig. 6. Non-interest return on assets
In the last three years non-interest return on assets increase, as a compensation for the low interest
rates. The values are pretty similar between banks, except Postbank, which register lowest values
for the whole period. The dynamics of non-interest expenses, provisions rates and revaluation
expenses percentage rates are not presented in the paper because they are steady over the years.
Moreover, the non-interest expenses ratio and provision ratio is insignificant (under 0.1%). Both
groups however tend to magnify during bank and economy-wide crises and have to be modelled
stochastically for the purpose of stress-testing.

Costs of running a bank
The general trend of cost-saving cannot be properly captured as the position is aggregated. On
one hand nearly all the banks are trimming their branch network running costs. However, the
effect of this policy is off-set by the increased marketing expenses. As these are all hurled in one
position on the comprehensive income statement, the effect cannot be segregated.

Factor Forecasts, Cost of Capital, Value and Sensitivity
Assumptions regarding factors
In order to specify the forecasts of the model driving factors we have decided to apply historical
averages adjusted for the current positioning in the business and monetary policy cycles. In
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particular, we assume a long-term growth of the economy of 2.5-3.5%, based on forecast by BNB
and ECB. We have taken into account the general policy makers stance of gradually returning
interest rates to their long term averages. The factor specifications are provided in the Table 1.
Table 2. Key Driving Factor Specifications
Driving Factor

Assumption
4.0% (2018)
Deposits Growth
2.5% (2028)
4.0% (2018)
Loans Growth
2.5% (2028)
15.0% (2018)
Bonds Growth
4% (2028)
3.6% (2018)
Interest Return
6.0% (2028)
0.2% (2018)
Interest Expenses
2.2% (2028)
1.9% (2018)
Non-interest Income
1.9% (2028)

Rationale
Mainly GDP growth driven, no relation to
interest rates established
GDP growth driven in the long run but
confidence index levels driven in the short term
Serve as store of liquidity and the bonds tend to
grow less when loans accelerate and vice versa
Euribor growth estimates and mean reversion
assumption applied
Euribor growth estimates and mean reversion
assumption applied
Assumed flat as two opposite effects at play –
bank strategies and competition

Cost of Capital Estimation
Amongst the various options we apply the CAPM and specify it according to quotes by
Damodaran (Damodaran 2002) as per Copeland (Copeland 1988) for banks. The risk-free rate is
based on a long-term Bulgarian government yield to maturity for as of 30/06/2018 of 1.3%.
Market risk premium is assumed at 4.5% and a bank financial institution equity beta of 1.00 is
applied. This specifies a cost of capital rate of 7%. A country risk premium of 1.2% is applied as
all banks are in a still developing market.

Main Observations and Discussion
Most of the cross-sectional divergence between banks comes from their interest income spreads
over and above the 6m EURIBOR used as a benchmark for this analysis. Unicredit maintains
stable lower spreads on both lending and deposit side. This has a significant effect on value and
is just one example of the sensitivity of valuation to this factor. The values estimates are very
sensitive to growth of the loan portfolio and the bonds portfolio. The split of fund placement
between bonds and loans is also very important as loans generate significantly higher returns,
especially in good times. An important part, although less significant is played by non-interest
spreads as banks are trying to increase the share of these. One has to factor in competition from
fintech and e-banks and it is therefore prudent to project no increase in the long-run.
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Table 2. Valuation Results
Bank

DCF Model Estimate

Book Value

Estimate/Book

UNICREDIT

4,772,729

2,853,255

1.67

DSK

3,707,501

1,548,464

2.39

UBB

4,084,172

1,301,337

3.14

Post

2,428,107

1,237,029

1.96

FIB

1,187,450

929,249

1.28

Average

16,179,959

7,869,334

2.06

Conclusion
We have managed to apply a DCF model for valuation of banks to the 5 largest banks in Bulgaria.
In order to specify the forecasts of the value driving factors of the model we have analyzed their
historical performance and relation and have applied consensus views for the development of the
global, EU and Bulgarian economies. One major assumption of ours is gradual return of the
interest rates to their long term average real levels. Another is the continuation of the moderate
growth of the EU and Bulgarian economies of 2.5-3% per annum. Following the identified
relation of 2.0 x linear relationship of deposits growth to GDP we have respectively assumed 4.04.5% growth of the deposit portfolio and the loan portfolio of the largest five banks. The
valuations of the banks exceed the historical accounting value of capital 2.06 times, which is 40%
higher than the average Value to Book ratios of the banking sector in Europe. The overall
conclusion is that the model, when appropriately specified perform satisfactorily and generates
meaningful results. Further problems to study are the statistical distributions of the loan losses
and provisions.
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Abstract. This paper examines the impact of Entrepreneurship and Strategic Management
Activities in SME sector in Kosovo. The subject was developed based on a broad literature and
practices in the SME development sector, and the great importance of strategic activities in
regards of firms’ growth.
While preparing the paper, various methods were utilized for researching and studying strategic
economic development, with the focal points in SME development. It is well known that the
purpose of strategic development for Entrepreneurship is to develop the capacity for local
economic development, to strengthen the future of economy and life quality for all citizens.
During this process, the SME sector, public institutions, and partners in the private and nongovernmental sectors cooperate to facilitate economic growth and employment.
This study focuses on enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs in Kosovo, to ensure a sustainable
economic growth of the SME sector and the economy. The model includes functions of the
internationalization of SMEs, human resources management, innovation strategies of SMEs,
information technology and business environment.
The research was conducted by using a sample of BSCK, which was done in 2014 and analysing
the results of this research. The primary goal of the study was to define the combination of
Entrepreneurship and Strategic Management Activities in creation of joint ventures, and research
shows that founders of enterprises use leadership skills and management strategies to increase
the firm's assets.
Two basic research questions were defined:
Do entrepreneurs use Strategic Management tools in doing business in Kosovo?
What are the main drivers for choosing Entrepreneurship?
Keywords: strategic activities, SME competitiveness, innovation, orientation towards growth,
and business environment.

Problem statement
Entrepreneurship and strategic management are linked to the behaviour and performance of
companies. Strategic management seeks to create and exploit competitive advantages for
companies within a particular environmental context. Entrepreneurship promotes the search for
competitive advantages by bringing products, processes and innovations to market.
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Entrepreneurial and strategic activities seek new markets or strategic competitive position for
firms in order to create profits.
Kosovo is an important location for business development, due to its comparative advantages
such as: a young and well-qualified population, natural resources, favourable climatic conditions,
new infrastructure, a fiscal policy with the lowest taxation in the region, a geographic position
with access to the regional markets, and new possibilities after signing of Stability Association
Agreement with the European Union.
Businesses in Kosovo face many managerial issues, which if neglected, will negatively affect
their efficiency. Small businesses, in comparison to large ones are more prone to the risk because
they are not able to change often, they do not have sufficient capital to contend with the reduction
or loss of market revenues, and they have higher operating costs per unit of revenue. But
fortunately, one advantage of small businesses is the flexibility and ease of adapting to the nature
of changes. This is the reason why they need managerial advice.

Literature Review
Based on similarities between entrepreneurship and strategic management (Ireland, Hitt, Camp
and Sexton, 2001) recommended six areas (Innovation, Networking, Internationalization,
Organizational Learning, Top Management Teams and Governance, Growth Orientation) are
essential to firms' efforts for profit making. In developing economies, the SME-s are the primary
engines of job creation, for income growth and poverty reduction. Therefore, the government
should support entrepreneurship as well as business educational aspect for economic
development (Krasniqi, 2012). Another important dimension of entrepreneurship literature is the
challenge of interaction with the business environment (Begley et al, 2005). As it will be
confirmed later, Baumol changed the focus of research from individuals to institutions and the
business environment.
It is well known that the purpose of Strategic development for Entrepreneurship is to develop the
capacity for local economic development, to improve the economic future and quality of life for
all citizens. This is a process in which the SME sector, public institutions, and partners in the
private and nongovernmental sectors work together to create better conditions for economic
growth and employment.
Firms try to find fundamentally new ways of doing business that will disrupt an industry's existing
competitive rules, and lead to the development of new business models that create new forms of
competitive life (Hamel, 2000). The degree to which a firm acts entrepreneurially in terms of
innovativeness, risk taking, and proactive behaviour is related to dimensions of strategic
management (Barringer and Bluedorn, 1999).

This study will explore the meaning and methods that can help CEOs
achieve development and growth for their companies in the era of
globalization. During the recent few years, the economy of Kosovo has
significantly progressed in transitioning to a market-based system and maintaining
macroeconomic stability, but the international community and the Diaspora still play an
important role for financial and technical assistance.
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Research Methodology
In order to accomplish this master thesis, methodology was a key factor. The working
methodology consists of a combination of primary and secondary data, through examination of
literature and empirical studies. In order to accomplish this work, the empirical part relied on
collecting and processing data in the field, through surveys. The focus of our survey was on 500
enterprises from different regions of Kosovo. The survey was supported in completing the
questions given in a questionnaire designed specifically for this study. The objective of this
survey was to take information regarding the work of these SMEs and their contribution to the
new jobs opportunities and a specific objective was to find out the impact of Strategic
Management in SME sector.
It is worth mentioning that we were a part of BSCK research team in sample development in
2014, and the findings imply that factors such as: SME management, central and local
government leadership, conditions of financial sector, structure of the SME sector, the business
environment, and approaches to regional markets condition successful Entrepreneurship and
SME Strategic Development.
The other objective was to study the business environment where these companies operate and
the challenges and obstacles that they face during their operation. During the survey, it was made
clear that in the survey be significantly included businesses from all main sectors. The
questionnaire was designed in such a manner and form in order to enable the achievement of our
goals. The empirical part or the primary data collection was conducted through this survey,
whereas the secondary data were collected from the literature of various authors who explicate
the same topic subject. Secondary data aim to review the previous studies by various authors and
this serves for the realization of the theoretical part of the paper. Types of information, the
primary and secondary data, have helped the working methodology in observing the positive
effects of the SME development on the economic stability of Kosovo and main constraints that
they face during their operation.
More specifically the theses are based on statistical analysis of data collected from a sample
developed by the Business Support Centre Kosovo (BSCK) in 2014, including 500 companies in
Kosovo (BSCK, 2014). Experts of the field conducted the processes of drafting the questionnaire
and sample selection. Interviews were conducted with key persons from companies, mainly
managers-owners or financial managers. The questionnaire gathered quantitative and qualitative
data (growth motives, firm performance, business environment perception and entrepreneurship
and strategic management activities information). A random-selected sample was created from
the business register list of the Kosovo Business Registration Agency (KBRA) which is a body
of the Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI). The random selection of sample size and the
companies to be interviewed was made by software programs such as Excel TopCaats (Sample
and Sample stratification).
After several phases of testing the sample size of selected companies, it was decided to organize
the distribution of the sample according to two categories: the size of the company and the sector
in which the business operates. In general, the response rates of business managers were from
90-95% (from 447 – 486 respondents, but in some specific questions, the response rates were
lower).
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Data analysis and interpretation
According to KAS in 2015, about 99.1% are small and medium enterprises from the total number
of enterprises in Kosovo. The structure and growth of SMEs in Kosovo can be seen on the basis
of analyses carried out by the SME Agency from Ministry of Trade and Industry.SMEs constitute
the backbone of the economy of Kosovo. According to Kosovo Business Registration Agency
(KBRA) at the end of 2015, SMEs (including micro enterprises) accounted for approximately
99.97% of all businesses operating in the country (for more details, see table no. 1).
As the table shows, from 2011 to 2015 the number of SMEs has grown at a rate of about 20%
annually, while the total increase over the past five years was about 35%, but there is no data
available on the number of closed and bankrupt SMEs.
Table 3. Enterprises statistics by size (2011 – 2015)

2011
No.

2012
%

No.

2013
%

No.

2014
%

No.

2015
%

No.

%

Mi. Enter.

6,744

96,79

8,242

97.50

9,798

97.48

9.420

98.00

9,919

98.40

Sm. Enter.

178

2.55

160

1.89

215

2.14

165

1.72

139

1.38

Med. Ent.

40

0.57

43

0.51

31

0.31

21

0.22

19

0.19

Total SME

6,962

99.91

8,445

99.91

10,044

99.93

9,606

99.94

10,077

99.97

Big Enter.

6

0.09

8

009

7

0.07

6

0.06

3

0.03

6,968

100%

8,453

100%

10,051

100%

9,612

100%

10,080

100%

Total

GAP Institute, SME Development Strategy for Kosova 2012 - 2016 with Vision to 2020, 2011,
p. 4, Table 1.

Entrepreneurship indicators
The results from research study are as follows:
•
The majority of managers/owners have been employed before they started a
business,
•
The average of years of experience before they started a business is 7.3;
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•
•
•
•

The majority started a business without having a business plan prepared but
actually they recognize a value of BP idea to be prepared in advance
The average of founder age is 32.27 years and mangers/owners age is near 40;
The opinion about sector growth and firm’s profitability is positive and
optimistic
Have been evaluated by SME managers/owners (table no.2).

Table 2. Entrepreneurship indicators - Descriptive Statistic

N

Minimum

Maximu

Mean

m
II.10. Have you been employed before you

Std.
Deviation

479

1

2

1.49

.500

280

0

40

7.30

6.874

II.14 having a BP before starting a business

494

1

2

1.75

.432

II.15 Actually do you have a BP

492

1

2

1.68

.465

II. 16. A. Founder age

239

16

69

32.27

9.202

II. 16. B. The manager/owner age actually

308

22

78

39.98

10.768

494

1

3

1.80

.740

474

1

4

2.37

.798

started business
II.12. years of experience before starting a
business

III.6. What is your opinion about sector
growth where you operate
III.7. What is your opinion about firm's
profitability in your industry
Valid N (list wise)

148
Note.*Table generated from SPSS Data Analysis Program

The reliability analyses statistics was low (Cronbach’s Alpha 0.578) and we did not analyse factor
data reduction.
Table 3.Reliability Scale for Entrepreneurship indicators

Cronbach's Alpha
N of Items
.578
8
Note.*Table generated from SPSS Data Analysis Program
The Linear Regression analysis of business barriers on percentage of SME growth compared with
last year was significant only by years of experience before starting a business (Significance
0.017) and with law significance “Knowledge about sector growth where you operate” –
significance 0.105 (See table no. 4).
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Table 4. The Linear Data Regression – Coefficients

Model

Unst.
B

Coeff. St. Coeff.
Std.

t

Sig.

Beta

Error
(Constant)

32.480

16.818

1.931

.056

-4.867

4.808

-.092 -1.012

.314

.982

.405

.235

2.428

.017

II.14 having a BP before starting a business

3.615

6.235

.067

.580

.563

II.15 Actually do you have a BP

3.488

5.766

.068

.605

.546

.004

.415

.002

.010

.992

-.064

.353

-.030

-.182

.856

-5.094

3.117

-.147 -1.634

.105

-1.102

3.367

-.030

.744

II.10. Have you been employed before you
started business
II.12. years of experience before starting a
business
1

II. 16. A. Founder age
II. 16. B. The manager/owner age actually
III.6. What is your opinion about sector growth
where you operate
III.7. What is your opinion about firm's
profitability in your industry

-.327

a. Dependent Variable: III.5. Percentage growth compared with last year

SME Managers - Owners Priorities for Strategic Objectives
Regarding the descriptive statistics that resulted from respondents’ answers, we can conclude
that:
•
The maximum value of investment was 2,500,000 €.
•
The average of percentage value from the total sales was about 20% (max. 75%),
•
The services quality and product image are as priorities for companies (see table
no. 5)
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Table 5. Descriptive Statistics

N

Minim

Maxim

Mean Std. Deviat

281

0

2500000

33844.52

178473.02

84

0

75

19.95

18.621

VI.13.1 Strategic goals-product quality

460

1

5

4.54

1.016

VI.13.2 Importance of Product image

478

1

5

4.59

.873

VI.13.3 2 Importance of Quality services

476

1

5

4.69

.836

VI.13.4 2 Importance of Market share

465

1

5

4.43

.861

VI.13.5 2 Importance of Position in industry

451

1

5

3.93

1.282

366

1

5

2.80

1.798

V.6 Value of investment for next year
VI.6. % of investment in innovation from the total
sells

VI.13.6 2 Imp. of Penetration in international
market

The results about Factor analyses are showed as follows:
1. In the first group are: The product and services Quality and Product image
with average of 0.791
2. In the second group was “The position in Industry and Market share and
penetration with average 0.691(See table no. 6).
Table 6. Factor analyses - Component Matrix

Component
1

2

The Importance of product and services Quality and Product image
VI.13.3 Quality services

.843

VI.13.2 Product image

.820

VI.13.1 Strategic goals-product quality

.709

The Importance of position in Industry and Market share and penetration
VI.13.5 Position in industry

.821

VI.13.6 Penetration in international market

.710

VI.13.4 the market share

.542

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
a. 2 components extracted.
The Linear Regression analysis of managerial priorities for strategic goals on percentage of SME
growth compared with last year was significant 0.00 in “International market penetration” and
0.007 “in given priorities to market share” (See table no. 7)
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Table 7. The Linear Data Regression –Coefficients

Model

Unst. Coeff. St. Coeff.
B

Std.

t

Sig.

.234

.815

Beta

Error
(Constant)

1

3.071

13.139

VI.13.1 Strategic goals-product quality

.357

1.646

.015

.217

.829

VI.13.2 The Importance of Product image

.840

2.588

.027

.324

.746

VI.13.3 The Importance of Quality services

-.355

2.729

-.011

-.130

.897

VI.13.4 The Importance of market share

5.950

2.174

.186

2.737

.007

.996

1.372

.050

.726

.468

-3.522

.995

-.241

-3.542

.000

VI.13.5 The Importance of Position in
industry
VI.13.6

The

imp.

Of

Penetration

international market

in

a. Dependent Variable: III.5. Percentage growth compared with last year
The Linear Regression analysis about decision for investment and value of investment in 2014
and planned value of investment for 2015 on percentage of SME growth compared with last year
was significant 0.062 in “Did they invest in 2014?” (See table no. 8)
Table 8. The Linear Data Regression – Coefficients

Model

Unst. Coeff.

St.

T

Sig.

3.856

.000

-.565

.574

Coeff.
B

Std.

Beta

Error
(Constant)
1

59.250

15.366

V.6 Value of investment for next year

-7.377E-006

.000

-.072

V.1. Did you make investment in 2014

-26.673

14.118

-.197

2.736E-005

.000

.132

V.2. Value of investment in 2014

-1.889
1.035

a. Dependent Variable: III.5. Percentage growth compared with the last year
Note.*Table generated from SPSS Data Analysis Program
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.062
.304

Discussion of Results, Conclusion and Recommendations
Hypothesis
1.

The role of
Entrepreneurship in
SME development

Research questions: What
are the main drivers for
choosing
entrepreneurship?

2.

Results

•

SME as main contributors for job creation in Kosovo from 20072013 (about 118,000 new employees, with the average per year
about 16,800 new employees)
• The role of Entrepreneurship in SME creation. In the period of
2007-2013, there are 48,908 SME created with average per year
about 7000 businesses
• From the BSCK research, the main drivers for choosing
entrepreneurship are:
- 32.6% of entrepreneurs started a new business to realize their
dreams about business ideas, and
- 26.13% started a business analysing opportunities to realize a
business idea, and
- 23.97% started business because they were jobless.
• From SPSS data results, the main drivers for choosing
Entrepreneurship are:
- Years of experience before starting a business, and
- Entrepreneurs knowledge about sector growth where they will
operate

•

Negative results - SME Entrepreneurs in Kosovo are using a
Strategic management tools in low level:
- Low level of R&D and Innovations,
- Low level of creation of new product / service / process, or any
substantial modification of products / services / processes,
- Low level of action to protect intellectual property rights,
- Low level of Companies that did not make any substantial
change to the organizational structure of management,
- Low level of introduction of new product marketing,

•

Positive results - SMEs are recognising the importance of some
strategic goals:
- Indication about the importance of the following strategic goals;
1. Service quality
2. Product & service image, and
3. The market share

The impact of
Strategic
management in SME

Research questions:
Do entrepreneurs use
Strategic management
tools in doing business in
Kosovo

•

SPSS data of Factor analyses:
The Favourable attitude and Effects from firm’s
Internationalization
- Advantages which helped a firm to compete successfully
-
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•

The Linear Regression Data
Effects of internalisation for Company development
(Significance 0.070)
- Internationalization is a result of our desire to be recognized as
a provider of international services (significance 0.176)
- Effects of firm's internalisation for profit growth (significance
0.193)
- the new marketing changes (Significance 0.053)
- Did Company register any product rights (Significance 0.104)
- Penetration in international market (Sign. 0.000)
- The market share (Sign 0.007)
- Does company make investment in 2014 (Sign. 0.062)
-

The private sector in Kosovo consists of micro, small, medium and large enterprises. Despite the
fact that sector of SMEs is relatively new, this sector constitutes 99% of all enterprises in Kosovo,
representing a huge potential in the generation of new jobs and economic development. The
creation of suitable environment for business and a support of a sustained development of SMEs
are the basic conditions for economic development and the growth of social welfare, as well as a
source of employment, reformation and productivity. This is the reason that today’s main
objective of our institutions is working towards increasing and supporting of this sector in order
to make it more attractive to young entrepreneurs.
1. The first step is to encourage as many SMEs to enter the formal sector. With the
introduction of the regulatory procedures for businesses, a greater number of SMEs will be
encouraged to enter the formal economy.
2. The second step is to improve the facilitation of business closure or change of registration
forms by ownership. It is extremely important to take initiatives in this area to ensure that
honest entrepreneurs are able to start their businesses after they failed in a particular area,
or change the form of ownership of their business towards more advanced forms of
business development. Having in mind that about 90% of Businesses are “The Individual
Businesses”
3. The Third step is to organize a campaign to strengthen the role of women in the
establishment and development of sustainable enterprises.
4. The fourth step that came from our research is improving the “Non-adequate level of
employee skills” and “Manager/owner skills”
5. Improving organizational change management and the need for SMEs to be managed by
executive managers or management teams is another recommendation, having in mind that
about 70% of SMEs are managed by owners,
6. Business Managers have to agree in providing of training and education to empower their
employees in order to support employees in engaging in change-processes
7. Increasing capacities of the senior management team to develop a business vision and
mission (short and long term strategic objectives, alternatives and flexible strategies) is
another recommendation
8. Increasing competitiveness of products and service quality is an key factor on which
businesses should focus because a top barrier for Kosovo SMEs according to our research
is “high competition”
9. Increasing awareness about advantages which helped a firm to compete successfully in
regional and international market
10. Enforcement of Laws and respecting of contracts according to SMEs unpaid debt (delays)
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11. Increasing awareness about starting a business by analysing opportunities to realize a
business idea and starting a business with a prepared business plan.
12. Increasing awareness about importance of business knowledge and experiences
13. More investment in R&D and Innovations,
14. Increasing knowledge about effects of internationalization for company development,
15. Increasing awareness about importance of product innovations and modifications as well
as Protecting Innovations (patent) rights
16. It’s recommended firms to use effectively new technology (manufacturing and information
technologies), to engage available strategies (using global markets and cooperative
strategies),
17. Application of incentives for exports by the government, such as the simplification of
bureaucratic procedures, reducing customs tariffs, organizing campaigns to inform
businesses for regional and international markets,
18. Strengthening economic ties with other countries in the region, in order to create favourable
conditions for the penetration of local products in the regional markets and the European
Union.
19. Increasing awareness of entrepreneurs for start-ups to have a prepared Business Plan which
can be organized by the Ministry of Trade and Industry and other donors i.e. EU and
USAID by financing trainings and other informative methods.
20. Increasing awareness of entrepreneurs for product and services innovations by Ministry of
Finance, Ministry of Trade and Industry and other relevant institutions such as Innovation
Centre of Kosovo (ICK)
21. Penetration in international market with quality of services especially in different IT
services because of the high percentage of youngsters who have multi-language (especially
in the English, German, Italian languages) and advanced skills in the IT sector.
22. To increase awareness for product rights registrations by organizing information
campaigns from Kosovo Business Registration Agency to inform SME managers about the
importance and procedures of the product rights registrations.
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Trends and challenges of export performance in the
Republic of Macedonia
Nehat Ramadani47, Violeta Madzova48
Abstract. Republic of Macedonia, as a small and open economy, continuously works on
improving its export performance, aiming not only to increase the quantity and value of the its
total export, but also to improve the export quality, hereby moving the export structure from
dominant traditional export products to new capital intensive goods. However, despite successful
integration of Macedonian exporters into European supply chains, there is a significant room for
improvement in the overall quality of export performance.
The paper aims to give empirical evidence of the selected performance indicators of the
Macedonian exports over a ten years’ period. It’s used the Theil index to determine the diversified
level of Macedonian exports (by product and destination) while the Revealed Comparative
Advantage analysis, are used to be identified the potential of the exports of new nontraditional
products .
Keywords: export growth, Revealed Comparative Advantages, Constant Market Share Analysis

Introduction
The economic development and progress in Republic of Macedonia very much depends on its
export performance. Export of goods and services has been presenting significant share of the
economy’s GDP, providing major contributions to the real growth, and therefore, helping to pull
the country out of the recession over the global financial crisis. Export increase derives mostly
from the export oriented production in the subsidized Technological Industrial Development
Zones (TIDZ) representing about half of the total exports in the recent years. However
Macedonian export is still concentrated in few labor intensive sectors (textile, food and tobacco),
making the country sensitive and vulnerable in case of certain commodity shocks at the
international markets.
Therefore it is very important to analyze the different aspects of the Macedonian export
performance and to identify the opportunity for potential improvements which turns out to be
very challenging process.

Data and methodology
The paper is focused on analysis of the export performance of Macedonia through different
export performance indicators, in other to identify if the quality of the exports in terms of product
and country diversification is improving or derogating and if there space for improvements in the
future. For that purpose the following indicators have been analyzed: Export annual growth rate,
export contribution in % of GDP, export /import coverage rate , trade deficit annual change in
%. All these data are taken from the World Bank data base, World Integrated Trade Solution
database in the period 2005-2015, as well as from the State Statistical office of the Republic of
Macedonia at annual basis for the same observed period , which is presented in the Table 1 as
follows:
47
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Table 1 ; Summary of the data and their sources
Variable

Abbreviation

Export share in GDP
in %
Export
annual
growth rate
Export
/import
coverage rate
Export market share
growth
Export Value Index

EXP
EXPGr
CovR

Description
export share as % in GDP
Percentage annual change

The % of coverage of import
with export
EMShGr
Annual % change of the country
share in global export
EXPVINX
The index of the export value
related to baseline year 2005
Source: Related sources, created by the author

Source
World Bank data base
World Bank data base
Macedonian State Statistical
Office
World Integrated Trade
Solution database
World Bank data base

Additionally for the comparison purposes certain indicators historical data for other Western
Balkan Countries are used for the same time period.
In order to analyze the trend of diversification as well as potential export structure quality
improvement the trend of export by sectors according to Standard International Trade
Classification (SITC) is presented.
To analyze if the potentials and threats of Macedonian export due to its diversification from the
product and destination perspective , the trend of Theil index for diversification for traditional
and newly export products have been calculated and presented . The Theil index is a statistics
commonly used to measure inequality, which computes the ‘distance’ between some parameter
values and an ‘ideal’ egalitarian state where they would be the same for each member of a given
population. Its formula is given by:

where x is the parameter of interest (in this paper, the value of export lines in total and of
traditional or newly important export products) and N is the total number of population members.
A further decomposition of the index allows to distinguish an intensive margin that reflects the
degree of inequality prevailing between the shares of existing parameter values (in our case, the
value of active export lines or traditional export product lines) and an extensive margin that
reflects the increase in the number of parameter values (in our case, a
rising number of active export lines of products). In all cases, the higher the index, the more
concentrated the distribution of the parameter across the population is, so that declining trend is
indicative of greater diversification. Thus, an increased dispersion in the value of already
exported good categories would be reflected in a decline in the intensive margin, while the
addition of new categories to the exported production would be indicated by a decline in the
extensive margin; both developments would result in a decrease of the overall index, pointing to
increased diversification. To analyze the potential and further development opportunities of the
Macedonian export the Revealed Comparative Advantage analysis are made. Namely, the
Revealed Comparative Advantages analysis are made to measure the relative comparative
advantages of countries for various export lines as evidenced by trade flows. The index is
constructed as the proportion of an export product line in a country’s total exports to a specific
destination (in this paper, the world ) relative to the average share of the same product line in the
total world’s exports.
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For the paper analysis Balassa’s Revealed Comparative Advantage index (Balassa, 1965) ,
calculated and presented as a ratio of product j’s share in country i’s exports to its share in world
trade. It is expressed as follows:
RCA = (Xij / Xit) / (Xnj / Xnt) = (Xij / Xnj ) / (Xit / Xnt), where :
X represents exports, i is a country, j is a commodity (or industry), t is a set of commodities (or
industries) and n is a set of countries , or the world. Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA)
measures a country’s exports of a commodity (or industry) relative to its total exports and to the
corresponding exports of a set of countries, or the world at average level. A comparative
advantage is “revealed”, if RCA >1 i. e. if RCA is less than unity, the country is said to have a
comparative disadvantage in the commodity / industry.

Macedonian Export Performance indicators
Although Macedonian economy is export oriented, due to its size, its export contribution in the
total world’s export is almost insignificant. Namely with over 5,3 million $ exports of goods and
services , Macedonia is at the 102nd position in the world. The same conclusion would be made
if the indicators such as:share of Macedonian exports of manufactured good in the global
manufacturing exports index as well as the share of the Macedonian export value added
manufactured goods in the global Manufactured Value Added Index are analysed. Namely , the
both indicators are very modest as Macedonian export share in the world manufacturing exports
index is at the level between 0,0015 ( in 2009) and 0,0025 ( 2007) , while the Macedonian share
in the world’s value added manufactured index is even lower at the level bellow 0,0005, and
indicate very flat trend over the whole observed period . The market share growth indicator (
representing the annual % change of the Macedonian export share in the world’s export, shows
very dynamic trend over the observed period , but with small amplitudes marking the market
share growth from – 1.14% in 2008 till + 2.27%. in 2007. The trend of the indicators is presented
in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Macedonian export indicators in the global framework
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Source : WITS data base , created by the authors
However much more significant conclusions can be made while anlaysing the trend of developing
of certaing trade indicators in the observed period such as:
a. Export’s share as % of GDP,
b. Export annual growth rate ,
c. Export /import coverage rate ,
d. Trade balance and Trade Balance annual change in %.
In the following each od these indicators will be presented and analyzed.

a)

Export of goods and services share as % of GDP

The turbulence of the crisis period affected the positive and upward trend of the export of goods
and services contribution in nominal GDP of the country. Exports of goods and services have
been presenting contribution in the nominal GDP at the level between 35% in 2005 up to 50% at
the end of 2015( Figure 2). In that respect, the most critical year was 2009, when Macedonian
export reached the its lowest share of 32 % in the national GDP, due to the canceled arrangement
from the EU countries which suffered tremendous consequences from global financial crisis. The
trend of turbulence is evident for all Western Balkan countries (WBC) except for Serbia, which
previously suffering with both economical but as well as political problem, increased its openness
to the world and increased its export of goods and services from 27.14 % to 46,7 % from the
GDP. (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Republic of Macedonia
Export of goods and services (% of GDP)
GDP)

Figure 3: Western Balkan Countries
Export of goods and services (% of

Source: WB database, author's calculations
Albania as the country with the lowest level of participation of the export in GDP is also marking
upward trend till 2014 when it reached the level of 36,37% of export in GDP , however
experienced drop to 27.19% in the next year. Macedonia and Montenegro are the two countries
who have the highest level of export at the beginning of observed period but experience
significant ups and downs in the export participation in gross domestic product of their countries.

b)

Export of goods and services annual growth rate

The ability of Macedonian exporters to maintain or even increase their positions during times of
severe contraction in trade flows has allowed for steady market share gains within the European
Union, as well as in the world. During the observed period the exports of goods and services
marked 8% average annual growth rate , achieving the highest annual growth rate of 23,7% in
2010 related to the previous year (2009) marked as the worst economic year not only for
Macedonia but for the whole Western Balkans. Namely , the turbulence of the financial crises
affected the Macedonian export annual growth , marking negative trend in 2008 and 2009 ( 4,6% and -13,9% respectively) , but as well as modest growth rate of less than 2% in 2012
caused by the sovereign debt in Euro zone . (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Republic of Macedonia
Export growth change in %

Figure 5: WBC &EU countries
Export growth change in %

Source : WB database , author's calculations
Comparing with the exports growth rate in the neighborhood and EU countries the exports of
Republic of Macedonia has marked much higher positive growth rate than its peers countries in
the period of prosperity and stabilization, but also significant negative export growth rate in the
period of the crisis.(Figure 5

c)

Export /import coverage rate

The positive tendency of increasing import coverage by export is evident throughout the whole
observed period with some downfalls in 2009 and 2012. Namely, at the beginning of the
observed period about 63 % of the import was covered by export , while in 2015, export /import
coverage rate increased at the level of over 70%. (Figure 6)

Figure 6: Export/import coverage rate
change

Figure 7: Trade Balance &TB annual

Source : State Statistical Office of RM, author's calculations
d)

Trade Balance and Trade Balance annual change

The trade balance and thus the trade balance annual change didn’t follow the improving trend of
exports and export share in the nominal GDP in the observed period. Actually, besides the
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fluctuations in the crisis years, the level of trade deficit reached in 2005 (amounting 1,1
million$) has even been worsened over the observed period , including 2015 , when the trade
deficit was almost doubled reaching 1,9 billion $. The trend of trade balance annual change was
also unlike the other analyzed indicators , as it has shown the biggest drop in 2008, due to the
sudden cuts in exports (as the foreign trade partners have canceled their trade arrangement), but
still keeping the imports on the high level. However in the next 2009, which is considered as the
worst year for the Macedonian economy, the decreased export was accompanied with even the
lower import, reflecting the improvement in the trade balance annual chance of 18%.

Trend of improving quality of Macedonian exports
Despite successful integration into European supply chains, Macedonian export is still
concentrated in certain sectors (textile, food and tobacco) exporting over 87% of its goods and
services in the European Union and Western Balkan countries. However in the recent years there
is a trend of improvement, regarding quality of the Macedonian economy exports , in terms of
product diversification, moving the export structure from dominant traditional export products to
new capital intensive goods , as well as from low technology export structure to high technology
one.

Improving export quality through introducing value added products
The increasing trend of exported goods with higher value added is at first glance evident when
analyzing the trend of export volume versus export value index over the observed period.
Assuming the 2005 as a baseline year, the exports volume index hasn’t been changed much, as it
has increased slightly till 2008 and then with fluctuations even marked values slightly below 100.
In the same time, the export value index in 2015 has been more than doubled comparing with the
baseline year, which refers to conclusion that in the export structure it is trend of increasing of
high skills and technology intensive products, having in mind the very low level of inflation rate
for the observed period. (Figure 8)

Figure 8 :Export volume vs Export value index
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Source : State Statistical Office of RM, author's calculations
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The positive change in the Macedonian export structure is even more obvious, when analyzing
the trend of exports by sectors, according to Standard International Trade Classification (Table
3).

Table 3: R. Macedonia export structure by sectors according to SITC (2005-2015)
in mill.$
export in mill. $
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
0 Food and live animals
167 192 250 308 283 328 373 339 365 388 339
1 Beverages and Tobaco
163 193 209 218 197 202 234 237 270 223 160
2 Crude Materia (except fuels)
67 113 170 272 173 259 288 265 278 267 216
3 Mineral fuels, lubricants,…
163 225 165 314 202 257 390 258 106 87
61
4 Animal&vegetable oils, fats&waxes
2.8
2.1 2.5 12.4
8
11
10 17.8 15.5 9.7
12
5 Chemicals &realeted products
90 100 133 181 172 381 747 681 838 1053 1022
6 Manufactured goods by material
682 853 1513 1602 771 990 1233 1038 1030 962 802
7 Mashines and transport equipmnt
109 118 151 186 153 198 353 398 571 1044 1118
8 Miscalenous manufactures articles
590 612 800 892 745 717 836 779 825 920 787
9 Other unclassified goods
3
3
2
1
1
2
3
1
3
4
1
Source: State Statistical Office of RM, author's calculations
Namely, although the exports value has been more than doubled in the analyzed period, the
export structure has been change in favor of certain group of products, while the other are
participating with the same or even lower value in the total Macedonian export. In that respect
the traditional exporting products from the sector “Food and live animals” doubled its export
value in the observed period, while tobacco products within sector 1 (Beverages and Tobacco)
(although with some increasing fluctuations), have finished the observed period with the same
(even decreased) export value index. It is also important to notice that there is a negative trend of
export value index in the sector 3 “Mineral fuels, lubricants and other…”, as the value of the
export is threefold lower than the one at the beginning of the observed period.
This fact confirms the notion about the trend of decreasing share of the low-skills & technology
products in the Macedonian exports structure. The exported goods from the sectors 6 and 8 (
“Manufactured goods by material” and “Miscellaneous manufactured articles” ) have noted about
50% increase, which is also a sign of improving expert quality structure. However the biggest
improvement is noticed in the case of the two sectors according to SITC , “sector 5 – Chemicals
and related products ” as well as the sector 7 “ Machines and transport equipment”. Both of these
two sectors marked tenfold increase of their export value in the observed period, both presenting
almost half of the Macedonian export value in 2015.The other two sectors – sector 2 “Crude
materials, except oil” and sector 4 –”Oils, fats and waxes”, although marking 2-6 times increase
introspectively over the observed period, their share in the overall export is still insignificant to
reflects the change in the export structure. The trend of exporting value of the goods clarified as
per SITC is even more evident in the presented Figure 9.
As a conclusion it can be said that the textiles, beverages, tobacco, and food products remains
to be highly dominant in the Macedonian overall expert of goods , however the country managed
to push its advantage in chemical products and production of transport equipment and other
manufactured goods with higher added value.
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Figure 9: Macedonia export structure by sectors according to SITC (2005-2015)
in mill.$

Source: State Statistical Office of RM, created by the authors
Therefore, if we compare Macedonian export structure at the beginning and the end of the
observed period, the difference is more than obvious.(see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Macedonian merchandize export structure 2005 vs.2015

Source : WITS data base , created by the authors
While only ten years ago , the dominant exports products were “Textiles” (with 26,4%) and
“Metals” (with 28,72%) , followed by Food processed products( 11,35%) , Fuels ( 8%) and
Vegetables (4,5%) , in 2015 the exports structure have been changed in favor of “Machines and
el. Parts” line products( 23,6%) and Chemical products (22,7%) , while the traditional export
goods have decreased their participation at the level of 12% for “Textiles , 11,8% for Metals
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and only 7,7 for food processed products. The obviously increased participation in the current
Macedonian export structure is “Transport” line of products from 1,4% in 2005 to 4,19 % in 2015

Improving export quality through export diversification
Parallel to the improvement of the Macedonia export structure moving from labor intensive
towards high skills and technology intensive products, the quality of the Macedonian export can
been analyzed from its diversification perspective , focusing on its diversification by product and
by destination country.
Generally , within the ten years period, 326 new products in the Macedonian exports structure
have been included, while over 30 new export destinations have been introduced (Table 2).

Table 2 : Trend of Macedonian exports by number of products and partners
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Number of products exported

2508 2541 2595 2670 2710 2673 2792 2750 2738 2742 2834

Number of export partners

101

102

109

108

108

111

118

121

116

120

132

Source : WITS data base
However , analyzing the trend of diversification of Macedonian merchandize export by
destination, it can be noticed that the main group of trade partners are those classified as “high
income economies” (with domination of EU members countries) and the Western Balkan
Countries (including Turkey) , being the destinations for over 90 % of Macedonian export
throughout the whole observed period.(Figure 11)

Figure 11: Merchandize Exports by destination as % of total merchandize
exported
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Source: World Bank database , created by the author
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However , the trend of development of these two groups of countries over the observed period
has been dramatically changed . Namely while in the period of economic expansion 2005-2007 ,
the high developed countries ( EU countries, USA, Canada, Japan) were the destinations for more
than 70% of Macedonian export ,and the Western Balkans and Turkey imported less than 20%
of Macedonian exports , in the crisis period 2008-2009, the structure of Macedonian export
towards these two groups of countries was equalized at the level of 48-49% for both destinations.
It means that due to the high concentration of Macedonian exports in developed EU countries
which suffered from financial and economic crisis and later on, with European sovereign debt
crisis , many trade agreements and partnership with developed countries have been canceled and
Macedonian exporters have redirected its exports mostly to Western Balkan Countries and partly
to Turkey. Having in mind limited absorption capacities of the Western Balkan countries, the
stagnation in Macedonian trade which reflected to GDP growth was inevitable. However, as of
2011, the trend of increasing exports towards high income economies has been continuing till the
end of observed period, yet below the level of pre-crisis period (67%), while the concentration in
Western Balkan countries is still at the significant level of 26%. Analyzing the other exports
destinations, it can be noted that in the recent years the countries of East Asia as well as other
Non-European countries are increasing its contribution to the level of 3-4%. All other destinations
are contribution in Macedonian export with less than 0.5%.

Diversification of Macedonian exports measured through Tail index
The Theil index is a statistics used to measure inequality, which computes the difference
between the value of export by product lines and by destinations and an ‘ideal’ egalitarian state
where they would be the same for each member of a given population. Its formula is given by:

where x is the parameter of interest (in this paper, the value of export lines in total and of
traditional or newly important export products) and N is the total number of population members.
A further decomposition of the index allows to distinguish an intensive margin that reflects the
degree of inequality prevailing between the shares of existing parameter values (in our case, the
value of active export lines or traditional export product lines ) and an extensive margin that
reflects the increase in the number of parameter values (in our case, a rising number of active
export lines of products).
In the following, the Theil index for diversification for traditional and newly export products
have been calculated. After the calculations the following export diversification index (including
extensive and intensive margin is presented in the Table 3.

Table 3: Trend of Macedonian export diversification index , 2005-2015
2005
Export Diversification index

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2.87764 2.80262 2.97044 2.78847 2.73096 2.73078 2.674325 2.665321 2.002135 2.032465 1.983458

Extensive margine of diversification

0.088558 0.081644 0.095347 0.090088 0.079909 0.079909 0.081644 0.095347 0.089548 0.097872 0.099767

Intensive margine of diversification

2.78908 2.72098 2.87509 2.69838 2.65105 2.65087 2.145725 2.010023 1.867432 1.743753 1.727695

Source : WITS data base Authors’ calculations
The figures explains relatively high, but decreasing trend of diversification index by product
, explaining that that the exports is still concentrated in certain products exported by the limited
number of exporters. However it counts for both, general export diversification index and for the
exports of traditional goods ( expressed through intensive margin off diversification) . The goods
which are recently recognized as potentially increasing export products the level of concentration
is very low, ( i. e diversification is very high) since its extensive margin of diversification is much
bellow unity. Yet in the recent years it is evident slight increase of concentration in these
particular product lines too, as the extensive margin index is about 0,088 in 2005 , while in 2015
is increased at the level of 0,099.
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Being compared with the countries from its neighborhood , the export diversification index
shows the signs of improvement too. While at the begging of the observed period the average
level of export diversification for the Western Balkan Countries is much bigger related to the
Macedonian export diversification, as of 2013 , diversification is improved in the favor of
Macedonian export.

Figure 12: Export diversification index Macedonia vs. WBC (average)
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Source: Authors’ calculations

Analysis of improvements of Macedonian export through
Comparative Advantage

Reviled

To analyze the potential and further development opportunities of the Macedonian export, the
Revealed Comparative Advantage analysis are made.
Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) measures a country’s exports of a commodity (or
industry) relative to its total exports and to the corresponding exports of a set of countries, or the
world at average level. Thus, the index is constructed as the proportion of an export product line
in a Macedonian total exports to a specific destination (in this paper, the world ) relative to the
average share of the same product line in the total world’s exports.
For the paper analysis Balassa’s Revealed Comparative Advantage index (Balassa, 1965) ,
calculated and presented as a ratio of product lines j’s share in Macedonian ( i’s ) exports to its
share in world trade. It is expressed as follows:

RCA = (Xij / Xit) / (Xnj / Xnt) = (Xij / Xnj ) / (Xit / Xnt), where :
X represents exports, i is a country, j is a commodity (or industry), t is a set of commodities (or
industries) and n is the world.
A comparative advantage is “revealed”, if Reviled Comparative Advantage for a certain RCA >1
i. e. if RCA is less than unity, the country is said to have a comparative disadvantage in the
commodity / industry.
Calculating the proportion of each export product line in total Macedonian exports relative to
proportion of the same export product line in total global export the indicators of Reviled
Comparative Advantage for each of Macedonian export lines have been presented on the Table
4.
From the table it can be concluded that although the country’s main comparative advantages still
remain in the traditional exports product lines (textiles, food & vegetables, footwear, metals
and minerals) ,the radical increase of chemical products have pushed them at the second position
in terms of comparative advantages , just behind the textiles product line. Analyzing the trend of
development of the Reveled Comparative Advantage indexes over the observed ten years period,
it can be concluded that there is a decreased level of comparative advantages at traditional exports
products such as “ Metals “ (with RCA index of 5,17 in 2005 to 1,53 in 2015) ; “Textiles” (
having RCA index of 5,14 in 2005 to 3,14 in 2015) , Food Products ( with RCA index of 4,32 in
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2005 to 2,00 in 2015) , Footwear ( with RCA index of 4,11 in 2005 to 1,58 in 2015) and “
Vegetables “( RCA index of 1,96 in 2005 to 1,12 in 2015).
“Minerals ” are however the only export product line that has slightly increased its comparative
advantage over he observed period , starting with index 2,17 in 2005 and achieving 2, 28 in 2015.
Table 4 : Reviled Comparative Advantage- Macedonian exports product lines 2005-2015
2005

2006

2007 2008

2009

2010

2011 2012

2013

2014

2015

Animal

0.71

0.62

0.42

0.7

0.53

0.49

0.45

0.34

0.24

0.24

0.18

Chemicals

0.33

0.34

0.29

0.38

1.03

1.81

2.11

2.34

2.48

2.29

2.47

Food Products

4.23

4.31

3.43

4.19

3.25

2.84

3.25

3.15

2.84

2.26

2

Footwear

4.11

3.75

3.55

4.77

3.61

3.02

2.96

3.13

2.58

1.85

1.51

Fuels

0.06

0.08

0.05

0.05

0.28

0.17

0.08

0.06

0.1

0.17

0.16

Hides and Skins

1.33

1.22

0.7

0.71

0.86

0.89

0.84

0.69

0.48

0.32

0.34

Mach and Elec

0.12

0.13

0.1

0.17

0.17

0.3

0.33

0.44

0.61

0.68

0.73

Metals

5.17

4.86

5.22

3.72

3.83

3.71

3.32

2.91

2.05

1.83

1.53

Minerals

2.17

3.5

4.28

4.34

3.79

2.82

2.96

3.02

2.49

2.32

2.28

Miscellaneous

0.12

0.1

0.11

0.32

0.33

0.24

0.27

0.27

0.46

0.44

0.51

Plastic or Rubber

0.22

0.2

0.22

0.41

0.26

0.28

0.34

0.41

0.32

0.27

0.27

Stone and Glass

0.61

0.58

0.64

0.61

0.35

0.33

0.21

0.17

0.16

0.13

0.15

Textiles and Clothing

5.14

5.29

5.14

6.46

5.43

4.84

5.54

5.37

4.48

3.51

3.17

Transportation

0.22

0.17

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.2

0.14

0.47

0.57

0.94

Vegetable

1.96

1.99

1.46

1.51

1.7

1.38

1.3

1.3

1.22

2.02

1.12

Wood

0.25

0.25

0.3

0.33

0.27

0.24

0.25

0.21

0.18

0.18

0.2

Source: World Integrated Trade Solution database, created by the author

This drastic drop of the traditional export products RCA index ( see Figure 13) can be
considered as trend of improving the structure of the Macedonian export , as all of these
product lines are generally considered as labor intensive or low value adding goods.
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Figure 13: Trend of Reviled Comparative Advantage-Macedonian export product lines
(2005-2015)

World Integrated Trade Solution database, created by the author
Thus the trend of newly revealed comparative advantage in export of chemical products with the
RCA index of 2,47 comparing with the same index ten years ago ( 0,33) can be seen as good
advantage and improvement of the Macedonian export. Although the RCA index of the chemical
products has reached the unity level since 2009, in recent several years it is extremely increased
, with the tendency of further increasing. When analyzing the other potential export product
lines, it can be noticed that there is potential for future RCA index increase for Machines and
Electric devices ( as in 2015 the RCA index was 0,73 , close to the unity level) as well as the
product lines related to “Transportation” as the RCA index is just below the unity.

CONCLUSIONS
Although Macedonian export is still concentrated in certain sectors (textile, food and tobacco)
,there is a trend of improvement, regarding quality of the Macedonian economy exports , in terms
of product diversification, moving the export structure from dominant traditional export products
to new capital intensive goods , as well as from low technology export structure to high
technology one. In that respect, the exports value has been more than doubled in the analyzed
period, while the export structure has been changing in a favor of high-skills & technology
products. In particular, the biggest improvement is noticed in the case of the sector “Chemicals
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and related products” marking tenfold increase of their export value in the observed period.
Therefore it can be finally concluded that the textiles, beverages, tobacco, and food products
remains to be highly dominant in the Macedonian overall expert of goods, however increased
competitiveness in the recent years contributed in improving the quality of the export structure
pushing its advantage in chemical products and transport equipment as well as other
manufactured goods with higher added value. . When analyzing the other potential export
product lines, it can be noticed that there is potential for future RCA index increase for Machines
and Electric devices) as well as the product lines related to “Transportation” as the RCA index is
just below the unity.
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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to identify issues related to logistics support in disaster
operations. This was established based on the existing academic literature as well as through the
case study of South-East Asia Tsunami event of 2004. Asian tsunami of 2004 pushed academics
from logistics as well as practitioners of different subjects to increase their interest in disasters
logistics. Despite a plethora of studies in the field of disasters, however, negligible attention has
been devoted to the study of logistics issues related disaster relief operations. This study finds
that a need for a more in depth examination of logistics issues during disasters operations is a
crucial factor in order to improve the response effectiveness in disasters operations. Literature
research also reveals that logistics compounds most of the activities of disaster relief operations.
The need for further improvements in logistics response concerning disasters is related to the
need of disaster logistics to learn and adopt business as well as military logistics practices. Among
other issues identified during this research with regards to logistics in disasters include lack of
logistics recognition, lack of trained personnel, absence or limited cooperation among acting
agencies, inadequate assessment, planning issues as well as other problems as will be discussed.
This writing ends with conclusions and recommendations for a more efficient and responsive
disaster logistics.
Keywords: logistics, logistics support issues, operations, disaster logistics, management, disaster
operations, Asian Tsunami.

Introduction
The basis for writing this paper with its determined subject is the identification of logistics
support issues that countries around the planet are facing during emergency situations. Today the
world we live in is comprised from various hazards, known and unknown. During emergency
situations the logistics response becomes exponentially complex, due to numerous elements.
Disasters, like never before are causing unfavorable consequences to the affected community and
to the environment in general. Logistics issues during the time of disasters response have proven
to have a direct impact on human life and property. The absence of a continues proper research
regarding logistics issues for such circumstances has allowed such actions, derived from human
or from nature cause harm to a huge number of people, as well as have tremendous material
consequences.
Effective logistics response to disasters is a very complex task to achieve. Each disaster behaves
differently and comes with its unique - specific vulnerabilities and hazards. The scale of a disaster
determines the logistics capacities needed to involve in support of the affected community.
Disaster logistics is increasingly gaining attention from governmental institutions as well as
nongovernmental organizations.
Despite all deficiencies, disaster management, in particular the logistics aspects are improving
steadily.
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For this paper, scientific material with reference to disaster occurrences have been consulted in
order to properly investigate the issues related to logistics in disaster operations.
Events like South-East Asia Tsunami of 2004 have been treated and analyzed from the logistical
aspect. Issues related to logistics support during South-East Asia Tsunami of 2004 have served
to identify the key elements which led to logistics support deficiencies for the aforementioned
large scale disaster.
Other than disasters triggered by natural factors, ongoing conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria
are just some other examples where conflicts comprise an important part of the humanitarian
relief missions. Conflict zones increase even more the logistics response complexity of
humanitarian relief missions.
Literature reveals that nowadays most of the natural disasters and emergency situations affect
developing countries. The low economic standard, environmental deterioration are among the
main factors which various sources have emphasized play a significant role in making those
countries be more vulnerable in facing such emergency situations.

Methodology
This research uses the qualitative methodology. One case study serves as a basis of this research.
Academic literature recognizes the case study approach as one of the most appropriate methods
for logistics research. From numerous researchers, Häkkinen and Hilmola [1] have mentioned
that one of the most discussed methodologies regarding logistics research is the approach through
case studies, which according to them has the potential to involve qualitative and quantitative
methods. Also other authors, Spens and Kovaćs [2] state that after the introduction which Ellram
[3] made for Yin [4] regarding logistics management, case studies have been examined closely –
scrutinized.
In order to research logistics issues, disastrous events of large scale impact have been considered.
Among many disastrous that have occurred in the 21st century, two of them have captured the
attention of the world: Earthquake and Tsunami of year 2004 in Asia region as well as Hurricane
Katrina in US, just about a year after the disaster in South East Asia.
Both of these disastrous events have drawn the attention of the entire world, very quickly after
they hit these particular areas. Considerable help was provided to those in need, which were not
little in number.
Fritz Institute alongside with Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler (KPMG) and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) in order to identify and better understand the situation of
humanitarian relief logistics, they altogether with the lead of Fritz Institute initiated a research of
humanitarian logistics with reference to the South East Asia Tsunami event, 2004. These three
organizations developed a survey and distributed it to 39 international humanitarian
organizations, among which 18 organizations voluntarily took part – responded to the survey,
with a response rate of 46%. This paper is also a reflection of scientific articles, personal
observation as well as examination of documentary evidence which have served as a
complementary research method.
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Disater overview
Disasters have many causes; therefore the response to them is even more complex. After disaster
occurrences all potential elements available to respond have always attempted to decrease the
consequences of a particular disaster.

Disaster definition
Throughout the history there have circulated various types of explanations regarding disaster
definition. The formulation of different definitions depended on distinctive characteristics of a
disaster, such as the scale of the event, the hazards, the cause and other elements which constitute
a disaster. Depend less of the misunderstandings that scholars might have had in terms of finding
a precise definition for disaster events, one thing is clear that disasters have happened throughout
the entire ages, having a great impact on the affected community.
Various theorists according to Coppola [5] have suggested that many civilizations including the
Old Egyptians Empire, the Norse, the Mayans, and the Minoans were not brought to their knees
from a particular enemy, but by the effects of disasters events, including floods, earthquakes,
famines, tsunamis, El Niño or other large-scale disaster events. Most of the risks that humanity
faces today have been present for the prehistoric ancestors too. Archeological studies have
discovered that risks such as dangerous wildlife, violence triggered by humans, starvation,
diseases and other risks have been part of the prehistoric ancestors as well. Authors, such as
Coppola [5] emphasize that these inhabitants took measures to reduce or mitigate their risks; they
did not just sit and wait for the problems to disappear on their own pace of activity. The
countermeasures taken by those people demonstrate management to disaster events. According
to the Oxford Dictionary [6] the term “Disaster” has its origin from the 16th century of an Italian
word „dis‟ which basically has the meaning of a negation expression and from the second part
„astro‟ which has the meaning of a star. From the two-combined words it is understood that the
term disaster generally means ill – starred event, as explained from the Oxford Dictionary.
With reference to Oliver-Smith and Hoffman [7] disasters are periods in which people experience
a so called vast spectrum of intense emotions – loss, anxiety, terror, fear, grief, anger, relief,
gratitude, frustration and resignation, in all their shadings and intensities.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) [8] a disaster is “an occurrence disrupting
the normal conditions of existence and causing a level of suffering that exceeds the capacity of
adjustment of the affected community.”
Many definitions come across in the literature regarding disaster term definition, it all depends
from which corner different groups of societies or organizations observe it. Similarly, other
authors, including Flin [9] state that there is no widely agreed meaning for the term disaster.
Before all, no matter if people disagree on how the final definition of the term disaster should
look like, one thing that we all have to agree on are the serious problems which come from those
events for which we always have to come together and be prepared.

Disaster types
During the whole modern history disasters have been classified in different categories. Disasters
types as well as its definitions have been subject of discussions to many researchers. Authors
Turner and Pidgeon [10] have discussed in detail the definition regarding the types and the
definition of disasters. The American Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) [11] is
among the institutions which have played a significant role in recent years, concerning
definitions, types and the scope of disaster management.
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Numerous research institutions from various fields dealing with disaster management have
reviewed and have mainly divided disasters in two major categories. Natural and Man-made
disasters are the two most mentioned categories of disasters found in today‟s literature. There is
also a third type of disaster, referenced as Hybrid Disaster, also found in different academic
sources. It is believed that the three aforementioned types of disasters cover all possible disastrous
events.

Defining Logistics
Regarding logistics definition, there exist a number of widely accepted definitions. Among many
authors, Rutner and Langley [12] have highlighted the “Seven R‟s” definition brought by Shapiro
and Heskett. The Seven R‟s describe logistics in a form that it should be able to ensure the
availability of the right product, in the right quantity, in the right condition, at the right place, at
the right time, for the right customer and for the right cost.
Logistics originated from the military planning process. Military needs dictated the creation of
such a department within the military units, in order to fulfill the requirements of the soldiers in
the field (terrain), as well in the daily base operation. Kumar and Chia [13] highlight that logistics
purely was firstly introduced by the military, and was also further developed by military
operations. Nowadays it has been broadly embraced in the non-military world. Business
management has widely adopted logistics for its beneficial effects in the field of production,
manufacturing industries, and other related business fields.
Logistics from business perspective is defined as: a business planning framework for the
management of material, service, information and capital flows. It includes increasingly complex
information, communication and control systems required in today‟s business environment [14].

Similarities between disaster logistics and business logistics
Business or commercial logistics has a broader scope in terms of literature as well as in practice.
Different from disaster logistics, business logistics has a long history of experiences which
undoubtedly all this background has enabled this particular field to grow in quantity as well as in
quality. Business logistics with all its accompanying components has improved its capacity and
continually has contributed to a better performance of businesses in the commercial sector.
On the other hand disaster logistics even though not as experienced as business logistics it is
developing itself steadily. Logistics experiences as well as findings from literature reveal that
there are various opportunities in different areas where disaster logistics can constantly improve
its capabilities.
The similarities between disaster and business logistics offer favorable circumstances for an
increased effort for coordination and collaboration between them.
Disaster logistics advancements can be further developed by implementing strategies which have
had a good result in previous logistics operations of other fields than in emergency operations.
Researchers are not on the same line whether commercial practices can serve logistics of disasters
as a guide towards improving logistics operations in disasters events.
Among others Menzies III and Helferich [15] have suggested that humanitarian logistics cannot
advance by adopting best commercial practices due to the differences these to fields have between
them. Other authors including Kovács and Spens [16] have emphasized that there are
considerable characteristics which set apart disaster logistics from business logistics.
Business as well as disaster logisticians operate in complex networks which require proper risk
assessments. Even though commercial logistics is more easygoing in managing responses, they
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still have similarities with disaster logistics concerning the management of rapid responses and
other demands driven by further circumstances. Coordination and Collaboration as well as the
sharing of information are elements that both logistics parties rely on in order to enhance their
response to specific demands.
Another similarity that has been noticed when comparing logistics engagement is that both
disaster and commercial logistics establish procedures that they follow in providing solutions to
certain situations related to their jobs.
Similarities are visible also in terms of how they want to save money. Both parties attempt to
meet the needs with a minimum amount of budget.
According to Bealt, Fernández Barrera and Mansouri [17] even though humanitarian logistics
definition has similarities with commercial logistical definition, they are different in some key
aspects. Among many key differences Holguin-Veras et al., [18] highlight that business sectors
attempt to minimize cost, whereas humanitarian organizations aim to lower the level of human
suffering.
On the other hand Beamon and Balcik [19] mention that from the supply chain perspective,
partnerships between humanitarian and business logistics are feasible due to the fact that most
elements of supply chains are similar in both sectors. Therefore they emphasize that tools and
methods which are developed for business supply chains can be suitable to humanitarian relief
operations.

Identified logistics issues
As emphasized earlier, the survey was developed by Fritz Institute with further help by Klynveld
Peat Marwick Goerdeler (KPMG) and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Then it was
distributed to 39 international humanitarian organizations, among which 18 organizations
voluntarily took part as well as responded to the survey, with a response rate of 46%. In total 100
participants responded to the survey, since there were few members that worked on same
organizations. The survey was compound from ten elements – parts through which issues related
to this disaster were attempted to be identified. Those elements included:
1. Preparedness
2. Assessment and Appeal
3. Resource Mobilization
4. Procurement
5. Transportation Execution 6. Track and Trace
7. Stock Asset Management
8. Monitoring Evaluation and Reporting
9. Communication
10. Collaboration

Preparedness
About 72% of the engaged organizations during this operation have declared that they had plans
considering relief operations. After they experienced the disaster only 38% of the intervening
operations stressed that the established plan during this phase fulfilled their needs. The results of
this survey emphasize that among all organizations 50% declared to have had inaccurate plans
after having put their plans in action.
Undoubtedly the uniqueness of this disaster has caused organizations not to have the usual
effectiveness of their planning considerations. Fritz Institute through this survey has noticed that
only 33% of the interviewed respondents have confirmed to have distributed their actions plan
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according to guidelines established earlier. Therefore this lack of communication can be another
element with possible impacts for the preparation phase. The absence of a well - organized plan
of an organization hinders its strength to efficiently move to other steps of this long process,
directly followed by assessment and appeal as well as mobilization of resources

Assessment and appeal
At first organizations had no accurate assessments regarding the beneficiaries, locations and other
related logistics elements. This caused logistics issues due to the lack of information. Logistics
organizations did not have accurate information from the ground – tsunami affected population.
It has been mentioned that this lack of information was as result of various factors, but surveyed
organizations have mostly emphasized two aspects:
1. Lack of trained staff from local communities.
2. Infrastructure destruction has limited logistics organizations to have a full
access to the impacted regions.
Organizations that were having information gathering problems were not able to use information
from other organization which possibly had more resources on ground at this particular point.
The surveyed organizations, mentioned that 76% of them conducted independent assessments
and only 38% administered independent and joint assessments. It has also been reported that
another issue during assessments was the lack of knowledge of the assessing staff. Among all the
members of different teams about 88% of members that conducted assessments came from abroad
– international. On the other hand 38% of the intervening organizations had members who
conducted assessments and were from local communities with specific knowledge for their
neighborhood.
Another important logistics assessment issue was the absence of logisticians in assessment teams.
The survey revealed that although most of the humanitarian organizations had created multidisciplinary assessment teams, but only 58% of those teams had a logistician in their assessment
structure. Absence of local members as well as professional logisticians made it even harder the
collection of proper information. Information accuracy has been mentioned to have been the most
acute element especially in Indonesia because of historical lack of organizational as well as
trained staff members. Roads were completely destructed which consequently caused problems
in the assessment process. Based on the information provided from the conducted survey,
infrastructure damage in Sri Lanka was less severe compared to the complete destruction of roads
in Indonesia.

Resource Mobilization
Fritz Institute designed the survey to assess resource mobilization in a format that it analyzed
three different categories: Human Resources, Financial Resources and Organizational Set Up.

Financial resources
As previously emphasized the response to this highly destructive magnitude of this tsunami was
unprecedented from worldwide organizations and people. There has been received only one
response from the survey where it was stated that financial resources were not on hand when they
were necessary.

Human resources
The survey analyzed the engaged human resources in particular logistics operations during the
tsunami relief. This part of the survey examined the quality, quantity as well as the training level
of the teams at regional, national, international and area level. Evidences show that members of
many organizations were not capable of doing their job due to the fact that they had no specialized
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logistics training in advance. This was mainly noticed at “local area level” of intervention,
whereas on the other hand international staff has been rated to have been more experienced
related to specific expertise as well as properly trained personnel. Despite the expertise from the
international organizations, they still were not able to mitigate the deficiency of trained personnel
at local areas. This survey has revealed that 88% of members of different organizations had to
retrieve their assigned personnel from other ongoing operations, and then this percentage was
fulfilled with headquarter personnel who were sent to field operations. All this was done in order
to mitigate the lack of trained personnel for such disaster support operations. Timeliness of
having people ready to deploy to the impacted area has also been subject of this survey analysis.
It has been reported that 50% of organizations had stand by mechanisms ready to deploy, whereas
72% of surveyed organizations used roster lists. Organizations, due to funding issues could not
hire long-term staff. Therefore most of contracts have been set from one to three months, and
there were a few contracts lasting from three to six months.

Organizational setup
Intervening organizations utilized a hub for interagency coordination. 72% of all engaged
organizations participated in utilizing this coordination among various responding organizations.
Later, most of organizations did establish their own sites in different local areas.

Procurement
All relief organizations have executed procurement processes during the disaster response, which
had been established in advance. Despite the steps taken to arrange a well organizes procuring
process, over 50% of the organizations have faced procuring delays. These delays were mainly
caused due to simultaneously requests of organizations which were asking for same items products. This undoubtedly resulted in shortages as well as in procuring delays. The results of
the survey have revealed that approximately 50% of organizations which had pre-established
agreements were dedicated for medical supplies, 56% for non-food products and 70% for vehicle
equipments. The higher percentage of vehicles been ordered indicates the importance of them in
disasters reliefs efforts. Respondents of various organizations have indicated that only few of
them had established in advance agreements for food items, because of the sensitivity food supply
sources have related to location as well as timing. Among many donations there have been
reported some unsolicited donations as well. From all unsolicited donations, unsolicited vehicle
donations were reported to have had a great positive impact improving logistics support
operations during the Tsunami event 2004 in South –East Asia. Vehicles were the only items to
have had value among all other unsolicited items. From the survey it has been understood that if
organizations had established processes which would stop unsolicited goods before they reached
local areas, the effects of unsolicited items would have been negligible.
Nevertheless, if unsolicited reached impacted communities, negative effects to relief chains are
unavoidable. This is due to the time and effort consumed needed to identify the unsolicited
donation, prioritize products and then store them or transport them to a adequate place. All these
elements waste valuable resources.

Transportation
Physical infrastructure was largely affected by the tsunami event. Organizations which were
engaged in relief operations, mentioned that roads and airfields were destructed at that level
which directly impacted transportation execution. They have also emphasized that customs have
also caused extra delays in responding to affected areas. Most of the respondents, about 94% have
highlighted that they experienced transportation issues, because of the poor infrastructure.
The Tsunami effects related to infrastructure could be noticed just by observing destroyed coastal
roads in Sri Lanka and Indonesia. Transportation of many supply items to many locations could
be delivered only by helicopters. Among all organizations, 76% of the respondents taking part in
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this survey have declared to have used air transportation to reach particular areas. As mentioned
above, customs have caused delays, and for this particular issue 71% of respondents have
emphasized to have had this bottleneck in their work, in particular logistics organizations in
Indonesia and Sri Lanka. With significance Indonesia was changing its customs procedures
constantly, which made logistics flow very slow. Due to internal problems with rebel groups, the
government of Indonesia was controlling sensitive equipments including radio equipments and
medical supplies more heavily in order to make sure they were not used for wrong reasons by
rebel groups.

Track and Trace
Literature has revealed that during disaster relief operations, organizations providing logistics aid
to affected communities have had problems in tracking and tracing their supplies. This survey
from Fritz Institute has validated these aforementioned observations by other researchers. During
the tsunami relief humanitarian organizations have used solutions which were on ad-hoc basis.
Among all respondents, 26% have declared to have used special software for tracking & tracing
for their procured products. On the other hand those that were not able to use particular software
had no other choice than to use Excel Spreadsheet or do it in a manual manner.
Despite the lack of proper tracking and tracing software 58% of all organizations have responded
to have received accurate and timely updates regarding the status of their products. Fritz Institute
doubted this accuracy by further challenging its research through some other interviews, which
at the end this institute justified its skepticism

Stock asset management
Most of the organizations have responded to have had inventory management systems as well as
well as procedures. Among all respondents 85% have highlighted that these management systems
met their needed requirements for their logistics relief operations. Fritz Institute through this
survey has revealed that after the struck of Tsunami 2004 not all inventories were put in place.
After this occurrence there have been tentative to pre-position stocks strategically.

Monitoring, Evaluating and Reporting
Another reported issue related to logistics operations during disasters operations is reporting. All
engaged organizations do report to their particular headquarters as well as donors. During the
tsunami event relief, donor reports were done by finance organizations, and had not logistics
teams involved. Over 73% of organizations have stated that they evaluate (measure) their chains
of supply, from the time of placed order, to the time of delivery. Fritz Institute suggests that a
broader measurement is required to monitor as well as improve the effectiveness of supply chains.
Effectiveness of the chains of supply shall be directly linked to the goals and objectives of the
organization operating on ground.

Communication
Satellite and cellular phones were used at about 83% of organizations for communication reasons
during the first week of the operations. After a week 50% of organizations used e-mail as a source
of communication. Respondents have declared to have experienced communication issues during
the tsunami relief operations. According to the surveyed organizations, 81% of them have
reported to have faced communication problems.

Collaboration and Coordination
As mentioned earlier, intervening organizations have always had issues to collaborate with each
other. The aspect of collaboration is a very important factor in relief efforts, but it has been
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emphasized to be challenging in accomplishing it. Survey results show the below listed
information:
• 77% of all organizations coordinated activities with local authorities
• 69% worked with military units
• 77% worked with private businesses
• 56% collaborated with agencies to set up their chains of supply
The above results from the survey show a positive attitude of collaboration among different
agencies. However, Fritz Institute stresses that this collaboration was realized on ad-hoc basis.
Immediate needs of particular organizations resulted in interagency collaboration and
coordination.

Concluding remarks
Except the aforementioned issues, respondents at the end of the survey emphasized some other
bottlenecks which they thought had played a negative impact in the logistics operations during
the South-East Asia 2004 tsunami disaster. Among many composed final thoughts Fritz Institute
has underlined the following:
• Logistics coordination should be organized by a central group and NGOs
shall do the implementation
• Better coordination was established when meetings were conducted at the
beginning of activities
• In Sri Lanka many government agencies involved their selves in particular
subject, making it even more complex to conduct logistics relief operations
• Not enough space with fresh air for too many people in various environments
• Airport was overloaded
NGOs competed for very limited resources, because everyone was looking for almost same
logistics items.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Tsunami event of 2004 which occurred in South-East Asia served as a reference point to
investigate the most predominant issues related to relief efforts, with emphasis on logistics
support issues during these disaster relief operations. Except the Tsunami event of 2004 in SouthEast Asia, a number of scientific articles were consulted in order to be able and compare the
findings from the survey of Fritz Institute and those found in other literature resources.
This research has revealed that Boxing Day Tsunami 2004 was a turning point in gaining the
attention of logistics importance during disasters response. Many organizations, including
governmental and nongovernmental agencies after this event have realized that logistics is crucial
and plays a significant role during the disaster relief operations.
The discussed literature along with the analysis of Tsunami 2004 shows that logisticians need to
improve certain processes in their work. This will not affect only aid delivery efficiency but will
also increase logistics recognition. Lack of trained personnel was identified as one of the major
issues related to logistics operations during disaster relief efforts. Even though this paper treated
the Tsunami 2004 operation in South-East Asia, this is found to be a common issue in today‟s
disaster logistics support operations. Through the survey of Fritz Institute it was clear that issues
which different humanitarian organization face in disasters response are mostly common for all
types of organizations, depend less of their size.
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It is evident that local staff plays a significant role in disasters response. The lack of trained local
staff during the tsunami event of 2004 in South-East Asia as well as other cases reveal that this
constitutes an issue of a proper assessment and logistics response in general. Lack of trained
personnel, means lack of expertise in the organization, which results negatively to the
organization in implementing standardized approaches. The absence of implementing priordefined procedures leads to ad hoc solutions for which researchers have concluded that reduce
the response effectiveness to disaster events.
Another issue identified is related to supply chain. From the researched literature we can highlight
that supply chain processes exist in disaster response, but organizations do not use advanced
methodologies in monitoring and evaluating their chains of supplies for future improvements. It
was also found that aid agencies do not pay attention in establishing well developed logistics
reports, because they think they are unworthy and time consuming.
Assessment has been recognized to be among most essential problems during the initial phase of
response. From the observed cases of logistics response it was noted that organization at the very
first phases after the disaster occurrence depend on local personnel to do the initial disaster
assessment and the related logistics need to respond. Specifically from the South-East Asia
Tsunami 2004 experience, many organizations had no personnel in the affected area, and the local
staff had no knowledge how to do a well organized assessment. This was a huge issue due to the
fact that relief organizations had no information of what logistics resources were needed. Despite
all issues concerning coordination and collaboration, it is found that during the Boxing Day
Tsunami event 2004, maps, certain websites and logistics publications were significant in
providing logistics coordination during relief operations.
As a conclusion we can emphasize the need for a better planning of all disaster response phases.
A well established plan in “peace” will result in fewer issues in real “battle”, and this at the end
will result in less victims and injured people.
It is highly recommended for governmental organizations establish realistic plans for possible
response to disaster occurrences. For them is very important to have such logistics plans in place
due to the fact that they will be the main responsible element during the response phase.
From personal observation developing countries have a tendency of ignoring the creation of plans
to react to disaster events. Except that, they are not proactive, they neglect their capacities and
just wait for other international organizations to come and help. This personal observation
becomes even stronger taking into consideration the fact that most of governments of developing
countries allocate very modest efforts in equipment and training purposes. There is also a need
to develop study programs associated to disaster management. This field of study is not popular
in developing countries, but is with huge interest for the benefit of particular countries.
It can also be concluded that there is an immediate need to advance the cooperation with the
commercial sector in establishing among others track and trace software for supply chain
activities. Also, there is a need for a further investigation in determining the pre-positioning issue,
emphasized during the response to South-East Asia Tsunami event. In addition logistics relief
operations need more attention to advance and eliminate issues related to assessment, cooperation
& collaboration and human resources as outlined from Fritz Institute survey. Researchers have
to intensify their efforts in finding opportunities to adopt practices from logistics commercial
world in improving the aforementioned fields.
Finally, having in mind that Thomas and Kopczak [20] have warned us that natural and manmade disasters will increase five-fold in the next 50 years, it is crucial for all of us to contribute
as much as we can in improving logistics practices in order to make the next disaster response
better than the last.
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An initial key evaluation of the strategic interaction
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Abstract. Monetary and fiscal policy constitutes principal macro-policies, even though they are
usually designed and implemented with quite different - sometimes even contrary - goals.
Although they have a certain degree of independence mostly in the institutional basis, there is
also a considerable level of interdependence between them. This one is usually found in the
literature with the term “interaction” and then “harmonization” when the country operates within
a monetary union. The first objective of this paper is to shortly identify main elements of the
interaction between macro-policies. The second objective is to evaluate this mutual interaction
among them for the Albanian case with historical data using each policy reaction function in a
non-simultaneous way. Related to the methodology, there will be a descriptive comparative
analysis of various economic variables indicating ways of interaction between monetary and
fiscal policy also with revisiting their instruments and coordination after the crisis. Following this
theoretical approach, there will be an evaluation on the mutual interaction, where the
methodological approach of the latter relates to game theory generally analyzing decision
situations. The first results of this work relate to the stabilizing effects of monetary and fiscal
policy. The other results will rely on the changes of one policy as a response of changes in the
other. If this one is statistically approved, we can confirm a presence of strategic interaction
between the two macro-policies. All above mentioned elements will shed light on some first
theoretical and empirical findings for Albania contributing to a further research debate and work
in the field.
Keywords: macro-policies, policy objectives, interaction, policy reaction functions

Introduction
The last crisis indicated that macroeconomic policies must have more objectives and more
instruments when implemented, but the exact answer to the question which instrument should be
directed towards achieving specific economic policy goals requires time. In general terms, the
economic crisis restored the central role of fiscal policy right after the recognition that monetary
policy had reached its limit [17]. Furthermore, it changed the way of understanding on strategies,
effects, roles of the authorities of monetary and fiscal policies.
Furthermore, research has shown that there is a kind of relationship between changes in monetary
and fiscal policies and the large need for stabilizing the economy through given instruments and
the new concept of policy space. As a result of the crisis, macroeconomic policies would partly
change in some of their elements for almost all economies. In the meanwhile, credibility in
designing and implementing policies will support their overall effectiveness. Last but not least,
there is a need to jointly analyze macroeconomic policies through an interaction approach as an
appropriate tool of analysis for the complex real economies.
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Scope of this paper is to identify and describe main elements of the interaction between the two
macroeconomic policies as well as tools of the analysis of the interaction approach in a theoretical
and empirical basis developed in the literature of the field. There will be an evaluation on the
mutual interaction of the policies, with the methodological approach of the latter relating to game
theory widely used in analyzing decision situations.
The paper will be organized as given below: a brief summary of main research works in the field
of macroeconomic policies for recent instruments and interaction issues, with a larger focus on
the game theory tools of analysis; a theoretical and empirical evaluation of a model with selected
macroeconomic indicators and instruments in the game theory context, resulting in some
conclusions and restrictions of this analysis for the Albanian case.

Literature review
Both policies can and must be designed and implemented with the aim to amortize large
fluctuations in the economy [18]. By the other side, there are some crucial points in
implementation as issues of any compliance in the objectives of the policies, an efficient
information exchange among respective authorities and a sustainable or a coherent behavior in
time in order to ensure for higher positive effects of macro policies.
For all economies, an efficient management of the economy depends on the level of the
understanding of internal shocks and their reciprocal effects. Fiscal and monetary policy with
their changes interact through several and complex transmission channels. Monetary policy
affects budget policy through the so-called seigniorage; inflation rate as a monetary instrument
or phenomenon affects level of real public debt; fiscal discipline has an impact on the monetary
authority and its public credibility; fiscal policy and unexpected inflation affect employment
level, as a key macroeconomic objective of policy interaction. Other similar impacts can also be
mentioned in this context.
Additionally, even though in the very beginning EMU believed the monetary union could operate
without a fiscal one, nowadays there is a totally different view with numerous studies of analyzing
policies in this context. So, in some European countries, fiscal behavior is not consistent with
having the ECB target inflation. Such inconsistencies can have further implications for inflation,
interest rates and macroeconomic performance. Meanwhile even the conventional view underlies
how countries have designed central banks, but fiscal policy must cooperate and behave
consistently.
According to IMF analysis in 2013[14], central banks must be envisaged to have a broader macro
and financial stability mandate, using monetary and macro prudential instruments while more
actively using fiscal policy tools. The interaction between macro policies affects though the
stabilizing process in the economy, with a sound fiscal policy providing room for an active
monetary policy together with studying the reactions of the two macro policies to inflation, output
gap, interest rate and debt stabilization.
Walsh (2003)[20] first started with analyzing fiscal policy including also instruments of the
monetary policy. Laubach (2009) and De Mello (2005)[16], 9] have both analyzed that idea
during a recession, when reducing short-term interest rates results in reduced long-term interest
rates parallel with increasing budget deficit because of the automatic stabilizers. In this context
one important finding is the identification of any potential negative correlation between budget
deficit and shortterm interest rates.
Related to policy objectives, there is an output conservatism of fiscal and monetary authorities,
both operating with smoothing policy instruments. According to Aktas et al., (2009)[2], fiscal
dynamics play a very important role in the effectiveness of monetary policy. By the other side,
monetary policy can limit fiscal policy in rather different ways depending on whether accepting
the stabilizing reevaluations of government debt [19]. Anyway, a conservative monetary policy
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remains desirable in all cases of specific economic conditions, especially when fiscal policy is
determined first and monetary authority should explicitly be focused on the inflation stabilizing.
To conclude with this idea, the best results in the objective functions are achieved by the
cooperative Pareto solution supporting a more active role of the central bank.
Welfare is higher under fully optimal policies than under divided policies and this can be used as
a call for rethinking our policy institution arrangements (Leeper, 2014). What advanced
economies have done consist in keeping interest rates low for a long period of time to re-inflate
their economies. But, running the non-right fiscal policies absolutely cannot help in this aspect.
Once again, this emphasizes the need to start and jointly think about monetary and fiscal policy.
To conclude with this theoretical approach, it is true that macro policies are about what set of
rules authorities follow, what are the public expectations about and what institutions represent.
For sure, the structure of the policy is the right answer, but treating monetary and fiscal policy as
completely independent misrepresents macroeconomic reality. Any attempts for cooperation and
consistency between the two important macro policies is desirable for all economies.

Theoretical and empirical basis for the game theory context
Main assumption of this type of analysis is that when achieving goals of both policies, there are
several issues to be taken into consideration as other macroeconomic indicators, impacts of their
decisions and the behavior or reaction of the other economic policy authority. As long as several
situations may happen, game theory context is the appropriate method to study such quite
different scenarios. With ensured respective independence, the central bank is focused on
stabilizing inflation through interest rates while fiscal authority aims to stabilize budget through
fiscal deficit.
Below is given the specification model for the fiscal authority. Main instrument of the policy can
change as a function of changes in other important macroeconomic indicators and specifically
the change in the main instrument of the other policy. For the fiscal policy, a possible reaction
function can be:
Δprimbalancet = α0 + α1Δgovdebtt-1 + α2Eyt + α3primbalancet-1 + α4ut + α5Δit +
εt,
With primary balance as a % of the GDP, government debt in absolute value, Eyt for the output
gap, ut for the unemployment rate and it for the short-term interest rates, representing monetary
policy.

Results
There are given below the results from the OLS regression using the fiscal policy reaction
function with quarterly data for the period 2007-2017. Secondary data for the macroeconomic
indicators are taken from the Institute of Statistics, Ministry of Finance and Bank of Albania
database and reports.
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Table 1: The reaction function of the fiscal policy
. reg

fdprimbalance fdlgovdebt lprimbalance unemployment fdinterest
Source

SS

df

4
30

MS

Number of obs
F( 4,
30)
Prob > F
R-squared
Adj R-squared
Root MSE

Model
Residual

.000530783
.001970841

.000132696
.000065695

Total
fdprimbala~e

.002501625
Coef.

34 .000073577
Std. Err.
t

P>|t|

-2.39e-07
-.2407846
-.0004861
.0146201
.0095605

2.00e-07
.0967961
.0009283
.0088044
.0139653

0.241
0.019
0.604
0.107
0.499

=
=
=
=
=
=

35
2.02
0.1169
0.2122
0.1071
.00811

[95% Conf. Interval]

fdlgovdebt
lprimbalance
unemployment
fdinterest
_cons

-1.20
-2.49
-0.52
1.66
0.68

-6.47e-07
-.4384685
-.002382
-.0033608
-.0189604

1.69e-07
-.0431006
.0014098
.032601
.0380815

Source: Authors calculations
From the above estimation, the only variable statistically significant is that of the lagged primary
balance as a percentage to the GDP, at a 10% of significance. There is a negative relation for this
variable, which implies for an adoptive fiscal policy to the previous period. For the change in
interest rates, which is quasi-significant, there is a positive relation indicating for a possible
coordination with monetary policy. Although not statistically significant, unemployment and
change in the lagged government debt are represented with negative coefficients which means
that the government is not focused on reducing public debt in absolute terms and conducts an
expansive fiscal policy during periods with increasing unemployment rate.
When compared to the expectations, the only variable with an opposite effect in the change of
the main instrument of the fiscal policy is that of the change in the prior levels of absolute public
debt. We can assume that during the period 2007-2017, fiscal policy seems to be not seriously
committed to the fiscal consolidation and its outcomes. The other variables have the signs in
interpretation as expected based on the theory and other tools of analysis.
Table 2: The reaction function of the fiscal policy

Variable
Δgovdebtt-1
primbalancet-1
ut
Δit

Expected relation
+
+/- (coordination/conflict)

Factual relation
+

Source: Authors calculations
These results using OLS regressions can be accepted and though interpreted with the respective
signs, coefficient values and statistical significance. Anyway, models of SEM (simultaneous
equations) can be more appropriate, as all included important macroeconomic indicators can be
tested as dependent and independent with a set of different equations, which is quite complex in
the same time.
In the case of Albania, as a restriction for this model can be mentioned the quality of the
macroeconomic indicators especially when used in quarterly data. For the model presented in this
paper, we have not included “output gap” as a variable, indicating for restrictive macroeconomic
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policies when positive (actual product above the potential level) as analyzed by Kappel and Janku,
2014[15]. In the case of having the reaction functions for the two macroeconomic policies, we
can also conclude for dominant roles in the game theory context when assuming for coordinated
decisions.

Conclusions
For the Albanian economy, determining the dependence of both policies on the changing
macroeconomic environment, on the extent of fulfilling their policy objectives as well as on the
behavior of the other policy remain a very interesting and crucial point. For all the economies,
jointly analyzing fiscal and monetary policy with their specific behavior and interaction seems to
be more interesting and efficient tool of analysis in the current macroeconomic field.
Even the simplest models indicate for a level of interaction and coordination between the two
macroeconomic policies. In the same time, improving quality of the macroeconomic indicators
and using more complex specification models will help in advancing research in this context with
theoretical and empirical findings for Albania.
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Abstract. Huge development of science and technology at the beginning of this century has
affected directly in economic development, the appearance of a rich offer on the market the
increase in living standards, the contemporary and quality way of life, etc., personal sales gave a
new dimension, quality and new content. By leaving behind the way the traditional sales
distribution, the new concept of sales, ranging from sales through the slot, mail, shopping
centers, internet "e-bay", etc. introduced radical changes to this concept in communication
between seller and buyer. These qualitative changes not only in the spatial view, time of the
product, but also in the way of communication, the creation of purchasing and selling atmosphere
and in escorting customer satisfaction after the purchase.
The advantage of the application of personal sales, we will mention the possibility of special
treatment of any client or customer, the focus of attention on it and providing a flexible enough
information. We are dealing with a very relations active between seller's-buyers, which increases
the chances for decision-making for purchase. Personal sales are focused in the targeted market
focused and considered as a district closing the additional impact advertising towards the market,
this, because through their actions clarified all without leaving the stated in advertising, eg. price,
guarantee for the product, way of using, maintenance, etc.
Therefore, successful personal sales the contemporary process of selling is one of the important
forms of communication with the market. It has not lost its significance within the contemporary
forms of sales, but its role has changed and has grown in a qualitative sense, in terms of consumer
information and advice.
Keywords: sale, market, communication, buyers, marketing.

Introduction
Conducting sales effective manner It is very important for any business.If you work as a seller
and you are in contact with the buyer, or you are a sales team manager, achieving very good
results will not depend solely on knowing your product but how your success will depend even
by the recognition of your buyers and communication skills that will help you a lot the realization
or completion of the sales act.
Successful sale includes every aspect of the sales process, ranging from the provision of
appropriate advice which will affect the approach of buyers, personal organization, identifying
customer needs, and to build essential skills such as: presentation and discussion with buyers.
So, successful personal sales is the direct sale where seller and buyer meet, which characterizes
with a high degree of communication flexibility, with specific orders and with necessary
clarifications for all, the characteristics of products and services.
Through personal sales two important activities are carried out such as:
Promoting the product, and
Realization of the act of sale.
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Particular role in personal sales activity he plays a person involved in the process which must be
a good expert in recognizing the content of the product and the
services, have high
communicative skills, dexterity to explain the offer but also to influence positively the decision
of the buyer.

Preparing for Sale, Objectives for Success
Selling is the basis of every success in the business. It sets the foundation for a successful business
by following the principles and long-term practices, and relying in the personal skills of sales
personnel.

Photo 1. Preparing for sale, objective for success
In successful sales, really everybody wins. Good sellers make deals with their buyers. Not good
sellers, their buyers offer you bad deals. Consumers who feel they have purchased a product or
proper service, they will be satisfied, and would like to go back to buy more.
During the sale of the products or services by the domestic(sales representative) of the company,
realized profit. Profit for domestic respectively for the company It is not just selling products or
services, he must also fulfill these two conditions:
Creating satisfied buyers, and
Realization of a satisfactory profit for the company.
The stattisfactation rate is supported in the real strength of the offered and scattered proposals.
Assessing the effectiveness of sales on the basis of sales volume it is easy to calculate, but that
can offer a price sale or a large payment period which ultimately makes this non-profitable sale.
Obtained Confidence
Selling, at times, may seem like a form of confrontation, this shows that many sellers are difficult
to realize this process or when they influence to realize it. To successfully realize personal sales
you always have to replace your feelings of fear and failure with positive hopes for success and
then the sale will be a pleasant experience.

Presantation of Clear
If you're nervous you can hurry to hurry up your sales. Direct the sale properly with constant
rhythm and always rely on positive hopes for success.
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Speak frantically and with sound to hear you all and avoid stuttering. Look at others who hear
you to understand how distributed your speech, your order, in a proper manner and address them
sometimes, during your speech with any questions about what you said.
Also, you should be careful of the appearance and your behaviors because they have a direct
connection in creating a credibility to potential buyers. Dress carefully, adjust your hair well,
looking straight to the eye or a handshake greeting will send a good message to buyers.

Agrements with Byers
Understanding the attitude of buyers is the key to increasing sales. Make research into identifying
potential buyers, maximizes contacts with buyers, and keep good relationships with them.

Identification of the Types of Byers
The decision to purchase, to buyers is influenced by many circumstances, not just from
competition prices as generally assumed, while differently, have the needs for the development
of their business.
Make an effort in building customer profiles, where they will express their most attractive
features, and keep in mind fulfilling the basic needs of buyers they will be pleased to purchase
the products or services from you.

Identification of motivations
Your goal should be to harmonize your sales strategy, motives and different situations of buyers.
Your buyers will accept your offer whether it will enable you solve problems the immediate or
improving their business performance.
Some types of buyers may be motivated by security needs and will seek to guarantee their
seriousness. Buyers belonging to that group guided by wishes will buy those products that will
meet their wishes, while in those buyers where the ego is the main motivator will want to have
the best available product.

Finding Purchasers
The seller may lose much time talking to someone that there is no budget to purchase, or who
lacks the authority to say yes to a proposal that is sold. Sometimes you may know who the
recipient of the decision is, but you may not be able to have direct contact with it, the solution
is to insist on the realization of this contact.

Fig. 1. Contact with the buyer
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You can discover more about your potential buyers without leaving from your desk. At the same
time you have identified the potential client, spend time learning the needs and his or her desires,
given the possibility of constant sales growth.
Your work desk is where you can start with questions for potential buyers. After the questions,
mark where they can be found information in your personal files, Web pages relevant, or through
personal contacts, to make your research effective.

Efective Comunication
Your main goal during communication with buyers is to secure the sale. Ideally, the meeting
should result in the show of pleasure from both the parties. Open and honest communication is
the key to success.
You must be trustworthy to the buyer if you want him to trust you. Eye contact and body
attitude play a role very important in building good relationships. Smiled at and use the nonthreatening gestures.
Look at the buyer's attitude to inform you about the reaction to you and improve your behaviors
in accordance with him. Ask questions and carefully read the notes on intentions and
complaints because they can offer you more knowledge about the buyers needs.

Photo 2. Effective communication with the client

Motivation of buyers
The benefit of potential buyers on your side means engagements to identify what motivates him
or her. This will be accomplished more easily when the buyer is more sociable and more
communicative. If the buyer initially expresses an objection try to overcome this obstacle
between you.
There are two ways of behavior to motivate the buyer:
First: You stand in the position of any other person, speak honestly and use friendly conviction
when the buyer looks uncertain. Start right away with themes if ever is lack of time or
impatient.
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The second: Use the strength of your character to acquire the consent of the buyer. The best
way to motivate the buyer is the combination of these two techniques.
Cultural differences of buyers
When talking to buyers of different countries you need to know about the different cultural
factors.
For example:
Japanese buyers, can hardly be evaluated by others. They may speak very little during the
meeting, but can suddenly show readiness for any deal.
François Buyer, maybe you have to wait long for him to finish lunch and then switch to the
topic.
The English buyer, he appears as a conversation together that offers and receives, but often
ends up as an enthusiasm for your offer but it may happen that you do not accept it.

Providing Services to Costumers
Treat sales and sales services as a single. Considering sale as the first line of activities and go
after the needs of the buyers, providing what they want, when they want, and how they want it
and should follow the sale to make sure they are satisfied with the buyer.
Sales services should not end with the sale. The better you identify and address the needs of
buyers the more they will have a positive impact on their loyalty.
Always, after the realization of the sales act ask that "Is the buyer satisfied" and "Will he or she
buy it again?" If the answer is no, find the reason why and what can be done in solving this
problem. Create habits that after sales contact with your buyers, to understand if they are happy.

Statisfaction of Costumers
You can not at the same time to satisfy the needs of all customers. But you, when you do not
have to stop in achieving this goal. Identify what they are, the needs of buyers and then find out
if these needs are encountered from a constant monitoring of buyers' reactions.
Determination of prioritites: do not get the price as the first priority. Sellers often hurt profit by
it taken this as a priority. Buyers may have a different number of the priorities in their list, such
as: delivery time, technical support, etc. If you have researched what the buyers want the most
and how products or services are ranked of your company compared to those of the competition,
and then successful sales will be considerably easier.
Keeping of buyers: The only sure way to understand whether you have met your buyers' needs is
that you ask them. Invite a group of your buyers, to tell you what would make them more
attractive your products or services. You submit
questionnaires and call the buyer
personally to get answers from them.
Use the comments from other buyers contact routinely with staff which can provide you with
useful information. Above all you make it clear to buyers that you want their comments and that
you will use them to improve the products and services of the company.
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Fig.2. Submission of questions substantially to consumers

Realizing the Successful Sales
Effective selling includes planning and strategy itself. Your strategy may initially include group
presentation or an advertising campaign via mail, but all sales are ultimately dependent on
purchasing skills. Sales activities require a military style of planning to achieve an increase of
successful the sales quota. Buyers must be clearly identified, market to be involved in an
appropriate manner to retailers in certain locations and sales should be tailored to the needs of
buyers.
There’s no such thing as a born salesperson. Sellers of big sales, made it look easy, but superior
performance usually indicates a sellers has taken the time to hone their skills and is constantly
iterating to better help their prospects.
Whether you’re a first-time or looking to get back to the basics, these tips are the seven essential
pillars of successful selling.
1.
Identify goals
2.
Recognize sales as a process
3.
Identify business pain(problems)
4.
Measure every step
5.
Sell to the right people
6.
Embrace team selling
7.
Conduct call reviews
Adjustment of the strategy: if you are selling a product that exists or launching of a new product,
strategy of successful sales should be based on the overall product analysis, market and
competition. The purpose of your strategy may be to find new buyers, or strengthening
relationships with existing buyers. But before you trust your sales resources, sales leader, think
about the size of the market, its potentials and competitive forces from other organizations.
Initially you have defined your market, but make sure your wrestlers sales have covered the space
in which your potential buyers are.

Using the AIDCA Strategy
The designation of AIDCA strategys consists of the initials of words:
A = Attention
I = Interest,
D = Desire,
C = Conviction
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A = Action.
These are five stages that will guide your potential buyer in the continuation of
increasing
opportunities for a successful sale. Utilizing the AIDCA strategy offers you the opportunity to
provide a form and leadership of advertising, and makes your proposal understandable and
attractive to your potential buyer.
The AIDCA strategy initially draws attention to the buyer, then encourages interest and converts
interest in the desire, for the product or your service where it then
creates obedience which
would result in action - ie selling your product or service.
ATTENTION(attracting of attention): you need to get the buyer's attention so that you can make
the sale. Attention may be attracting by an act of singing or dancing, by a stunning proposal, or
by a presentation of an influential or admired person. Whichever technique is used, your goal
is to be perceived by buyers. You should take advantage eyes and ears of buyers before you
win, mind, heart and their portfolio.
INTEREST(growth of interest): Change the attention interest. It depends on the understanding
and perseverance of the buyers. This is a promise that potential
purchasing will really satisfy
the needs of buyers. For example. the saying " What I have to offer you, I will be halved telephone
bill " so it is a kind of proposal that will interest you everybody. With such statements will not
be realized sales, but this statement will be an incentive for the buyer that he ask for further
information on the products or services.
DESIRE (inspiration of desire): attention and interest are not enough to achieve sales. The buyer
must be driven in a state of desire. An ad in the press draws
attention, the details about the
attendance areas awaken interest, and pictures with brochures sent by tourist agents inspire
desires. Most specifically as a price discount or preferential payment projects provide additional
inspiration to buyers. Basic needs are more important but embellishment can touch the scale and
some cases may seem to be the main object of desire.
CONVICTION(creation the conviction): the buyer must make that conclusion to result in
purchase, from you and only from you. Dduring the advertising you need to present a "Unique
sales proposal". This is an attribute that shall persuade buyers that your product or service changes
and is better than others. For example, compare tourist trips with other alternatives the most
expensive, encourage the buyer's
conviction that the purchase decision is correct. So make
an attractive insurance package or a concession in the payment method. Allow buyers to
convince
themselves, in comparison to be obeyed by you.
ACTION(fostering for action) : Efficiency testing is action. The famous saying saller, "Act now
until there is an offer" or "Take it, it's the last" which includes two main principles: immediately
and urgently. You want the buyer to order the goods immediately, so you say to him that the
wrestlers will not lose forever. This situation can be artificial, but non-emergency elements can
be created, the sales process may drag on, and fostering can be lost, then the whole
strategy(process) of AIDCA should be repeated with a lower chance of success.
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Keeping of the Sales Meeting
Meetings, fairs, conferences, and seminars have a great value for forming a team spirit,
celebrating successes on the progress, developing relationships with buyers and discovery of new
plans. Meetings will be effective if they allow a return of
information from the sales team.
If at this meeting the buyer has said a "yes" then what do we do now? You need to connect. You
need to inspire. And you need to drive action.
Following these seven steps will help you get there:
1.
Develop rapport,
2.
Review the meeting premise,
3.
Share a tentative agenda,
4.
Include your buyer in the agenda setting,
5.
Ask to be interrupted
6.
Tell a convincing story,
7.
Shift to inquiry and collaboration.

Photo 3. Successful personal sales meetings

Conclusions
Consider, successful personal sales is part of the so-called "4P" marketing tools, through which
enterprises develop development policies and enterprise strategy to determine the pattern in
which direction will go to the enterprise and where he wants to achieve.
Promotional activities respectively promotion as the 4th MIX marketing tool, is the umbrella of
personal sales and a very important factor, provide access to the designated market segment, the
target customer, and direct customer communication and by the customer, we provide feedback.
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Recommendations
1. Establishment of professional capacities in the field of marketing,
2. Applying marketing concepts,
3. More promotion of products, successful personal sales, and promotion of sales, and
4. Use strategy AIDC, in achieving the enterprise objective.
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Abstract. The paper analyses different indicators ROA, ROE, net interest margin, net noninterest
margin /fees and commissions/, deposit growth, credit growth, as well as the ratios LoanstoDeposits, Own Capital-to-Assets and the main components of the asset side of the balance sheet
as loans, financial instruments and monetary funds for the large and medium-sized and small
banks in Bulgaria. These indicators are analyzed individually for each bank but conclusions are
drawn on the group level – large banks and medium-sized and smaller banks. The analysis show
that the bigger banks have higher ROA and ROE for the analyzed period compared with the
medium-sized and small banks. The paper investigates the factors for the weak correlation
between GDP as well as other indicators for both types of banks. In Bulgaria are main financial
intermediaries and they hardly have an alternative in the economy as a channel for accumulating
savings and granting loans. The paper investigates the factors for the weak correlation between
the GDP growth and ROA and ROE as well as the net interest margin and net noninterest margin
for the bigger and medium-sized and small banks. Some comparisons and peculiarities are drawn
regarding profitability and efficiency of the five biggest banks in the country and the mediumsized and small ones.
Keywords: banks, profitability, efficiency.

The paper aims to investigate the factors that may influence the profitability and efficiency /ROA,
ROE/ for the Bulgarian banks distinguishing them in two categories – large /TBTF/ banks and
medium-sized and small banks. Certain coefficients and dynamics of financial instruments are
analyzed individually for the five largest banks in the country /TBTF banks/ and the mediumsized and small bank /the rest of the banks in Bulgaria except the branches of foreign banks/. The
five biggest banks represent 59,44% of the total assets in the banking system in the country as
the end of June 2018.
The analyzed period is from March, 2007 to Dec., 2017 as public, quarterly data from the
individual banks’ reports - balance sheet and statement of income – are used. The time period
aims to include the crisis and post-crisis period in order to identify any peculiarities in the banks
behavior resulting from the global financial crisis and affecting ROA and ROE. The analyzed
ratios are ROA /Return on Assets, ROE /Return on Equity/, net interest margin /NIM/, net
noninterest margin from fees and commissions /NNIM/, Loans-to-Deposits ratio, Own capitalto-Total Assets ratio, deposits’ growth and loans’ growth. The analyzed balance sheet items are
the amounts of loans, financial instruments and monetary balances which constitute the main part
of the banks’ assets.
ROA and ROE are the main measures for the banks’ profitability – ROA is an indicator for the
efficiency of the bank’s management and ROE is an approximator of the yield generated by the
bank’s shareholders for the invested capital. The net interest margin measures the spread achieved
by the bank management between the interest revenues and interest expenses through the control
on the interest bearing assets and the cheapest resources for funding. The net noninterest margin
/fees and commissions/ measures the spread of the revenues collected by the banks from fees and
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commissions on their products and services and the expenses related with the paid fees and
commission.
Lending is the main activity for the Bulgarian banks and it is the main source for generating
interest yield but also the main source of banking risk. Distinguishing significant deviations in
the lending growth for certain banks can be an indicator for the accumulation of excessive risk in
the lending portfolio. Deposits’ growth is sensitive to the appearance of risk on systemic level as
the increase of deposits accumulated by the banks should be accompanied by an increase in loans
as the banks try to place the accumulated resources and to generate positive income from them.
Higher deposits’ growth by a single bank can be due to higher interest rates offered by that bank
or the perception of the bank by the public as more stable /e.g. a TBTF bank/. The higher Own
Capital-to-Total Assets ratio indicates better possibility by the bank to fund its activities with its
own funds and respectively, higher stability. The Capital Requirements Regulation /CRR/
implements the requirement for a leverage ratio by the European banks which is the ratio between
the Tier 1 capital and the total amount of balance and off-balance sheet assets as this ratio should
be higher than 3%. Thus, a requirement for a minimum capital for funding the bank’s balance
and off-balance exposures is implemented as the aim is to increase the bank’s ability to absorb
losses as well as its resilience to external shocks. The Loans-to-Deposits ratio is also a measure
for credit risk. Sharp increases in that ratio can be an indicator for a credit expansion by the bank
and more risk concentration.

Large /TBTF/ banks
The five largest banks in Bulgaria prove to have higher credit growth in comparison with the
small and medium-sized banks which can be due to more aggressive management by the banks
and/or better perception of the banks products and services by the clients. The reciprocal
Deposits-to-Loans ratio indicates to what extent the bank’s lending resources are funded through
the accumulated deposits and not through non-depositary resources. The higher value of that ratio
can be an indicator for the bank’s stability. The Bulgarian banking system is characterized with
high values of that ration /135,19% as of the end of June 2018/ contrary to the euro area banking
system /≈50-54%/. Deposits-to-Loans ratio for the five largest banks is 132,51% and for the
medium-sized and small banks it is 138,15% as of the end of June 2018. Analyzing the dynamics
of that ratio for both types of banks we can assume that medium-sized and small banks rely
predominantly on deposits’ resources while the five largest banks rely also on short-term funding
and resources from the mother-banks despite their main source of funding is the depository base.
The five largest banks registered a decrease in Loan-to-Deposits ratio in the aftermath of the
global financial crisis which was due to the deposit growth and the stagnation in lending as well
as more conservative lending policy. The Own Capital-toTotal Assets ratio increases steadily
during the analyzed period. ROA and ROE indicate positive values except for one bank which
registered negative values but only for a very short period /Q4, 2012 and Q3 and Q4, 2013/. On
group level ROA and ROE are higher compared with the medium-sized and small banks. The
difference between NIM and NNIM decreases due to the conditions of falling interest rates and
decreased interest rate spreads as well as the higher reliance on revenues generated from fees and
commission on products and services offered by the banks. A constant tendency from the end of
2014 is the increase of monetary funds in the banks’ balance sheets as for some of the five largest
banks their share even exceeds the share of the financial instruments /mainly government
securities/. The figure below shows the dynamics for ROA, ROE, NIM and NNIM for the five
largest banks in Bulgaria.
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Fig. 1. ROA, ROE, NIM and NNIM calculated for the five largest banks in Bulgaria.
Individual correlations are calculated for each of the five largest banks for the following
indicators: GDP growth, assets’ growth, deposits’ growth, Loans-toDeposits ratio and Own
Capital-to-Total Assets ratio. Weak correlation is proved to exist between the GDP growth and
the rest of the indicators, i.e. the GDP has a weak influence on deposits’ resources attracted by
the banks and amount of lending by the five largest banks. The level of interest rates and bank’s
stability are the main determinants for choosing a bank. Strong positive correlation is found
between assets’ growth, credit growth and deposits’ growth /close to 1/ for each of the five largest
banks. The results are logical and expected as the loans dominate in the banks’ assets and the rise
in deposits is the main factor that supports the credit growth. Weak correlations are found for
both ratios - Loans-to-Deposits and Own Capital-to-Total Assets with the rest indicators.
Correlation coefficients are calculated for each bank investigating the relationship between NIM
and 3m Sofibor and 3m Euribor. Time series are tested for autocorrelation. The majority of loans
in Bulgaria are agreed at flexible interest rates, i.e. interest rates based on market index plus
markup. An amendment in the Law in Consumer Credit /2014/ and in the Law on Consumers’
Real Estate Loans determines that the reference rate applied on consumer loans and loans for
house purchases should be a market index as Libor, Euribor, Sofibor and/or other indicators
published by the Bulgarian National Bank, National Statistical Institute or combination of both.
Considering this we can argue that the values of Sofibor and Euribor should impact NIM. The
maturity of Sofibor and Euribor used for testing is 3 months. Higher correlation is found between
NIM and 3m Sofibor for all the banks compared with the lower values of correlation between
NIM and 3m Euribor. Negative correlation is found for all of the five banks between NNIM and
assets’ growth, i.e. we can assume that the increase in assets is related with a decrease in NIM.
Considering that the assets’ growth for the banks in the first group is supported by growth in
banks’ liabilities where non-interest expenses are paid the values of the correlation coefficients
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are logical and expected. However, the calculated correlation coefficients are low for each bank.
The assumptions that we make for the relation between NNIM and 3m Sofibor and 3m Euribor
are for negative values for the correlation coefficients but opposite results are calculated. That
can be explained by the fact that the majority of NNIM is achieved by fees and commissions on
loans. We assume that the GDP growth affects positively ROA and ROE but the calculated
correlation coefficients are very low. The economic upturn does not affect the banks’ profitability
and the elements of ROA and ROE. Some results of the correlation testing are presented in Table
1 below:
Table 1. Correlation Coefficients – First Group Banks
NNIM

Assets’ Growth

NIM

3m Sofibor

3m Euribor

UniCredit Bulbank

0.716308

0.610394

-0.201143

DSK Bank

0.706879

0.609084

-0.390847

FIB

0.517601

0.499622

-0.295336

Eurobank Bulgaria

0.610966

0.552547

-0.454058

UBB

0.731294

0.579932

-0.396987

GDP Growth

ROA

ROE

UniCredit Bulbank
DSK Bank
FIB

0.064223
-0.299917
0.046933

0.050797
0.262838
0.299561

0.939047
0.909399
0.976166

Eurobank Bulgaria

0.238766

0.375335

0.956873

UBB

-0.035426

0.002417

0.974474

Deposits’ Growth

Loans’ Growth

Medium-sized and smaller banks
The total number of the small and medium sized banks that are analyzed is 16 and they have a
market share of 37,38%. During the analyzed period negative values for ROA and ROE are
calculated for some of the banks as well as huge dynamics in both indicators is evident, e.g. sharp
decrease in ROE for some of the banks for certain periods. For some periods ROA and ROE are
negative for some of the banks /e.g. 2012, 2014, 2016/ despite the positive NIM and NNIM as
for certain banks that proved to be a long term tendency /e.g. 2 years period, 5 years period/.
During the analyzed period ROE had more controversial dynamics compared to ROA. For only
one bank negative values of NIM were calculated but they we were on a short-term basis /certain
periods in 2013, 2015/. The share of financial instruments is stable over time as for some of the
banks the share of financial instruments is higher that the share of monetary funds. For some of
the banks the share of monetary funds has a constant growth since 2015.Monetary funds are the
minimum required reserves and excess reserves on which a negative interest rate is applied since
Jan. 2016. For a period of 2 year the excess reserves prevailed the minimum required reserves
/≈120130%/ but since the last quarter they have a strong decrease. The growth rate of deposits
and loans is diverse for the different banks. The dynamics of NIM and NNIM shows outpacing
decrease of NIM compared with NNIM. The analysis of both indicators shows that after the
global financial crisis banks “concentrate” on generating revenues from fees and commissions
from the products and services they offer trying to compensate the decrease in the interest
revenues which is also common for the five largest banks. After 2015 some of the banks had
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sharp increase in the values of ROE arising from cleansing of credit portfolios /written off loans/
due to the upcoming AQR. For the analyzed period credit growth is supported by the deposit
growth. Some small, segment oriented banks generate higher ROA, ROE, NIM and NNIM than
the average levels for the banking system. An increase in the credit portfolios was also evident
after the global financial crisis. Loan-to-Deposits ratio constantly decreased after 2015. Own
capital-to-Total Assets ratio keeps stable dynamics as some banks support the credit growth with
a capital increase. Some of the banks have very limited share of financial instruments in the asset
side of their balance sheets contrary to others where the share of financial instruments exceeds
the share of monetary funds. The figure below shows the dynamics of ROA, ROE, NIM and
NNIM for five mediumsized and small banks /three of the largest and two of the smallest banks
in terms of assets falling in that group/

Fig. 2. ROA, ROE, NIM and NNIM calculated for five banks representing medium-sized and
small ones.
Certain peculiarities related with the activities or ownership structure can be distinguished for
some of the medium-sized and small banks, e.g. BDB operates under special legislation and it is
100% owned by the Ministry of Economy, the majority of the shares of another bank is owned
by Sofia municipality /60%/ as this bank predominantly holds financial instruments /government
and municipal bonds/. One bank has gone through a procedure of special conservatorship for a
period of 6 months in 2014 during which the majority of the credit portfolio of the bank was sold.
That bank have negative values /with few exceptions/ of ROA and ROE for the whole period that
is analyzed but NIM and NNIM are positive.
Individual correlation testing for each of the 16 banks is performed investigating the existence of
relations for the same indicators as those analyzed for the five largest banks. Weak correlation
between the GDP growth and the rest of the analyzed indicators is also found for the mediumsized and small banks. Except for 3 banks strong correlation is found between deposits’ growth
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and assets’ growth /≈1/. For the majority of the banks strong positive correlation is calculated for
Own Capital-to-Total Assets ratio and Loans-to-Deposits ratio, i.e. we can assume for those
banks that credit growth is supported by capital increase which is a prerequisite for stability and
responsible behavior by those banks. Contrary to the five largest banks in the first group weak
correlation coefficients are calculated for NIM and 3m Sofibor and 3m Euribor for some of the
medium sized and small banks. For all of the banks negative correlation is found between NNIM
and assets’ growth as for 2 banks it has significant values /-0.957635 and -0.939594/. At half of
the banks negative correlation is found between NNIM and 3m Sofibor and 3m Euribor but the
calculated values are small. For all medium sized and small banks very weak correlation is found
between the
GDP growth and ROA and ROE as well as between the asset growth, ROA and ROE – similar
to the results achieved for the large banks.
The weak correlations for ROA and ROE discussed above for the bigger and mediumsized and
small banks are further supported by the results achieved from the regressions tests for ROA and
ROE set as dependent variables and the GDP growth /OLS method is used/. Very low values of
R2 are calculated which confirms the lack of any evidence for relation between ROA and ROE
and the GDP growth. The results from the regressions show very weak strength of the relations
between NIM and 3m Sofibor and 3m Euribor for the bigger banks which led to further
investigations proving that floating rates on loans granted by some of the bigger banks are based
on Sofibor and/or Euribor with a maturity different than 3 months. The results from the regression
testing for all bigger banks prove high values of R2 as large negative coefficients before the
assets’ growth indicate that the change in the bank’s assets strongly influences NNIM generated
by the five largest banks contrary to both market indices.
Conclusion: The banks in Bulgaria play the main role in financial intermediation, channeling the
accumulated savings to the borrowers in the economy. The majority of the interest revenues
generated by the banks are through credit operations as in the periods of narrowing interest rate
spreads both bigger and medium-sized and small banks direct their activities to generating noninterest income from fees and commissions on the products and services they offer. For the five
largest banks in the country similarities in the dynamics of ROA and ROE is observed contrary
to the mediumsized and small where the dynamics of both indicators is diverse during the
analyzed period. GDP growth and assets’ growth have small impact on ROA and ROE both for
the bigger and medium-sized and small banks. For the medium-sized and small banks credit
growth is supported by an increase in the banks’ capital.
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